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US: Syria
likely

to skip

summit
Jerusalem Post Staff

and news agencies

SYRIA “almost certainly” will
be absent from Wednesday’s su-
mit at Shann e-Shefkh, US Secre-
tary of State Warren Christopher
said yesterday.

He stressed that the US “has a
disagreement” with Syria over its

providing a haven for Palestinian

groups opposing the peace pro-
cess, and expressed sorrow over
.the existence “of a Hamas office

.in Damascus.”

Foreign Minister Ehud Barak,

meanwhile, urged Syria to appear
-at the summit as a sign it is

• against terrorism, Israel Radio
' said. Syria has not condemned

;
the suicide bombings.

Failure to appear would show
• that Syria has not broken its ties

I with terrorism, Barak was quoted

'.as saying.

' Representatives of 31 coun-
;tries, including US President Bill

•Clinton and Russian President

.Boris Yeltsin, are to meet for the

'.one-day, hastily arranged gather-

;ing in Egypt

After the conference is over,

-Clinton will fly to Jerusalem in

•Air Force 1, with Peres as his

.'guest in the presidential plane.

. Clinton is expected to meet Is-

raeli ministers at an informal cab-
inet session after the internation-

al conference on terrorism,

cabinet secretary Shmuel Hol-
lander said. He said Clinton
would participate in a session on
terrorism with the cabinet

Clinton will also visit die site of

the No. IS bus explosions and the

graves ' of Yitzhak ftabifl..and 'sol-

diers killed br ibe recent bomb-
ings, and meef with' some. 1,000

Israeli youth in Tel Aviv on
Thursday.

:
-

Lebanon meanwhile said it

might boycott the. meeting. For-

eign Minister Fads Bouez told a

news conference that Israeli oc-

cupation of Arab land was the

main obstacle to Middle East

peace and the 1991 Madrid con-

ference offered the best frame-

work to deal with region’s

problems.

Asked if Lebanon would boy-

cott the summit, he said: “This

deduction may be correct- You
have to wait until tomorrow.”

He said President Elias Hrawi

would give Lebanon’s final an-

swer today.

Meeting in Sicily, European

JJnion foreign ministers con-

"demned Iranian and Libyan dec-

larations of support for the sui-

cide bombings and called on Iran

to condemn all acts of terrorism

“once and for all.”

Iran, uninvited to the summit,

denies actively helping radical

Palestinian and other dissident

groups. But Foreign Minister All

Akbar Vslayati backed their

right to struggle for their cause.

Libyan .leader Muammar Gad-

dafi said the “evil” would end

only when Israel and the US are

destroyed.

In Iraq, another pariah state in

the eyes of. the US, the Babel

newspaper
,
owned by President

Saddam Hussein’s soil Uday, said

the summit , was tantamount to “a

comic play orchestrated by one of

the most terrorist states in the

world, namely the US.”
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An IDF crew evacuates a wounded soldier from the security zone yesterday. (Avihu Shapira)

Security zone’s ‘Dizengoff’ is targeted, too
HIZBULLAH’S recent wave of

attacks, including yesterday’s,

have a double meaning in the on-

going war of attrition it is waging
against the IDF and the South

ILebanese Army.

Hizbullah is demonstrating, as

it has in the past, its ability to

carry out deadly operations

against the “occupying forces of

the Zionist enemy.” It is also

sending a message to residents of

the security zone, as part of its

psychological war aimed at bring-

ing abont the collapse of the

SLA, that nowhere is safe from

the “long arm” of Hizbullah..

_

The bomb placed on a road

that is considered the most secure

in the zone underlined this mes-

sage to both the IDF and ten

dents of the zone.

The road, which runs from the

“Good Fence”. at Metulla, via

Klia, to Maijayoun and the com-

BACKGROUND
DAVID RUDGE

maud headquarters of the SLA
and the IDF*s Lebanese Liaison

Unit, used to be known as the

security zone’s Dizengoff Street.

It was a road along which IDF
troops, visiting journalists, and

Israeli officials could travel with

relative impunity.

It is also one of the more pleas-

ant urban routes inside the zone,

passing through villages lined

with street lights, sidewalk shops

and cafes, and workshops.

There should be no surprise,

therefore, that for Hizbullah the

Dizengoff Street of the security

zone was a prime target - primar-

ily because of where it is and what

it stands for.

Hizbullah has struck there in

the past with fatal results, and

according to reports from Leba-

non, narrowly missed hitting

Chief of General Staff LL-Gen.

Amnon lipkin Shahak when he

was in the zone last September.

Another message can be drawn

from the latest attack - that it

could not have been carried ont

without the collusion and col-

laboration of local residents.

This in turn points to an even

more worrisome phenomenon
from the EDPs point of view:

Hizbullah's war on the ground

and its unceasing propaganda

campaign, coupled with recent

measures by Lebanese authori-

ties against the SLA and its com-

manders, appear to be bearing

fruit

The two-pronged assault given

the concern of residents of the

zone over their future in the

event of an Israel-Syria-Lebanon

peace accord, is adding to the

pressure on the local populace.

The latest attack comes hard

on the heels of the abortive hang

glider attack and huge car bomb
attempts.

It also follows the cross bonier

shooting that led four IDF sol-

diers to their deaths in another

roadside bomb trap last Monday.

These events, apart from the

escalation in long-range attacks

on IDF and SLA positions. Indi-

cate that whatever restraints may
have been imposed on Hizbullah

by the Syrians, these have been

eased.

This might not be a direct mes-

sage, but it could be one of the

most important conclusions to be

drawn from the recent wave of

incidents for which the IDF and

the SLA have paid such a high

{nice.

PA Police arrest Izzadin Kassam deputy chief
JON IMMANUEL

THE Palestinian Police have arrested the deputy commander and two

other members of Izzadin Kassam, and a possible Hamas-Kassam go-

between.

The three Kassam members - Abdel-Fatah Safari, Kama! Khalifa,

and Salaam Abu Maaruf - are based in the Khan Yunis area and

appear on Israel’s 13 most wanted list for attacks on soldiers before the

pullout of IDF troops in June 1994.

The. fourth man, Abdullah Abdel-Fatah Duhan, is considered a

Hamas official with dose links to Izzadin Kassam. His interrogation

could reveal whether Hamas gave direct orders to Izzadin Kassam, its

military wing, to launch attacks, said Palestinian Authority Attorney-

General Khalid al-Qidrah.

This could affect the tolerant attitude to Hamas as a political

organization. Kassam, as an armed group, has been outlawed.

Satan, 33, is considered the deputy chief of Izzadin Kassam, and is

believed to have organized last year's attack at Kfar Darom. His

superior is Mohammed Dief, who is still at large.

Safari has been on Israel’s wanted list for six years and was with

frnad Akel, then the most wanted member of Izzadin Kassam and the

killer of 13 soldiers, when he was shot dead by soldiers two years ago.

Satan escaped and has headed Izzadin Kassam in Khan Yunis.

Palestinian sources close to Hamas said that Satan had at least one

meeting with Palestinian Authority President Yasser Arafat after the

January 5 assassination of Yibye Ayyash, in which he promised to

maintain a cease-fire. It is not clear whether he broke his pledge or

whether he was powerless to impose it.

“It is unlikely Arafat would meet with the military wing,” Al-Qidrah

said, adding there is no firm evidence against any of the four. “All of

them will be investigated to see if they had engaged in illegal activities.

Them a decision will be taken to try them.”

Police are now searching for a man called Hassan Salameh, who is

believed hiding in Ramallab and may have been in overall charge of

the bombings. He trained in Sudan after fleeing to Egypt in 1990,

Palestinian sources said.

Other action taken against Hamas includes confiscation of keys to

mosques frequented by Hamas and their deposit with the FA Wak£ so

that the PA can keep a closer eye on activities in them, police said.

Prime Minister Shimon Peres and Maj.-Gen. Oren Shahor, the

government coordinator in the territories, have expressed satisfaction

with the crackdown and are considering easing the closure within two

weeks.

Palestinian officials are demanding that the closure be lifted or that

Palestinians at least have access to the sea for fishing and to Egypt,

from which they can import essential supplies such as flour, which has

almost run out. Police bulldozed a memorial to Ayyash in Khan Yunis,

Reuters reported.

Turkish president

arriving today

Jerusalem Post Staff

TURKISH President Suleyman

Demirel arrives today for a four-

day official visit.

He is expected to sign bilateral

economic agreements, and will

meet with 'Prime Minister Shimon

Peres, President Ezer Weizman,

and Foreign Minister Ehud Ba-

rak. He is also to visit the Temple

Mount and Yad Vasfaem and will

address the Knesset.

Demirel wifi arrive with a dele-

gation of some 200, including the

foreign minister, members of par-

liament, university heads, the of-

ficial head of Turkey's Moslem

population, and businessmen.

Foreign Ministry officials said

the visit is another milestone in

the recent improvement in rela-

tions between the two countries,

.especially since the beginning of

the peace process. Trade be-

tween the two nations almost

doubled last year, compared to

the previous year, reaching about

$450 million, of which $1793m.

. was exports.

Court: Attorney-general lacks

authority to issue orders to IDF
THE attorney-general has no authority to order the chief IDF prosecutor to issue an indictment, the

Northern Military Court ruled yesterday in a precedent-setting decision.

The move came during the court-martial of Ll (res.) Yehoshua Sadiel, who — on Attorney-General

Michael Ben-Yair's order - was charged with negligence in the death of Haim Bar-Natan, killed by

friendly fire during a December 1992 incident in Lebanon.

The incident was investigated by the Military Police, and the regional military prosecutor decided

there was no reason for charges to be brought. Bar-Natan’s parents turned to Ben-Yair who decided

Sadie! should be charged with negligence. After a lengthy battle, the judge advocate-general acceded.

Sadiel’s lawyer, Dov Weisglass, argued (hat Ben-Yair had no right to issue the order, and the court

agreed. Q&*0

Hanukka stamp - joint issue for US, Israel

THE postal services of the US
and Israel for the first time are to

issue a stamp jointly. Due to ap-

pear in October, the stamp wifi

commemorate Hanukka.

It will be the first Hanukka

stamp to be issued by the US
Postal Service. The 32-cent stamp
- announced over the weekend

by Postmaster-General Marvin

T. Runyon - was designed by

Hanna Smotricb, a graphic-de-

sign instructor at the Corcoran

School of Art in Washington. She

used pieces of cut, colored paper

to create a line of multi-colored

JUDY SIEGEL

Hanukka candles.

The US plans to print 142 mil-

lion copies of the stamp.

Israel Philatelic Services direc-

tor Yinon Beilin confirmed yes-

terday that an agreement in prin-

ciple has been reached to

produce a Hanukka stamp with

the stamp design, but of course

with a denomination in shekels

and the usual Hebrew and Arabic

lettering, in addition to the En-

glish. He said it has yet to be

decided whether the Israeli stamp

would be printed here or in the

US.
The Americans, who have is-

sued numerous Christmas stamps

over the years, decided to pro-

duce a stamp for Hanukka due to

complaints from Jews that they

bad no stamp to mark their

holiday.

Israel has produced a stamp

jointly once before: with Poland,

to commemorate the anniversary

of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising.

The US has previously done so

with a handful of countries, in-

cluding Sweden and Germany.

Get united with

the States.

From Israel, just dial:

177-100-2727

AT&T

N1S 4.20 (EILAT NIS 3.60)

IDF soldier

killed by
Hizbullah

roadside bomb
DAVID RUDGE

STAFF-SGT. Erez David, 19,
of Caesarea, was killed and
five other soldiers were
wounded, one of them criti-

cally, in south Lebanon
yesterday.

The attack which claimed
David’s life and wounded four

of the soldiers occurred less

than 300 meters from the Fat-

mah border crossing point,

near Metulla.

Hizbullah gunmen detonat-

ed a roadside bomb alongside

their patrol, on the outskirts

of K3ia village, as they were
traveling from Marjayoun to

Metulla.

The device had apparently
been planted in nearby olive
groves, most probably with the

collaboration of residents of the

zone, even though those in Klia,

a Shi’ite village, are considered to

be close to Israel and the South
Lebanese Army.
The route itself is used daily by

hundreds of IDF troops and Leb-
anese civilians crossing into and
ont of Israel, including those
from Klia, many of whom work in

IsraeL

David, a graduate of the agri-

cultural school in Paidess Hanna,
is survived by his parents, Aliya

and Nun, longtime residents of
Or Akiva who recently moved to

Caesarea, and brothers Meni, 16,

and Tomer, 9. The time and place

of the funeral will be announced
later.

The wounded soldiers were
evacuated by helicopter to Hai-
fa’s Rambara HospitaL Deputy
hospital director Dr. Zvi Ben-
Ishai said one of the wounded
was admitted in critical condi-
tion, while another was suffering

from serious wounds.
He said the other two were suf-

fering from light to moderate
wounds, and all of them had un-
dergone surgery.

Hizbullah claimed responsibil-

ity for the attack, as well as long-

range mortar attacks early in the

morning in the Beaufort and Ali

Tahr regions in the eastern sector

of the zone.

During the early morning bom-
bardments, an IDF major was
moderately to lightly wounded.
He was evacuated to Safed’s Re-
becca Sieff Hospital.

Hizbullah gunmen were also
believed to be responsible for fir-

ing Sagger anti-tank missiles at an
IDF convoy in the central sector

of the security zone.

There were also reports of fir-

ing at IDF and SLA positions in

the zone's western sector, around

Rashaf and Hadalha villages, for

which Amal is believed
responsible.

IDF and and SLA gunners
blasted suspected terrorist targets

north of the zone in response to

the attacks. There were no imme-
diate reports of any casualties

among the attackers or any
civilians.

OC Northern Command Maj.-
Gen. Amiram Levine went to the

scene of the roadside bomb blast

yesterday afternoon. He said the

IDF would find the way and
means to respond.

The last bomb attack in the

same area, dose to the border

with Metulla, occurred in Octo-

ber 1988 when a suicide car bomb
exploded alongside an IDF pa-
trol, killing seven soldiers and
wounding eight -

A senior source in Northern
Command said the attack was the

latest in a series by Hizbullah,

including that last Monday in

which four IDF soldiers were
killed and nine wounded.

lire source noted that there
have been over 100 Incidents in

south Lebanon since the begin-

ning of the year, and that there

has been a marked escalation

lately. “There’s no doubt that

Hizbullah gunmen have taken en-

couragement from suicide bomb
attacks by Hamas terrorists inside

Israel. There’s also no doubt that

they are trying to cany out quali-

tative attacks against the IDF and

SLA,” said the source.

Tsomet and Gesher

are still at odds
SARAH HONIG

LIKUD negotiators yesterday

made no headway in reconciling

the differences between Tsomet

and Gesher which are holding up

agreement on forming a joint

electoral bloc.

The two parties continued to

pull the Likud in different direc-

tions, each threatening that it

might pull out of the deal it had

negotiated with the Likud.

Tsomet refused to accept the

memorandum of understanding
signed with David Levy’s people

Thursday morning, and Levy

continued to maintain that the

memorandum was a done deal.

From Tsomet 's point of view

Levy received far too much, and

it came at the expense of Tsomet
leader Rafael Eitan. Likud chair-

man Binyamin Netanyahu tended

to side with Eitan, although Li-

kud negotiators are exasperated

at what they describe as Tsomet ’s

obstinacy and intransigence.

The upshot was a war of nerves

in which both sides waited to see

who would blink fust

(Continued on Page 3)
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Christopher,
Peres praise

Arafat
Jerusalem Post Staff

US and Israeli officials praised
Palestinian Authority President
Yasser Arafat yesterday for his
strikes against Palestinian extrem-
ists, with the reminder that the
PLO chief’s political survival
hinges on fighting terrorism.

“We think we are getting 100
percent cooperation, but we are

going to be monitoring it very
closely,” US Secretary of State

Warren Christopher said after

Arafat’s security forces arrested

several Hamas leaders on Friday.

Prune Minister Shimon Peres
said that in the past 24 hours Arafat

“has shown already a real readi-

ness to arrest the group which is in

charge” of the bombing attacks.

“He has arrested three out of the

six most important persons.”

But Likud leader Binyamin
Netanyahu insisted that Arafat

was still only offering token coop-
eration . “He has caught one fish

or two fish but he has not dried the

pond," he said on the CNN’s Late

Edition With Frank Sesno.

Peres expressed qualified confi-

dence that Arafat could do the job,

saying it was “not on my agenda”
to send the IDF back into the West

Bank and Gaza.
“The PLO, which wasjust a few

years ago a terrorist organization,

is now fighting terrorism," Peres
said on ABC television's This

Week With David Brinkley. Arafat
understands that “If he wants to

keep his authority he can’t permit

another armed authority to be at

the same time at the same place.”

Peres said “it looks like Hamas
has outsmarted him [Arafat] ... I

think Arafat will have to learn the

hard way whom to mourn and
whom to support,” referring to

Arafat's mourning of Hamas's
Yihye Ayyash.

While praising the Palestinian

authorities for rounding up dozens
of suspects. National Security

Adviser Anthony Lake said on the

ABC program that “a lot more has

to be done.”

“We would like to see very stiff

jjustice," be said.

Lake said CIA Deputy Director

George Tenet had been sent to dis-

cuss ways to boost security mea-

sures with both Israeli and
Palestinian officials, and that CIA
Director John Deuteh would stay

behind after Wednesday’s summit

Rajoub still Protective Security head
COL. Jibril Rajoub is still func-

tioning as head of the West Bank
Preventive Security Service after

mixed reports concerning his

replacement on Saturday.

Col. Hussein Sheikh, who said

he had been informed that he was
to replace Rajoub, backed down
from this position yesterday. *1

am an officer in the Palestinian

8 SOCIAL & PERSONAL |

BOARD OF DEPUTIES of British

Jews. Ro Kaufmann, Chairman of Israel

Committee, with other deputies, to pertid-

oata in the British Solidarity Mission.

Police, and 1 will follow whatever

orders I receive from President

[Yasser] Arafat,’’ he said.

Sheikh is in charge of criminal

investigations in die West Bank. His

center of operations is in Ramallah,

where Hamas is said to have shifted

its operations from Hebron since

the PA took control there.

The PA never announced that

Rajoub had been replaced, but it

appears that he was reprimanded
for not taking strong enough
action against Hamas. It is likely

that Arafat called Sheikh during a

meeting with Rajoub, to make the

point that he was replaceable, but

never officially bestowed the job
on Sheikh. Jon Immanuel

In grief we announce the death of

RUTH GROSS
n£e KORNER'

• - on 20 Adaf5756, March 10, 1996

Husband: Nahum David Gross

Children: Guy, Mill and children

Hlllel, Navah and son

Tehila

Yoel

Sisters: Rivfca Sheridan

Shirley Komer
Burial atBeitZayit, this afternoon, March 11, at3:30 p.m.

Shiva at 24 Beit Zayit

We extend our sincerest condolences to

N. DAVID GROSS

on the passing of his wife,

RUTH
Management & Staff

of The Jerusalem Post

With great sorrow we announce

the passing of our beloved

SHOSHANA GILEAD
Mourned by:

Husband: Ya’acov Gilead

Daughter-in-law: Clair Gilead

Grandchildren: Sharon, David and
Amir Gilead

Family and friends.

The Staff, Volunteers, Contributors and Management
of Keren Hayesod - United Israel Appeal

join the former Director General of Keren Hayesod
Yaacov Gilead

in mourning the passing of his wife

SHOSHANA
and express sincere condolences

to him and his family.

Shlomo Hlllel

World Chairman
Moshe Gur
Director General

ARAB participants in

Wednesday's Sharm e-Sheikh
summit, uneasy that the Hamas
attacks should prompt such an

urgent international response

when their own problems
received little attention, are push-

ing to give a broader perspective

to the meeting, diplomatic sources

said.

“Terrorism is not the issue here.

We're talking about an interna-

tional conference to support the

peace process and, based on this.

we must meet or the peace
process will collapse,” Egyptian

President Hosni Mubarak said on

Saturday.

‘The situation is that the peace

process is meeting very difficult

problems, and we would like die

wheel of the peace process to con-

tinue, which is why 1 asked for the

conference."

Egyptian Foreign MinisterAmr
Moussa said the conference
would not engage in practical

matters, but would be more

News agencies

declarative.

"The participants won’t sign

anything not pledges, not deci-

sions, not steps to be taken, not

structures, and not covenants.

They will merely make political

statements,” he said.

He also stressed that "we will

discuss the violence of both sides,

not just our violence, but also that

of the other side.

"We arc all against violence

which kills innocents ... We are

now in the phase of discussing the

rights of the Palestinian people

and the negotiations are continu-

ing on the Syrian and Palestinian

(racks to achieve peace and an

Israeli withdrawal.

“Obstructing these objectives

through violence by the two par-

ties is an unacceptable matter, and
this kind of violence will be
rejected," be added.

Moussa’s remarks mirrored
Arab concern that Israel would

(n deep sorrow, we announce the passing, after long

illness, ofour dear

REG BARKER
of Herzliya, on Sunday, March 10, 1996.

The funeral will take place today, March 11, 1996,

at 2 p.m., at Kibbutz Einat.

Mourned by:

Henrietta Hullaneky

Keren and Guy
The Barker Family of Worthing, England

BOSTON
UNIVERSITY

The Faculty and Staff of the

Boston University

Ben-Gurion University of the Negev

offers its condolences to the family of

YORAM BARTUR

We are greatly grieved by the death of

RIVKAZEMER rt
ndeFeder

Mourners:

Husband: Michael
Daughter Hila

Mother. Tova Feder
Mother-in-law: TrudJ Klasmer

Shiva at the home of the deceased, 22 Beit Ha'arava,
Entrance B, Jerusalem.

My darling

Joe - Daddy
has left us.

Fay Isaacs, Beit Yitzhak
and families:

Peled, Gan Yavne Kahn, Beit Yitzhak
Aron, Neve Shalom Isaacs, New York
Halfon, Caesarea Sartiel, Kfar Hahoresh

He left his body to science.

We mourn the passing of our mother and grandmother

FLORENCE CHAVEL
The funeral willtake place today, March If, 1996, at 5pm at the

Eretz Hachayim Cemetery, Beit Shemesh.
The Family

steal the limelight from what they

regard as the core issue - imple-

menting the second phase of the

Oslo accords.

Mubarak insisted (hat the sum-
mit would be more than an anti-

terrorism platform and is aimed at

saving the Middle East peace
process from collapse.

Likud MK
Ariel

Weinstein

dies of
heart failure

LIAT COLLINS

MK Ariel Weinstein (Likud) died

of sudden heart failure Saturday

night at age 64. He will be buried

in Jerusalem this morning. -

Weinstein was a fifth generation

Jerusalemite and is survived by a
wife and four children. News of

his death shocked MKs across the

political spectrum. Gedalya Gal
(Labor), chairman of the Finance

Committee of which Weinstein

was a particularly prominent
member, said: "He died quietly in

his sleep, the death of a righteous

man."
Although Dot well known to the

public, Weinstein was a very
active parliamentarian in the past

four Knessets.

His main concerns were eco-

nomic, social and environmental

issues.

A qualified land assessor and
chairman of the Land Assessors

Council, Weinstein often raised

bills aimed at lowering housing
costs or ensuring housing for the

elderly.

On economic issues, he often

voted in committee against his

party when the Likud line con-

flicted with his own view,

although he remained a faithful

Likudnik on political and security

matters.

“A healthy economy is one of
the foundations on which true

peace and security can be built,”

he often said.

A former economic affairs

reporter for Afa ’ariv and a deputy
chairman of the Israel

Broadcasting Authority, Weinstein
often wrote his own press releases

Lo explain his many bills and par-

liamentary motions and questions.

With his typical good nature, he
would joke with parliamentary
reporters to explain his point. He
had promised reporters to reveal

his “campaign gimmick" this

week, although his achievements
spoke for themselves.
Among his former public posi-

tions, Weinstein chaired the

National Council for Accident
Prevention; the World Zionist
Organization's finance committee
and the Amigur Public Housing
Company. He reached the rank of
lieutenant-colonel in the IDF.
“Weinstein was one of the most

active MKs dealing with socio-
economic issues,” Knesset
Speaker Shevah Weiss (Labor)
said yesterday.

“His death has left a void in
these important areas.”

Michael Ratzon is expected to

be sworn in as a Likud MK next
week, after the shiva for
Weinstein. But Ratzon will have
little opportunity to prove himself
as an MK since he joins the
Knesset for its last week in ses-
sion.

Petah-Tikva born Ratzon, 43, is

monied and the father of five. He
has been a member of Herat since
leaving the IDF with the rank of
lieutenant-colonel.

Between 1 983 and 2 986, he was
a Likud councilor in Petah Tikva,
and between 1984 and 1992 he
was chairman of the Young Likud.
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Yanai: IDF troops at ;

crossing failed to
j.

detect bomber j

New York Mayor Rudolph Giuliani, here on a two-day visit, pays a shiva call yesterday on the fam-

ily ofYoni Levy, killed In last Sunday’s bus bombing in Jerusalem. “We must send a clear message

to civilized people everywhere that terror it totally unacceptable ” Giuliani said. He is to meet with

Prime Minister Shimon Peres today. tcxc Bin Human; Photo: Arid jcrooifanai

Arabs seek broader focus

to terrorism summit

IDF troops guarding

the Kami crossing out

of the Gaza Strip failed to detect

the suicide bomber who blew

himself up at Dizengoff Center a

week ago. the army acknowl-

edged yesterday. •

.

OC Southern Command Maj.-

Gen. Shlomo Yanai called it a

“grave malfunction” and said

those responsible would be pun-

ished. He said the army, was to

impose more stringent checks at

Che crossing when it reopened..

For now the crossing, three kilo-

meters west of Kibbutz Nahal Oz,

is shut. When it does. reopen,
yanai said, a guard will be placed

ou each truck to make sure that

nothing sneaks through again. He
said only approved drivers will be

allowed to use the crossing, and

explosive detection equipment

will be installed.

For Yanai, it was the worst fail-

ure since he took over. Southern

Command just over a month ago.

“This system faded in its mission,

and the terrorist got out from
here,” he said. “It is dear that

there was a grave malfunction.

“The soldier who was supposed

to check [the truck] and (fid not is

responsible,” Yanai said, but

ARIEH O’SULLIVAN added that he bore

overall responsibil;

iiy. “We will assume.all the

sary conclusions regarding

one connected to tins.”

Yanai said the anny never
sioned a scenario wherean
would help a Hamas
sneak into Israel- '•

r . .
.

"The idea,that an Israefi. w
come bene with the clear most—

,

of collaborating with theterrcaristt

on the other side is 'a conce^rthati

to our regret, we believed incon^

ceivable,” Yanai said. ..
. j

But last Monday,
;
Saio

Suleiman! , from a village in th^j

Jezreel Valley, hid the suicide

bomber carrying 15 kg. of expk»

sive in the cabin of his truck haul*

ing scrap iron.
‘

. J;
Yanai said that following the sui-

cide bombing attacks at Ashkclpn.’

and in Jerusalem on February 2^
tile army, fearing terrorists

try to sneak-, in through Kama*
closed the crossing forfive days tt?

install more security measures and
increase fireguard. - • .

When it reopened, the numbe^
of trucks using the crossdAg was-
limited to 200 instead of 600
before the bombings, but the

bomber still got through.

Amidror appearance
before Congress
vetoed by Peres

Jerusalem Post Staff •
" »

DEPUTY Chief of IDF
Intelligence Brig.-Gen.. Ya’acov

Amidror will not be testifying

tomorrow before the House
International Relations

Committee, after Prime Minister

Shimon Peres vetoed his travel

plans, sources in Congress say.

Peres reportedly said Amidror
was needed in Israel this week:
The sources said they were dis-

mayed by Peres’s decision, noting

that it would greatly damage
Israel’s information campaign
against terrorism.

Committee chairman Benjamin
Gilman initiated the hearings after

thewave of terror attacks in Israel,

to reconsider aid to the Palestinian

Authority and to examine the

extentofArafat’soperation .with

Israel in fighting tenor.

However,- itt the past few days,

AIPAC has been working with

Israeli representatives in

Washington to deflate criticism of
Arafat in Congress and prevent a
decision that would threaten the

contuiuation of aid to the PA.

Members of the committer, a?
well as Speaker of the House 1

Newt Gingrich, have met several

times in the past with Aimdrot
and heard intelligence assess*,

meats from him. They highly

respect Amidror and therefore

took the unusual step of inviting

him to speak before tire commit-
tee, tire sources said.

Congressional sources who arc!

close to the committee said that

Amidror has demonstrated that he
is an authority on terrorism and'

gives excellent briefings. They
also said be is an expert on the role

ofIran in international terrorism.

According to the sources, tire

Israeli Embassy recommended to

Jerusalem ..that
.
Am^drpr be,

aliow^ 'to make the.trip. Chiefof
General Staff LL-Gen./ AmnoiT
Opkin-Sttahak apparently also

approved the appearance. Peres

vetoed tire trip, however.

Instead, the committee will hear
1

an affidavit submitted byAmidror
and be briefed by the PLO rcprer '

sencative In Washington. . /

Labor campaign staff holds first meeting

LABOR'S election campaign chiefs yesterday held their first staffmeet-

ing at party headquarters in Tel Aviv.
'

°-

Campaign diairman Housing Minister Binyamin Ben-Eliezer began
operating today from his offices there. Foreign MinisterEbud Barak and
party secretary-general Nissim Zvilli decided to launch the official elecn

tion campaign in April, after the party primaries.

Until then Labor’s campaign will be earned out by ex-partisan voluntary;

organizations and movements which support the government, such as

Peace Now, Citizens for Peres, Dm Shalom and tire Efshar organization-,.

The campaign heads also discussed the weekend public opinion polls,;

which were better than they had expected . Michal Yudclnum

A beautiful, award-winning art book
by Joseph and Yehudit Shadur.

First Prize: National

Jewish BookAward, USA
H/Cover, l60pp, NE 170.00 (Includes shipping)

Listen to Arutx 7, 711 1143 AM 105 FM

LIBI - The Fund for

Strengthening
Israel's Defense

Netanya Supporting
the Libi Fund

The Municipality of Netanya is to hold an .

evening in support of the Libi Fund. It wiil i
take place at the Carmel Hotel, Netanya, at

L

8 p.m. on Saturday, March 16, with Mr. Zvi
Poleg, Mayor of Netanya, as patron.
The guest of honor will be Gen. (Res.) Ori
Orr, the Deputy Minister of Defense. Among
those present will be Gen. (Res.) Danny
Matt, the Chairman of the Libi Fund.

The program:

Cocktails

Gala Dinner

Greetings

Auction, and entertainment - M.C.: Meny Pe'er
All proceeds to the Ubi Fund; they have been
earmarked for the Ordnance Corps, which has
been adopted by the City of Netanya.

UBI -The Fund for Strengthening Israel’s Defense
17 Behov Aranla, HaWrya, Tel Aviv 64734, Israel ' *
Tel. 03-6975183, 03-268206, 03-5995610 f

i
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One of the 25 Italians who came to Jerusalem to show solidarity with its residents gets a warm reaction from other riders on bos No. 18
.yesterday.

(Brian Hendler)

Court hears petitions against home demolitions
THE High Court of Justice yes-

terday heard three petitions
against the destruction of terror-

ists' homes, while three addition-

al petitions filed yesterday plus a

fourth filed last week are slated to

be beard today.

The petitions heard yesterday
came from the family of Labib
Azem of Kafr Karyut, who com-
mitted the Ramat Gan bos bomb-
ing on July 24; the family of Su-
fiyan Jabarin, who committed the

bus No. 26 bombing in Jerusalem

on August 21; and the family of
Ifnan Seedar of Abu Dis, who
recruited the terrorists responsi-

ve for two attacks in late 1994:

The shooting attack in Jerusa-

lem’s Nahal at Shiva neighbor-

hood and the suicide bombing
opposite Binyanei Ha’uma in

Jerusalem.

• A petition by the family of
Muhdi Sharif of Beit Han in a,

who gave Jabarin the explosives

Used in die No. 26 attack, was

supposed to have been heard as

EVELYN GORDON

committed the first bus No. 18

bombing in Jerusalem two weeks
ago; and the family of Abed el-

Majid Dudin, who recruited Ja-

barin for the No. 26 attack.

Attorney Lea Tsemel, repre-

senting the Azem and Jabarin

families, and attorney Jawad
Boulous, representing the See-

ders, argued that the long length

of time which has passed since the

attacks eliminates the deterrent

value of destroying the houses,

since the army has always said the

deterrent value of house destruc-

tions depends on them occurring

swiftly.

Destruction orders against the

Azem and Jabarin houses were

issued several months ago, but

never implemented. Seedar has

been under arrest since May.

Furthermore, the lawyers ar-

gued, if the army considered it

unnecessary to destroy the

houses before, there is no reason

well, tot was jpostpaned until
/
tp- to' do so now just because of the

day due tolacjr of tunes..;'
-

;

, ; rec^usj^w attacks. .Boulous

^The fh^ other petftfonif.capte charged that the stiver} decision

from the family, of Ibrahim Sar-

ahna of die. Fawar refugee camp
near Hebron, who. committed the

suicide attack in Ashkelon two

weeks ago; the family of Majid

Abu Wajda, also of Fawar, who

to destroy the houses was moti-

vated not by security needs but by

politics: The government needs

to show that it is doing

something.

“Can an event retroactively

achieve much more importance

than [the army] gave it then?”

Tsemel asked.

Government attorneys Yehuda
Sheffer and Yocheved Genesis

responded that destroying houses

is a drastic measure taken only

when it is deemed truly neces-

sary. Because of the six mouths of

relative quiet following the No.
26 bombing - the two suicide at-

tacks in November did not count,

Genesin said, because they were

not within the Green Line and

fortunately resulted in no casual-

ties - the army believed that the

problem had solved itself, so such

drastic measures were not

necessary.

However, the events of the

past two weeks have shown that

this assessment was wrong, and

that drastic measures are still nec-

essary, Sheffer said.

“No reasonable commander
would have done otherwise,” he

staled.

With regard to Jabarin, Tsemel

also argued that his identity as the

No. 26 bomber had not been
proven, since Jabarin’s father

claims to have seen him alive the

day after the bombing.

However, Justices Gavriel

Bach, Mishael Cheshin, and Da-

Iia Doraer appeared highly skep-

tical of this claim. Not only did

both DNA testing and finger-

printing identify Jabarin as the

bomber, they noted, tot the man
who organized the attack identi-

fied him as the perpetrator, the

family erected, a mourning booth

for him, and no one else seems to

have seen him .

Two of the three petitions sub-

mitted yesterday - that of the Sar-

ahna and Abu Warda families -

also argued that the bomber's
identity was not proven, since the

army had in both cases had to

redo the genetic profile tests, and

the families were not allowed to

identify the bodies.

The petitions also argued that

destroying the houses would un-

fairly hurt the innocent families.

Sarahna’s mother, for instance, is

a widow with heart problems and

two remaining sons, one of whom
is mentally til and the other of

wham also has heart problems,

the petition said.

The Dudin family’s petition, in

addition to the argument that de-

stroying the house punishes the

innocent, also raised the argu-

ment about the long time that has

passed since the attack.

The court is expected to rule on

all seven petitions in the next few

days.

Palestinians boycott opening of Jerusalem police station suieimani can’t see lawyer

PALESTINIAN leaders boycott-

ed yesterday’s inauguration of

the new police station in eastern

Jerusalem, located in the post of-

fice building on Salah a-Din

Street, just outside the Old City.

' A handful of Palestinians were

invited to the ceremony by the

Internal Security Ministry. The

ministry declined, however, to

reveal who- was invited or com-

ment on the. boycott.

Internal Security Minister

Moshe. Shahal confirmed that

“Arab notables were invited.”

He said they did not come, “be-

cause it is Sunday,” apparently in

reference to the Christian sab-

bath that some of the invited Pal-

estinians' observe. Shahal did not

elaborate. •

' '
'

;

TSOMET
(Continued from. Page 1)

Likud sources said they fear

y that by the time Levy and Eitan

are softened np, the Likud will

have lost precious points in the

war for public opinion.

They described the entire quar-

rel as frustrating because, in the

end, Levy and Eitan are after

different portfolios, with Eitan

wanting Defense and Levy the

Foreign Ministry. . The difference

is a matter of prestige - who will

take.the place of the prime minis-

ter when he. is abroad.

Both Eitah- and Levy daim this

position. Eitan maintains that af-

ter he had ceded die second dot

on the list to Levy, it is time that

Levy, be less petty: Eitan argues

that he must not be -penalized

because he was the first to sign an

agreement With die Likud. Tso-

met, he says, has shown it can win

Knesset seats, while Gesher has

yet to pass any electoral test and

the polls indicate it might foil

miserably.

The unresolved differences re-

sulted in the postponement of the

first meeting in which represents

-

$ fives of all three parties were to

have conferred together. The Li-

kud’s separate sessions with Tso-

met and Gesher representatives

are due to resume today.

iMeanwhile,. Wednesday’s Li-

kud central committee meeting to

approve the .Tsomet and Gesher

deals has been put off because of

the Shann e-Sfteifch summit.

njaSrw'secT ~ -

BILL HUTMAN

“The Arab notables wouldn't

have come no matter what day

the ceremony was held,” because

their appearance would be
viewed as collaboration with Isra-

el, a senior ministry official said.

However, police believe that

while the station’s opening has

political implications, it more im-

portantly answers a need in the

city's Arab community.

The station, which is to be

manned by many Arabic-speak-

ing officers, will join the Kishieh

station in the Old City, which

Israel took over from the Jorda-

nians after the Six Day War.

“For 29 years there was no Is-

rael Police station in eastern Je-

rusalem. Governments came and

went, tot the police had no prop-

er station in eastern Jerusalem,”

Shahal said at the ceremony.

“Into the vacuum created by

this situation, all sorts of ques-

tionable groups, some nationalis-

tic and some criminal, moved
in,” Shahal said.

There are unconfirmed reports

of dozens to hundreds of Pales-

tinian security agents operating in

eastern Jerusalem.

“All that has ended today,”

Shahal said. “The enemies of

peace ... would do well to under-

stand our determination to re-

main here and conduct normal

lives."

THE High Court of Justice yes-

terday rejected a petition by Said

Suieimani, the Israeli Arab sus-

pected of bringing the Dizengoff

bomber to Tel Aviv, to be al-

lowed to meet with his lawyer.

The decison followed a closed-

door hearing and review of classi-

fied material. Evelyn Cordon

Italian visitors ride

No. 18 to show solidarity
BATSHEVA TSUR and news agencies

TWENTY-FIVE Italian citizens took a ride on Jeru-

salem’s No. 18 bus line yesterday morning to show
their solidarity with the people of Israel.

The Italians boarded the bus at the site of the

second bus bombing last Sunday, near the Generali

Building, named for a former Italian company.
They descended on Jaffa Road, where the first

bombing had rakes place the previous Sunday.
“We are Italians from all walks of life who simply

felt we had to be on that bus to express our solidarity

with the Israeli people,” said Marco Paganoni, pres-

ident of the Italy-Israel friendship associations, who
led the group. There are 60 such friendship associa-
tions in Italy, he said.

Paganoni said the participants had come from
Rome, Milan, Bari, and Turin, as well as many small

towns. They left behind their families and jobs and
flew here for the week-end. Many of the participants

had paid for their own trips, while others were sent

by the friendship associations, he said.

“The Israelis we spoke to on the bus said they
were moved by our gesture, and we found this very
moving,” Paganoni said.

Earlier the group members were received by May-
or Ehud Olmert and met with Italian-speaking Dep-

uty Mayor David Cassuio. They flew back home last

night

Yesterday morning at 6:20 am., about the same
time of the two previous blasts, bus stops throughout

Jerusalem were guarded by armed troops.

But commuters weren’t entirely convinced. Taxis

swarmed streets and dispatchers told clients they

would have to wait up to a half-hour for a cab.

On one of the buses plying the early morning No.
18 route out of the Katamonim, there were never

more than eight passengers - not counting the televi-

sion crews, the reporters, a couple of right-wing

demonstrators, and the soldiers guarding the bus.

AD eight were on their way to work, except for a

soldier beaded to army reserve duty. None owned a

car, aD said they could not afford a taxi

“It’s been terrible for morale,” said factory work-

er David Yehuda, who has taken the same bus to

work for 30 years.
‘
‘No one wants to take the bus,” he said.“Usually

you can’t breathe, it’s so crowded.”
“I got off the bus that exploded last week, two

stops before,” said his neighbor, Shalom Waknin,

who works at the King David Hotel. “You have to

get to work.”

Umm el-Fahm deputy mayor
placed under house arrest

UMM el-Fahm deputy mayor Dr.

Suliman Agabriah, 39, suspected

of transferring funds from non-

profit organizations to the fam-

ilies of Hamas terrorists was
placed under house arrest by Tel

Aviv Magistrate’s Court Judge

George Kara yesterday.

He was remanded last Thurs-

day for four days after police said

he received NIS 10 million annu-

ally in donations from Hamas or-

ganizations abroad over the past

four years. The police asked yes-

terday for a further 14-day re-

mand, insisting they have proof

linking Agabriah to funds trans

Hebron redeployment

plans suspended

AS a result of the recent terror

attacks, plans to redeploy IDF
forces from Hebron have been

suspended, the commander of the

Hebron area brigade confirmed

yesterday.

The brigade commander, who
was speaking with Israel Radio,

noted that it will still be possible to

redeploy from Hebron by the time

agreed with the Palestinians - the

end ofMarch - if such orders are

given. The IDF is capable of im-
plementing the order at any time,

he said.

Sources in the Central Com-
mand expressed concern that

withdrawal will lead to violent

dashes between Jewish and Arab

residents of the dty. (Itim)

Barak: public order, civil rights

must be guarded in times of crisis

BATSHEVA TSUR

THE proof of a democracy lies in

its ability to maintain public or-

der and defend civil rights in

limes of crisis. Supreme Court

President Justice Aharon Barak

declared yesterday.

“At a time of attacks like this,

only near certainty that real dan-

ger will be caused to the public

interest justifies restricting the

right to freedom of speech and

movement,*' Barak told a swear-

ing-in ceremony for 13 judges- at

Beil Hanassl

However, “what may have

seemed to be a far-off certainty in

the past could possibly turn into a

close certainty'' at these limes.

Barak added. “These are circum-

stantial changes that have to be

taken into account."

Turning to the new judges, Ba-

rak stressed the need for inde-

pendence of the judiciary, even

though judges feel the pain no

less than the rest of the public.

k vie BernardandBartro Osher

jy Jerusalem CenterforReSgious Tolerance of

•lJ The Shalom Hartman Institute

invites the public to an open forum of its

1996 International Theology Conference:

Dqq PooBg© ®(J DftEfilfe&gQD'

Bishop Krister Stendahl, Harvard University, presiding

"Visual Testimony to the Invisible God"

-Gary Anderson, Harvard University

"Augustine on the Halakha"

-Paula Fredriksen, Boston University •

Tuesday Evenings March 12tb, 1996 - 20:00

Rachel Imenu 20, Jerusalem, tel. 02-619418/9

QUESTIONS
FOR *

COMMSTOCK
Q. “I’m curious to know what the difference is,

ifaoy, between a portfolio planner and a stock

broker. B.R.. KfarShmoryahu

A. With all the specialization available today, investors can

be bombarded by offers from stock brokers, fond brokers,

commodities brokers and others. Each of these individuals, by

definition, can sell a client investment opportunities only from

one very specific realm. A portfolio plannee on the other hand,

looks at the larger picture of a client’s personal finances to help

determine his or her personal financial goals. A young investor

for instance, might need to consider long-term goals for a

growing family while someone preparing for retirement must

follow a different strategy. The portfolio planner then works

with the client to choose the best investment vehicles to meet

specific financial requirements.

It’s wise to meet with a good portfolio planner to explore how
a diversified portfolio can meet your needs for income, growth

or a combination of the two.

Doyou need answers about investing? Mailorjaxyour

questions, along withyour name, address andphone number,

to SUCCESSFUL INVESTING c/o CommStock Trading. FOB
7777. Jerusalem. Fax: 02*244876. Ifyourquestion is used in

this column, you willreceive agiftjfom CommStock!

CommStock
Everything You Need To Succeed

CommStock Trading Ltd. (Est. 1981)

fjjppjjSfo Portfolio Planners

Jerusalem: City Tower, 34 Ben Yehuda St
Tel 02-244963; Fax. 02-244876

Ramat Gan: Beit Silver, 7 Abba Hillel St

OMpnr Td ' 03-575-8826/27; Fax. 03-575-6990
Home-quote (emirate and beepers available.

RAINE MARCUS

forced to families of terrorists.

Agabriah had argued that the

Islamic Rescue organization,

based in Nazareth and Umm el-

Fahm, and another non-profit as-

sociation mainly provided finan-

cial help to orphans, but police

countered that “orphans” were

last on the organizations’ list of

priorities.

Police said they had seized a

fox, seat from a Hamas organiza-

tion in the US, requesting fund-

ing for the family of Imad Akel,

who was killed by Israeli security

forces in Gaza last year.

Additional documents indicat-

ing that the families of suicide

bombers, terrorists, and depor-

tees were granted substantial fi-

nancial aid were also handed to

the court.

Agabriah denies all the allega-

tions, insisting that the investiga-

tion is purely a political one.

Kara ruled that house arrest

would not disrupt further investi-

gation, and ordered Agabriah’

s

phone line disconnected. He also

barred him from using or renting

a cellular phone or leaving the

country.

Insurance companies to foot

bill for anti-car theft plan
BILL HUTMAN

INSURANCE companies will

foot the multimillion shekel bill

for implementing the police anti-

car theft plan, the cabinet decid-

ed yesterday.

The cabinet set up a mtenninis-

terial team including representa-

tives of the Finance, Internal Se-

curity, Interior, Transport, and

Justice ministries to work out the

final details of the plan within 20
days, according to a statement

released by the Internal Security

Ministry.

The plan adopted was the one

included4n the report earlier this

year by a committee headed by

minister director-general Ya’a-

cov Lapidot, and which included

representatives of several minis-

tries as well as insurance compa-

nies. Shahal told reporters after

the cabinet meeting that having

the insurance companies pay was

preferable to trying to find the

funds in the 1996 budget Howev-
er, it remained unclear in what

way car owners would ultimately

foot the bill in higher insurance

premiums.

Central Committee for the Election of the

14th Knesset and of the Prime Hinister of the

Submission of Candidate Lists

for the 14th Knesset and of

Candidates for Prime Minister

Pursuant to Regulation 16 (Alef) of the

Regulations for the Election of the Prime

Minister and the Knesset 1973, notice is given

that forms for the submission of candidate lists

for the Knesset and of candidates for prime

minister, in accordance with Regulaton 12, will

be available at the offices of the Central

Committee in the Knesset building, Jerusalem,

from Tuesday, March 12, 1996 (excluding

Fridays) 8 a.m. - 1 p.m., and 2 - 6 p.m.

PLEASE NOTE: Only registered political parties

are entitled to submit a list of candidates.

JORDAN
Petra 2 days - $169

t Jordan and Jerusalem
4 days - $399 from Eilat

EGYPT
Cairo Tours .

2, 3 or 4 days from $155
Nile cruise 8 days in Egypt

SINAI EXPERIENCE
Two days of camel riding, hiking

and jeeps -$125
1 week package - 4 days Sinai Safari

+ 4 nights Hotel in Eilat $31

0

(unti 31/3/96, Ibrafgn passport hoktere only)
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UN to NATO: Help in Yugoslavia JSSSSSZt:
TONY CZUCZKA

' SARAJEVO
MORE fearful Serbs fled lawless
Sarajevo suburbs Sunday, and a
UN aid official accused the
NATO-led peacemaking force of
failing to offer enough protec-
tion.

Two days before Ilidza was to
be handed over to the Moslem-
Croat federation, fires burned in a
clothing factory and a pharmacy
in the largely deserted Serb sub-
urb. Dozens waited at a wrecked
streetcar terminal for transporta-
tion to Serb-held areas.

Serb thugs intent on proving
that Bosnians from different eth-

nic groups cannot live together

have been blamed for intimida-

tion. arson and a reported murder
designed to drive Serbs out of the

two remaining Sarajevo areas not

yet under federation control.

International police monitors
have been told by “local sources”
that more than 200 buildings and
bouses would be burned down in

the areas in the next 48 hours,
spokesman Alexander Ivanko said

Sunday.

UN andNATO officials say Serb
gangs apparently are being direct-

ed by the hard-line leadership in

the Serb stronghold of Pale.

The Serb mayor of Ilidza,

Nedjeljko Prstojevic. appealed
yesterday to anyone who owns a

truck to assemble in the suburb

today to help evacuate remaining

civilians, the Bosnian Serb news
agency SRNA reported.

International civilian officials

said NATO should do more to

respond to the security vacuum os

Serb police withdraw or stand by
because federation police are not

yet in place. Military officials said

they were doing all they could.

A spokesman for the UN High

t .

but at a price
GROZNY, Russia [AP> - The

government claimed toiy yes-

terday over the huge rebel force

that attacked the Chechen capital,

but the assault left scores dead

and further demoralized Russian

soldiers fighting the unpopular

V*.
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A group pf elderly Serbs await buses yesterday in Ilidza, a Serb-held suburb of Sarajevo, in order

under Croat-Moslem rule tomorrow.

Commissioner for Refugees said

increased NATO patrols in the

areas were inadequate.

“They are not sufficient. We
would like to see more presence to

stop the violence and stop arson.”

Kris Janowski said. “We would

like to see as much security as pos-

sible. because it's essential for

these people to be able to stay.”

Gangs are going from house to

house in Ilidza, telling people to

leave, and desperate residents are

coming to the UNHCR office say-

ing they want to stay but need pro-

tection, he said.

The 60.000-strong NATO- led

force has rejected police-style

duties for fear of being drawn into

conflict with the enemy sides.

Maj. Simon Haselock. a NATO
spokesman, said the the peace

force had done what it could to

encourage people to stay.

“We do not perceive it as anar-

chy.” he said. "This is a migration

of people.”

On Saturday, NATO officials

tried to reassure Serb residents in

Ilidza but acknowledged they

could not guarantee securiry.

Mark Cults. UNHCR's chief

envoy in Sarajevo, pleaded with the

to leave before the area comes
i Renter i

Serbs to stop laying waste to Ilidza

and Grbaviea. a Serb-held Sarajevo

neighborhood that will be trans-

ferred to the federation March 19.

“We appeal to those who are

trying to destroy the process of
reintegrating the city to stop

intimidating people into leaving

and to stop destroying buildings

and the livelihoods of those who
will remain." he said. (API

war.

Government troops

regained control of Grozny, and

most of the Chechen rebels who

launched the assault were gone

yesterday, although bands of

snipers continued firing on

Russian positions-
_

A Russian Foreign Ministry

official in Moscow told the

Interfax news agency that

Chechen separatist leader

Dzhokhar Dudayev committed all

I.S00 of his men to the assault,

but the rebels failed to seize a sin-

gle checkpoint in or around

Grozny.
But die deputy prime minister of

the Kremlin-backed Chechen
government, Abdula Bugayev,
criticized government forces for

allowing hundreds of rebel fight-

ers to freely enter the city on

Wednesday.
“For two days they behaved as

if they were the masters and only

on the third day federal troops and
local police started resistance,”

Bugayev said on independent
Russian NTV.
He said a criminal investigation

has been launched to find out who
was responsible.

“This war is crafV a.

Interior Ministry serviceman yda
fought to drive the rebels, out of

Grozny told Associated Press

Television : i
“We don't understand if toe qjj

belongs to us or to diem,” said the

serviceman,^ AndrcU wh».

^^
belongs to them.”

Although the streeis were fairiy

quiet on Sunday, Russian softfien

manning the chec&jpoihts 'were

still nervous and exported another

attack at any .time.

“We live from day to day,"

Alyosha, a soldier who also

would give only Msfirstname.

told APTV. “You can’t plan any-

thing.” • . 1 •

Soldiers spoke of heavy losses

in the four days of fightings the

worst in Grozny inaycar.Tbey
said Russian troops tost .viitbally

an entire battalion in a battle on
the city’® ortslorts.

‘Their burnt bodies- are still

there
, waiting for us to get .them

out," Alyosha said.
'
' -

-
...<

.

Numbers of casualties have
been sketchy and contradictory.

Russian Television repotted $
Sunday that about 70 government
troops had been killed and 200
wounded in die four days of fight-

ing - lower than some previous

estimates.

The Russian goverhment said

170 rebels were killed and move
than 200 were wounded.

China captures two hijack couples
BELTING (Reuter) - Police at

southern China’s Zhuhai airport

captured two couples who bran-

dished dynamite and daggers in

an attempt to hijack a domestic

flight and divert it to Taiwan, the

Portuguese news agency IDSA
said yesterday.

The couples, accompanied by
two children, tried to commandeer
Hainan Airlines flight H4 180 with

some 200 passengers on board.

They were overpowered by
security,officers during the flight.

sojd LUSA from Macau, quoting

airport sources.

The Chinese hijackers, armed
with sticks of dynamite and dag-

gers. tried to force the pilot to fly

to Nationalist-ruled Taiwan, about

700 km east of Zhuhai.

An official from Zhuhai airport,

near the Portuguese colony of
Macau on China's southern coast,

confirmed the hijacking of the

Boeing 737 had ended without

incident.

“All the passengers have been

freed,” she said by telephone.

“Whoever hijacked the plane has

been captured.”

“The stale of emergency at the

airport has been lifted.” she
added. She refused to give further

derails.

The incident occurred at a time

of increasing tensions between
China and Taiwan, with Beijing

conducting a series of large scale

war games in waters around the

island to tty to quash Taipei's drive

to enhance its international profile.

‘Queen cutting down
on royal privileges’

UN experts say
nothing found in

Baghdad building

LONDON (Reuter) - Britain's

Queen Elizabeth is taking steps to

curb the privileges enjoyed by the

royal family in a bid to restore the

monarchy's discredited and bat-

tered image, a Sunday newspaper

reported.

The Sunday Times said the

queen, worried by indications that

a tide of republicanism was begin-

ning to wash over the nation, had

decided to restrict royal spending.

“The concern, is tQ make sure

that public money is used in a

proper, responsible way,” a royal

source told the newspaper.

“The queen's attitude is not to

be complacent but not to be too

jumpy."
On Friday, the queen used a

scheduled rrain service to travel to

an engagement outside London,
rather than taking the special

royal train, and sources at

Buckingham Palace told the

newspaper that such trips would
become more common in future.

BAGHDAD (Reuter) - United
Nations arms experts foond no
prohibited documents or materials

in a Baghdad government building

they searched over the weekend, a
senior UN official said yesterday.

“Nothing related to prohibited

programs was found,” Charles

Duelfer, deputy chairman of the

UN Special Commission
(UNSCOM) disarming Iraq, told

Reuters.

At least 25 experts searched the

boilding housing the Irrigation

Ministry for seve^f^ourjs^ on
:ome more common m niture

Saturday.They suspo^d Iraqhad
She also stripped the pght of • hidden in if 'iicviiimenis related to

its banned

STATE OF ISRAEL
MINISTRY OF THE INTERIOR

DISPLAY OF VOTERS REGISTER
FOR INSPECTION BY THE PUBLIC

Dear Citizen,

1. In accordance with the Knesset Elections Law (Consolidated Version) 1969 and the Elections to

the Fourteenth Knesset and for Prime Minister (Ad Hoc) Law 1996, a voters register has been

prepared, listing every citizen (and resident in a local authority) bom before June 18, 1978.

The Voters Register wilt be displayed for inspection by the public

from March 3 to March 11, 1996

2. If your name should be included in the register and does not appear, or there is an error in the

listing of your name or address, you may submit an appeal at any Population Registration office

until March 12, 1996.

Do Not Forget to Bring Your Identity Card

3. Anyone who submits such an appeal and does not receive a reply by March 17, 1996, or who
receives a reply he considers inadequate, is entitled to appeal to the District Court by Monday,

March 22, 1 996. Such an appeal is not subject to a court fee.

INFORMATION BYPHONE
Inquiries regarding registration in the voters rolls

may be made by phone at any one of the following numbers,
from March 3, 1996, to March 11, 1996 (except for Saturday), 8:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m

COMPUTERIZED INFORMATION: TELEPHONE OPERATORS:

HEBREW
ARABIC
RUSSIAN

AMHARIC
ENGLISH

177-022-3991

177-022-5447

177-022-5991

177-022-6224

177-022-3998

177-022-0280

177-022-0281

177-022-0282

177-022-0283

177-022-0284

From 4 p.m. until 7 p.m. (excluding Friday and Saturday)

02-6522148 03-5034181 06-323047 06-521492
02-6522149 03-5034182 06-323128
02-6523705 03-5193286 06-791725
02-294769 03-5193284 06-921474
02-290211 03-5194400 06-921424
02-290241 03-9666350 06-508515
02-290245 03-9666482 06-508535

02-

294818 03-9666196 06-508537

03-

9311596 04-616224 06-791723
03-9311906 04-616227 - 06-791724
03-9347602 04-9917523 06-521384
03-6722106 04-616231 06-322934
03-6722107 04-616233

06-

521451

07-

340661
07-340662
07-296463
07-296464
07-296465
07-737165

07-

737612

08-

214711
08-214713

08-457727

09-583112
09-581070
09-560879
09-7677255
09-7677285
09-612534
09-623994

ovmoip

tree postage enjoyed by the

Duchess of York, the former

Sarah Ferguson, estranged wife of
Prince Andrew.

In 1992 the queen broke with

centuries of tradition by agreeing

to pay income tax and cutting the

number of royals who received

money from public coffers from
eight to three.

The Sun newspaper said that in

a telephone poll last week, 5,000
people said the queen should be
the last British monarch compared
to 3,190 who want the monarchy
to continue.

uments related to

pons.
. .

About 40 international arms
experts under veteran Russian

inspector Nikita Smidovich were
refused access to the building

when they tried to enter on Friday.

They camped outside the build-

ing in central Baghdad for about

18 hours. Baghdad allowed them
in after a demand from the

Security Council that Iraqi

obstruction constituted a violation

of cease-fire terras that ended the

1991 Gulf War over Kuwait
Duelfer said the delay could

have diminished the possibility of

the inspectors finding what they

were up to. He said there was a lot

of
.
movement in the building but

added it was hard to prove it was
carried out during the standoff.

The multi-storey building is in

the heart of Baghdad. The min-

istry has only recently moved
there.

Duelfer said when the inspec-

tors decided to examine the budd-
ing they were not aware it .was

occupied by a ministry. Iraq views

ministry buildings as symbols of

sovereignty.

.

The structure was previously f
occupied by the JFao establish-

*

mem, one of Iraq’s largest state-

owned companies which spear-

headed the country’s post-Gulf

War reconstruction drive.

“It Is possible our information

was wrong... I cannot say with

certainty there- was evidence of
moving or concealing information

prior to our arrival,” Duelfer; an
American, said.

Nonetheless, he said the UN
still suspected Iraq was hiding
“agents, ammunitions and proba-

bly missiles ” and UNSCOM was
determined to “pursue (hose ques-

tions vigorously.”

Dole looking past “Super Tuesday”
WASHINGTON t Reuter) - Senator Bob Dole, anx-

ious to put the Republican nomination battle behind

him so he can concentrate on beating President Bill

Clinton, looked forward yesterday to seven more pri-

mary victories this week that could put him most of
the way toward the presidential nomination.

Republicans hold primaries tomorrow in Texas,

Florida, Oklahoma. Mississippi, Tennessee, Louisiana

and Oregon in what has come to be known as “Super
Tuesday.” With 362 delegates to the Republican
National Convention at stoke, the day had been viewed
as a make-or-break test for the Republican nomination.

But Dole’s string of 10 primary victories over the

past eight days has turned “Super Tuesday” into lit-

tle more than a formality. With conservative com-
mentator Pat Buchanan and publisher Steve Forbes
as his last remaining opponents, the Senate majority
leader is expected to steantroll to victory in all seven
states.

In Dallas yesterday. Dole made a low-key appeal to

the heart of the religious conservative “Bible Belt,”

attending services at Prestonwood Baptist Church with
his wife. Elizabeth, who addressed the congregation.

Although Buchanan has made the campaign's most
open appeals to religious conservatives, Oklahoma
Republican Sen. Don NickJes, a Dole ally, said he

believed Dole can appeal to (hat group as well as eco-
nomic conservatives.

“I think Bob Dole is able to unite economic con-
servatives and people who are concerned about moral
issues - social conservatives - more than anybody
else in the race,” Nickles told reporters cm Saturday.

Nickles and other Dole allies have begun to atforic

Clinton on character issues. “We need a president of
the United States who has character, right now we
have a character for president,” Nickles said in
Oklahoma City on Saturday.

The 72-year-old Kansas senator, on his third pres-
idential bid, has already begun looking ahead to what

is shaping up as a tight election battle against
Clinton. In recent days, be has been focusing on for-
eign policy, which he clearly views as one potential
area of weakness in the president's record.

In weekend campaign appearances, he criticized

Clinton's policies on Cuba, the Middle East, Bosnia
and Haiti.

“When Bob Dole is in the White House and we
have to send troops somewhere, I will make that deci-
sion. not [Secretary-General] Boutros-Boutios Ghali
in the United Nations,” Dole said at an Oklahoma
City rally on Saturday, repeating one of the most reli-

able applause lines in his campaign stump speech.

OCCUPATION: NAZI-HUNTER
The Continuing Search for
Perpetrators of the Holocaust

The renewed interest in the efforts to prosecute the
perpetrators of the Holocaust was sparked by
revelations that Allied countries such as USA, UK,
Canada and Australia had afforded a postwar haven to
thousands of Nazi collaborators. Efraim Zuroff, director
of the Israel Office of the Simon Wiesenthal Center
and coordinator of the Center’s research on Nazi war
criminals, discusses in his book how Nazi-hunting was
revived in the seventies, how it was carried out in the
eighties and whether it can continue in the nineties.

Foreword by Rabbi Marvin Hier,

Published by KTAV. Hardcover, 374 pp.

JP Price NIS 139 fncf. VAT, p.&h. In Israel

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000
Please send me aoopy of Occupation: Nazi Hunter. Enclosed is my
check payable to The Jerusalem Post, or credit card details
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Heartbeat
of Japan

MICHAEL AJZEU.QTarvr

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

vjrphf loincloth-clad members
s-r- I of K?do get quite a work-
bl out ,n performance. But
n *ey aren’t athletes, they’re musi-

cians. Welcome to the world of
vl
Sado Island, the site of a kind of

^ Japanese musical kibbutz devoted
-n

the 311 of the taiko, a traditional

13
Japanese drum which comes in
many shapes and sizes.

-
.
New apprentices are trained -

c
.^and the company rehearses for its
^extensive tours — in a communal
' atmosphere shaped by military-
1
style discipline.

“We get 20 to 30 requests every

tn
year

’ °f which we accept about 10
“,to 12,” says company director
'[Takashi Akamine. “At the end of
that year we do auditions and
eventually one or two make it to
Kodo”

It all began in J9SI when a
group who had come to Sado

,>v
Island a decade earlier made their~

r
professional international debut at
thp Berlin Festival.

Jn Now, 15 years later, Kodo is one

Of of the most sought-after music
_jfensembles in the world and its

members tour about four months
each year. They are currently in

bj the middle of a two-week run at

5vLondoo’s Sadler's Wells Theater,
after which they will come here,

for the first lime.

Kodo has a dual meaning in

Japanese, explains Akamine,
speaking by phone from a London
hotel.

The 'first is “heartbeat, the pri-

mal source of all rhythm. We
believe that the sound of the great

taiko drum resembles a mother's
heartbeat as felt in the womb. In

Japan babies are put to sleep with

vs this particular music. Kodo also

jo means children of the drum.”

ju All Kodo members live on Sado
2S Island. The bachelors reside in

Kodo village while the married

ni ones live nearby. A typical day at

-rrthe village, Akamine explains, has

bea very strict schedule.

tx

lit

m

experts
sa\

found
in

lad builfc

“We stan with breakfast at 7: 15.
We take turns cooking; we share
household duties. After the meal
we clean and then from 9 to 6 we
practice, with one lunch break.
Dinner is at 6:30 and then there is

free time in which you can contin-
ue practice or do whatever you
want.”

_ Things are loosening up, how-
ever. Their strict way of life is no
longer mandatory, for example.
“We believe that every member of
Kodo knows best how to take care
after himself and how to always
be in shape. We have our daily life

but we don’t force anybody to fol-

low it precisely.

But restrictions remain for

apprentices. "Their life is orga-
nized for them. It's like a
monastery with no smoking, no
drinking and no TV,” he says.

ANOTHER tradition that is slow-
ly changing regards female (hum-
mers. “Kodo is a very men-orient-
ed company, we hadn't had
women drummers for a long time.

We always had a female dancer,
but no drummers.*’
Now there are three female

drummers who "work very hard
because it’s a strenuous perfor-

mance and they have to work hard
to prove themselves to all the

men.”
Kodo members perform “a mix-

ture of traditional and contempo-
rary music. Some members write

music for the company and there

are some outside musicians who
contribute too.”

There is more to a Kodo
evening than mere music making.

“On stage our performance is

unique. Visual expression is quite

an important part of our artistic

presentation, it's a very physical

show, strenuous work and they all

have to maintain the tension

through the show.” The perfor-

mances usually last about 100
minutes without intermission, not

counting the encores which can

Turning a Page
from his past

MICHAEL AJZENSTADT

It takes tremendous physical conditioning to play the taiko, a traditional Japanese drum.

last for an additional hour.

Kodo’s major source of income
is touring, as well as its eight CDs
and two videos. Touring is occa-

sionally partially subsidized by
the Japanese government but on
the whole Kodo does not depend
on state funding.

Then there is extra income from

special projects like recording the

sound track for Claude Van
Damme's Hard Target or for

Universal's The Burned, a ninja

movie starring Christopher

Lambert. John Lone and Joan
Chen.

Kodo performs at the Mann
Auditorium in Tel Aviv on March

19 and 25 with further perfor-

mances March 23 in the Mikhaal
Amphitheater on Mt. Gilboa
March 23. and at the Jerusalem

International Convention Center

March 24.

A performance in Gaza is also

being considered, at the request of
the Japanese Embassy here.

When Gothic Voices
sings its final note here,
not all the lingering

echoes will be musical ones. Hie
visit will have a very personal
resonance for Christopher Page,
founder and leader of the UK-
based medieval music ensemble.
“My parents met each other in

Jerusalem just before die State of
Israel was born. They met at the
Italian Hospice and got married
at St. George's Cathedral. Now I

will be able to visit these places,"
says the 44-year-old musician in

a phone conversation from his

Cambridge home. The group is

making its debut here later this

week as pan of the Authentica
series.

“We grew up on memories of
Jerusalem,” Page continues.
“And although I’m not a reli-

gious man, being a taxi ride away
from Bethlehem is something 1

would not miss for the world.”
Musically, it promises to be an

unusual journey as well. “It will

be interesting to perform the

music for an Israeli audience. It’s

the first time we have ever per-
formed outside a Christian cul-

tural context,” Page explains.

He formed Gothic Voices 15

years ago. while a medieval liter-

ature professor at Cambridge
University.

‘The music of the Western
world has been extraordinarily

experimental, with almost every-
thing it has been given being
eventually changed." he says.

“Our music is part of the contin-

uing Western experiment of poly-
phonic music and therefore it has
an important place in that devel-

opment.”
Page elaborates that this partic-

ular music grew out of the social

structure of the time in France
and England.

“Virtually all culture was in

the hands of the clergy, who exist

in a bewildering variety of forms.
They are the people who perform

the music on the whole. And so

the background of the music is in

the life of the clergy.”

Not all music at the time was
religious, however. "Everybody
sang. But we don't have nota-

tions of the songs of soldiers who
sang as they marched, or women
as they rocked their cradle. The
secular music we perform is still

from within the world of the cler-

gy.”

He adds: ‘The structure of the

priesthood is incredibly complex,
from the pope to the boy who
serves at the altar. And they were
all singing.”

Page makes constant compar-
isons between the musical tradi-

tions he researches and the ones

of early Israel.

“I would say that we know
about as much concerning the

performance of this music as we
know how sounds were per-

formed in the Temple, which
means we don't much at all. So
we have to reconstruct it with

patience and love as best we
can”

Page acknowledges that

authenticity could be a rather

dangerous concept, even when
performing medieval music. “1

don't know if what we do is

authentic. I wish I knew. We try

and make it historical as far as we
can, but true authenticity comes
from within one’s own self.”

In contrast with other medieval
music ensembles, “we don't use a
battery of curious instruments,

percussion and all that son of
thing, which had no place in the

serious music-making of the

Middle Ages. Music was just for

singers then, which is different

from the music which was per-

formed at the Temple in

Jerusalem.”

Gothic Voices will perform at

the Jerusalem Theater on
Thursday and two days later at

the Noga Theater in Jaffa.

Death by drowning: The lost weekend as a permanent lifestyle
-a J

-b
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Ben .Nicolas Cage
. Elisabeth Shue

Julian Sands
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y
''""“Tis skin sallow, jaw slack,

basset-hound eyes plead-
1 JL JLing. Nicolas Cage gives an

.. enormous, excruciating perfor-

^raance in Mike Figgis’s Leaving
a‘r

mLas Vegas,, and one that's all the

mbre remarkable for its anguished

^attempts at humor.
' Until now. Cage has always
played the clown - flexing his

furry eyebrows andjutting his soft

chin to broad cartoon effect.

Amazingly enough, he does the

sarne tbing^ here, as an alcoholic

Hollywood screenwriter who
loses his job, burn4 his belongings

and drives to Nevada, where he
intends to drink himself to death.

What’s most potent about Leaving

Las Vegas is the way that Ben,

Cage's character, keeps pushing

for laughs, straining grotesquely

to make light of his dark situation.

On the other hand, he knows
perfectly well what he’s doing to

himself: his decision to die is

made consciously and stated op
front, in the even tones that might

be used by a terminally ill cancer

patient, planning calmly for the

end.

So Ben's masochism is at least

twofold. Not only is he willfully

killing himself by slugging back

whole bottles of bourbon in a sin-

gle sitting, he’s making himself

pathetic - murdering every last

trace of the smart, verbal, funny

man he clearly used to be. At
times, this seems calculated too.

as if Ben thought the shortest cut

to suicide were simply to act like

an idiot - to stand too close, talk

too loud, and topple blackjack

tables.

Adapted by Figgis from an auto
biographical novel by the lare

John O'Brien twho shot himself

two months after optioning the

book), the film is at once harsh

and tender, repellent and engross-

ing. And almost impossible to

enjoy. Indeed, at times Leaving

Las Vegas seems very much the

brainchild of its aggressively

FILM REVIEW
ADINA HOFFMAN

sloshed anti-hero, tom between
wanting the audience’s affections

and shoving us rudely away. But
in its wake, a palpable ache

lingers on.

The film is actually a love story

about the raw relationship

between Ben and a clear-eyed

prostitute named Sera (Elisabeth

Shue) - whose name is obviously

meant to suggest an angel, a ser-

aph. She’s a peculiar character, at

once a standard-issue whore-with-

a-hean-of-gotd and a very actual

and down-to-earth person. Shue
p/ays Sera straight and umipolo-

gerically. with real poise, as a

woman whose seemingly limitless

love dictates that she lei Ben do

what he wants, which is kill him-
self.

There’s no sentimental attempt

made, to explain why she's a

hooker (just as we don’t know
what first led Ben to drink), or to

rescue her from her sordid career,

a la Pretty Woman. With her

mussed blonde hair and girl-next-

door smile. Sera looks pert as she

announces that she’s got to get

dressed and go to work. She
means no irony, though to judge

from her tone, she might be talk-

ing about her cashier's job at the

local Dairy Queen. At the same
time, hers is not some sanitized,

fantasy form of prostitution. In

one extremely brutal scene toward

the end. we see just the sort of
debasement to which she's vul-

nerable, nightly.

It is, then. Sera’s willingness to

be horribly mortified (by among
others, her Latvian pimp, played
grimly by Julian Sands) that

brings her so close to Ben. She
herselfdoesn’t want to die yet, but

she understands viscerally his

own desire. And despite the bulky

symbolic cross Sera wears around

her neck, the film is hardly an

earnest Christian allegoiy about

the redemption of lost souls. Pan
of what's so powerful and dis-

tressing about the movie is Sera's

rueful understanding of the scant

chances for Ben’s salvation. But
there’s always salvation the

Hollywood way. While Figgis

captures beautifully the desperate,

sad fumblings of these emptied-

out, whittled-down people, he
stumbles in his efforts to rum their

story into a classic big-screen

romance. The movie is shot on
grainy color stock, with frequent
moody, black-outs, .and loving

close-ups reserved for the sexier

scenes. The mellow sound track is

made up of slow-dance standards,

sung by Sting, and melancholy
jazz pieces, composed by the

director.

What, though, are we to make of
this Bogan-and-Bacallifying of a
delirious drunk and no-nonsense
street walker? Figgis wants us, rf

seems, to see Ben and Sera’s love

as pure, despite everything else

about them. But there’s something
mawkish and finally dishonest

about a picture that strains so hard

to be gritty and tough and then

beatifies its lovers in the same old

wishful fashion.

ui»vr Monodrama: Chip off the Bloch
Is
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"f it hadn’t been for a remark-

able Catholic priest, Florence

„ .Bloch might never have come

toto Israel, never explored Judaism,

5vand .certainly never anticipated

at stage fright next Friday when her

Molly of the Sands debuts at the

-i- 1996 TheaterNetto at the Suzanne

ja:Delia! .Center (March 14-17).

i.It’s a multicultural collaboration

-it among Bloch, her director, and

ts
:feUow Parisians, Isabelle Startler

“who’s getting ready ,
to immi-

be grate,” and expat Algerian play-

fj'Wrrgbt Fatima Gallarre.

Molly is based very loosely on

5v James Joyce’s Molly Bloom, but

-j-jhis-Mofly is a half-Jewish, half-

ittArab Moroccan brought by her

A£.A*ab husband to live in Paris. Far

-H from .the customs, the traditions

and the freedoms of her little vil-

lage, Molly must contend with a

*new-and aheD-environment

; A teenager growing up in Paris,

locfldng for something to

belonjg .toL” Bloch says. So she

foamed. pp\withi-a. Christian com-
minuty -action ;group headed by
Fattier MfcbeV.Omencm. at her

high school. She was the only

Jewish girl in 'the, groups

\Wh^ Block fold him that she

w«3A Jewish, “he - said that I

beldffiged to.ggreat people with an
foctecHWe^past. He encouraged
me' to m out about my
Jewishness. Wef sat and read the

•Bible together, and we starred at

the very., beginning, with

Genesis.”

Thar led to a year in Israel fol-

lowed by three yeais as the senior

counselor ' of French Habonim
Youth: This' involved "creating

<S$p£atiDnal- programs which

^elped the kids - and me - redis-

cover their Jewish roots and

.become curious abour Zionism,

fi Like me, most of them came from

| totally
assimilated homes.”

- Then it was time to come here.

Her parents, says Bloch, were so

tellanfed that she hadn’t become a

Christian that they were almost

enthusiastic about her commit-

ment to.Judaisrt.

HELEN KAYE

BLOCH, 30, is slim, with long

black hair and big brown eyes,

inherited from her Tunisian-born

mother. Her faultless Hebrew still

has traces of a Parisian accent

She is a comedienne with an

effortless and awesome sense of

timing and what will make people

laugh. She appeared at the Acre

Festival while still a theater stu-

dent at Tel Aviv University, and

her 1992 portrayal of Herzl’s psy-

chiatrist enlivened the otherwise

inert Jewish Opera.

"I always loved to make people

laugh," die reminisces, “and 1

have pictures of me dressed up
entertaining the family. I know
when I'm funny and when I’m

not. When the audience laughs,

that’s my joy and my adrenalin.”

She graduated in 1992 and was
snapped up by the Jerusalem

Khan Theater, where she’s still a

company member and appearing

as the very pregnant wife of a cop

in the black comedy There ‘s a War
Outside.

In a few months’ time, though,

she’ll be able to dispense with the

cushion because Bloch and her

new-immigrant husband, actor

Remi Bleibtren. are expecting

their first child. Bloch is both

excited and a -bit apprehensive.

The pregnancy and foe show are

both so new.
Bloch has always shied away

from monodrama “because I did-

n’t feel I was ready. What, an

audience should come to see just

me on stage? But then Eran

[Baniel, the Khan’s artistic direc-

tor] brought Isabelle and me
together, and we clicked.”

Starrier also told Bloch that she

saw Molly ofthe Sands as a series

of dialogues between Molly and

characters from her past and her

present. Bloch plays Molly and 14

characters “so it's material I'm

familiar with. The characters are

comic although the play isn't.”

Molly of the Sands is in good
company. This year's

TheaterNetto is mostly a vehicle

for stars. They include Shmuel
Viloszuy with A Jew in Darkness
( Yehudi Behoshcch in Hebrew),

about the confession in 1 685 of a

priest who discloses his Jewish

heritage and a forbidden love: Mil

Tepperson in Middle Age [Bedmi

Yameiha in Hebrew), about a

young woman who falls in love

wifo her mother’s former lover:

Shimon Lev-Ari performing hs

own version of the Oedipus myth
in Oedipus in the Sky and the

octogenarian dance pioneer Dvora
Bertonov in the quasi-autobio-

graphicaj A Sackful of Longings

(Sak shel Ca’aguim in Hebrew).

Other players include Roy
Horowitz in My First Sony about

a family breakup. Albert Amur
wifo Evensong fBisha ‘at Bane ‘ila

in Hebrew), in which a secular

Jew claims that prayer belongs to

him too, and Tahal Ran in Where s

Theater community pats itself on the back

Florence Bloch plays ‘Molly of

the Sands,' loosely based on
Janies Joyce’s character.

Ruthi?. a play about sexual abuse.

Actors in the 12 plays will com-
pete for the NIS 10.000 Nissim

Azikri Prize.

An astounding 60 percent of
the population chose the

theater as their preferred

leisure activity in a recent Gallup

poll.

Faced with this heart-warming
statistic, foe theater community
has finally done what it’s been
talking about for years. On April

24, a parade of winners will

march onstage at Tel Aviv’s Duhl
Auditorium to pick up their first

On their toes

The Royal Ballet, one of the

leading classical ballet com-
panies in the world, makes its

Israeli debut this June, and tickets

are likely to go quickly.

The company presents five per-

formances of its spectacular pro-

duction ofSwan Lake, in Caesarea

on June 22, 24, 25. 26, and 29,

with each night featuring a differ-

ent pair of soloists. _ ALA^

ever Israel Theater Prize (JTP)

statuette, in a ceremony that will

be shown live on Channel 1

.

With more than 100 new pro-

ductions annually and (few) com-
mercial theaters “recognition of

those creating theater is long
overdue.” said Caraeri Theater
general manager and ITP control

committee member Noam Seme!.

A 100 strong academy will

decide the winners of 17 cate-

gories. The academy members
will be drawn equally from the

theater, press and repertory com-
mittees. and will include previous

Israel Prize winners in the arts.

The award categories include best

play, actor, supporting actor, play-

wright, young talent, director and
a special award for life achieve-

ment. Helen Kaye

The Knesset
Tomorrow, Tuesday, March 1 2, 1 996, permanent entrance permits

to the Knesset will not be valid from 2:30 p.m.-4:00 p.m.

Entrance will be restricted to visitors with invitations and special

name tags for the following areas:

Main entrances, Knesset plaza, vestibule of the Speaker's Office,

plenum hall, VIP gallery, public gallery, lounge, hall and parking

sie*- W

SEE IT IN HEBREW
HEAR IT IN ENGLISH

!

COMEDY OF

Selling? Buying? Hiring?

Do it through
the Jerusalem Post Classifieds

CALL: Tel Aviv 03-6390-333

Jerusalem 02-315-608

With your credit card number

FAX: Tel Aviv 03-6390-277

Jerusalem 02-388-408

TANTUR PUBLIC LECTURE
Ecumenical Institute for Theological Studies

Thursday, March 14, 3:45 p.m.
Frans jozef van Beeck, SJ

Professor ofTheolqgy, Loyola University, Chicago

Belief in God and Privilege:

Are the Faith-Traditions

{Jewish, Christian and Muslim)
and Modem Monotheism the Same?

Tantur Auditorium, Hebron Road, towards Bethlehem, at Glo junction.
Parking. Buses 22 {to Bethlehem) and 30 {through Gilo) stop at foe j^te.

March 12 and March 19. 1996
at 8:30 p.m.

A Tribute to Peace
The smash hit production of Shakespeare's
classic comedy set in a modern war-torn

Middle Eastern city 'with dazzling stage effects

that include drums, gunshots,
torchlights and even belly dancing.

BOX OFFICE: 03-523 3335 * FAX: 03-5230772 • SUBSCRIPTIONS: 03-5245277

THETHEATRE OFTELAVIV

GAMER
. fri cooparaflon vrttti the tftistrv of

Tourism, TelMu and Octvi Ragto°
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Welcome frankness

I
SRAELIS owe a debt of gratitude to Egyp-
tian Foreign Minister Amr Moussa. Unlike
some of bis colleagues, he eschews diplo-

matic double-talk and presents the Egyptian
position plainly and honestly. On Saturday,

ignoring the public relations blitz emanating
from Jerusalem and Washington, he declined to

hail Wednesday’s international conference in

Sharm a-Sheikh as a great historic milestone

intended to signal Israel's integration in the

Middle East

Instead, he told the truth: that the participa-

tion of Arab regimes in the conference does not

mean that they will cooperate with Israel on
security issues; that Wednesday’s gathering

will result only in a political (and therefore

meaningless) declaration; and that the summit's

main purpose is to assure the “continued mo-
mentum of the Arab-Israeli peace process on

the basis of Israeli withdrawal from occupied

territories and self-determination for the

Palestinians.”

Moreover, the summit will not be limited to

discussions of the most recent terrorist inci-

dents, he asserted. It will address “aggression

on both sides, not just on one side,
1 ' and deal

with the general problems of the peace process,

including the closure imposed by Israel on the

territories.

Moussa’s attitude was echoed by Yasser Ara-

fat's adviser and spokesman Marwan KanafanL

In an interview with Independent Media Re-

view and Analysis (IMRA) yesterday he said,

“Most of the leaders are referring to the confer-

ence not only as a conference on terrorism bol

rather to promote the peace process and remove

the stumbling blocks, including Israeli actions

which have hurt the peace process.”

How serious Arafat himself is about combat-

ting terrorism can be surmised from yesterday’s

revelation by military commentator Ze’ev

Schiff in ffa'aretz. Mohammed Dahlan, the

Palestinian Preventive Security chief in Gaza

(and planner of the Munich massacre in 1972),

knew well in advance of Hamas’s intention to

mount a major suicide operation, Schiff asserts.

He neither arrested the Hamas “military wing'
’

leaders nor tried to talk them out of perpetrating

the atrocity. All he askedwas that they postpone

it until after the Israeli elections.

Even after the first bus bombing in Jerusalem

on February 25, Dahlan did not arrest those

responsible for masterminding the bombing, but

continued negotiating with the Hamas terrorists,

including Mohammed Diff, who heads Israel's

wanted list

The photo opportunities at the Sharm a-

Sheikh summit will undoubtedly be impressive,

and its declaration against violence, terrorism

and all other hateful things will probably be

unexceptionable. But Israel may find itself

forced by this show ofsolidarity to accelerate its

withdrawal, thus making itself more vulnerable

to terrorism than ever.

Facing up to Iran

LATE is better than never, so while Eu-

rope’s call on Iran to denounce terrorism

“once and for all” is long overdue, it is

more than welcome. Words, however, are a

cheap and devalued currency in the Middle

East, and the European Union must follow up

its initiative with enough clout to make the

demand stick.

Initial gifting by certain .Islamic circles in.

Iran ovet the terrorist onslaught visited on Jeru-

salem a^d Tel Aviv has.seriously undermined

the subsequent attempts by Foreign Minister Ali

Akbar Velayati to distance the government

from clerical praise of the outrages. If Iran is

indeed being rattled by mounting world outrage

over its tacit approval and more than tacit

support for mass murderers operating in the

name of Islam, it still has a long way to go to

redeem the country from the ranks of the lowest

international pariahs.

Europe and Japan have long infuriated the

US with their dogged pursuit of the policy of

“constructive engagement” based on the idea

that dialogue with Iran is more effective than

isolating it This is a policy which has its merits

in certain cases but it has also been discredited

by spectacular disasters in this century when
“engagement” has become appeasement or,

even worse, collusion with civilization's ene-

mies. In the most recent example, from which

Europe and Japan have been slow to learn, the

world had to pay a heavy price to dismantle

what commercial greed and hypocrisy had built

by “constructive engagement” with Iraq.

Though the new European stand unfortunate-

ly comes too late to be of any comfort to the

victims of Islamic terrorism, its timing at the

end of Iranian elections has some merit While

analysts are still busy poring over the entrails of

the convoluted and heavily manipulated poll,

there are signs of growing disaffection with the

fundamentalist lunatic fringe that enforces its

right to.be the Iranian government’s
*
‘spiritual

”

guide. Iranian newspapers suggest that less than

30 percent of members ofithe outgoing assem-

bly have retained their seats, and ultra-conser-

vative clerics hopefully will be the main losers.

Hie alleged battle between the secular and

the fundamental in Iran has always been some-

thing of a farce, linked to commercial public

relations for gullible Western consumption. Yet

it was interesting to see a woman reporter from

the CNN network reporting openly yesterday

from the streets and clerical colleges of Qom,
the spiritual heartland of Shi’ite Islam in Iran.

Of special interest were the theologians pro-

claiming that Islam has taken a wrong turn by

its association with violence.

If this is a small sign of religions as well as

secular reaction against the wild men of Islam,

then it should tell the Europeans that it is the

American policy of tough isolation of rogue

governments, not appeasement, that achieves

results. Until Iran, and Syria, make that “once

and for ali” turn from the road of terrorism

masquerading as foreign policy, the diplomatic

and commercial screws must be tightened, not

loosened.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
THE JEWS FROM ETHIOPIA

Sir, - No more applicants need Moreover, as previously reported in

apply for the 1996 Hutzpa of the The Jerusalem Past, the chief rab-

Year award. The award is being

retired permanently in tribute to

Minister ofAbsorption Yair Tzaban,

whose comments on the problems of
the Beta Israel community were re-

ported on January 30.

Mr. Tzaban complains about gov-

ernment failure to consult the Ethio-

i has apparently forgotten mat
he was chairman of the Ministerial

Commission of Inquiry on the Fa-

lash Mura issue. No Ethiopians were
appointed to his committee, alleged-

ly on the grounds that they could not

be objective because their own rela-

tives might be involved.

The article also states that Mr.
Tzaban believes that the Ethiopian

community’s problems are com-
pounded tty lack of recognition from
the rabbinate. One can only admire
the artistry of Mr. Tzaban's hutzpa
in raising this issue. Rabbinic advis-

ers to his committee urged mat the

Falash Mora who wish to return to

Judaism be allowed to make aliya.

The supposedly liberal Labor and
Meretz members of Mr. Tzaban's
committee rejected the rabbis' rec-

ommendation, reversing the prior
favorable decision ofthe Likud gov-
ernment Rubinstein Committee.

The Jerusalem Past,

binate’s committee on the spiritual

absorption of Ethiopian Jews, as

early as 1993, recognizes the com-

munity in Addis Ababa as a Jewish

community. And no wonder; this

religions community is shomer
shabbat, shomer kashna, prays dri-

ly in a synagogue it built itself,

wears kippat and tzitzti and runs a

yeshrva, which all the children at-

tend. I think the problem for our

devoutly secular and selectively lib-

eral minister may be that the com-
munity suffers from too much rab-

binic recognition, not too little.

Mr. Tzaban has been unable or

unwilling to overcome the scandal-

ously ineffective efforts of the inte-

rior Ministry and Jewish Agency to

grant immigration visas to die few
members of this distressed Jewish

community his committee was will-

ing to accept Fortunately, he has
recently announced Ins retirement

from politics. For Ethiopian Jews
udto were victimized by his inepti-

tude, the resignation is four years
too late.

JACK A. ZELLER,
Vice-President,

WashingtonAssociationforEthiopi-
an Jews

Sflyer Spring, Maryland.

UNIVERSAL TERROR
Sir, - It has been almost three truly free of such insanity, as Okla-months now since I returned to the

US from a one-year post-doctorate
at the Hebrew University, and I

most say that I have missed reading
the Post. Kol hakavod to your Inter-

net edition!

Unfortunately, the news is a sad
reminder of die darker side of life in
Israel. I rode that same bus route No.
18 scores of times, especially on
Sundays. (Of course, no place is

homans had the misfortune to wit-
ness firsthand. We are now being
put through the wringer again by the
legal maneuvering in the OKC
bombing trial, which has now been
moved out of Oklahoma.)

I pray that God will grant ns all

freedom from hatred within our
lifetimes.

LOWELL R. MATTHEWS, PhD
Stillwater, Oklahoma.

CYNICISM
Sir, - In the aftermath of the

bombing of bus no. 18, I feel a

strong sense ofdeja vu. Once again I

hear the same reports on the radio

and see the same horrific sights on
the television.

Just as predictable are the state-

ments by our leaders, especially the

assertion that '‘this will not stop the

peace process.” Since every new
tragedy makes a mockery of the

phrase, surely a more accurate and
less offensive title would be “sepa-

ration process” or “partition pro-

cess.” Let's call a spade a spade -
there is a process in the wotks, and
the best we can hope for is that

somehow it will prevent our ene-

mies from inflicting harm, and let us
get on with our lives in relative

safety. But to “console” bereaved
families with the sentiment that de-

spite the death of their loved ones,

“the peace process will continue” is

the height of cynicism.

SHULAMJTH BERMAN
EfraL

THE OLD ‘POST*

Sir, - Perhaps Misha Louvish's

defense of the “old” Jerusalem
Post impartiality (Letters, February

25) would not have been so spirited

had he taken the trouble to make the

same survey of the signed oped arti-

cles as he did of the leading articles.

The signed articles have many
more readers than the editorials; in

the signed articles, the “old” Post
followed a policy of printing only
those opposition viewpoints which
it could “clobber” in another sigoed
article. The last article left the great-

est impression on the readers.

MACABEE DEAN
Ramai Gan.

WHERE DID WE &0 V^OKW?
WHY WEEEKlT WE INVITED

TO THIS INTERN ATI OKIAL

CONFERENCE?

0IRt>9S

Peres’s extravaganza
The fingerprints on this

week’s international confer-

ence against terror are

unmistakably Shimon Peres's. In

the “war” on tenor, this is Peres’s

natural battlefield.

Yet there is no escaping a basic

question: How can a Peres-type

“creative” concoction, the land

which made international news on
the White House lawn, in Davos
and Munich (Peres: "I am a

Bavarian”), and which will now
be adorned with exotic keffiychs

and golden galabiyas. contribute

to the war against terror?

Does Israel, which exports

experts and sophisticated anti-ter-

ror methods to the whole world,

need FBI specialists, or a new edi-

tion of the useless Patriot in the

form of explosive-sensing devices?

And will Iran and Syria be

impressed by this new Peres-

Ctinton extravaganza?

It is far more likely that at this

very moment, bearded planners

are preparing some blood-cur-

dling “answer” to the challenge

co-produced by the “big” and
“small” Safaris at Sharm a-Sheikh.

lb seasoned Israelis the exercise

is transparent. The conference is

indeed the opening shot of a battle

- for Labor’s reelection. Its results

will contain as macb real sub-

stance as the tanks now posi-

tioned, strictly for display, on the

Green Line borders.

Its impact wifi be as lasting as

the closure which will soon
inevitably be lifted; as the deten-

tion of terrorists apprehended by
Israel, who will be released in tire

next wave of Oslo-dictated par-

dons; and as the incarceration of

those convicted in Arafat's courts

and released within weeks.

ft will be as lasting as the demo-
lition of terrorists’ houses- rebuilt

almost instantaneously (in Hebron
all the destroyed houses of slain

Hamas killers have been restored)

- and as the make-believe sealing

of Hamas institutions (in Hebron,
sealing orders are dated months
after the scheduled delivery of the

town to Arafat); and as the “sepa-

ration” plan nobody knows howto
implement
The tragicomic character of this

charade is well illustrated by con-

sidering a short list of steps that

will never be taken. Neither the

conference nor the government
will consider them viable. Why?
For the simple reason that any-

ELYAK1M HA’ETZNl

thing really effective must dash
with Oslo’s hollow peace.

[for starters, nobody will even

suggest taking the only effective

measure on which Arafat cannot

cheat the extradition of wanted

murderers to Israel Instead. Peres

will demand Palestinian Police

“arrests,” which he knows is a farce.

There wifi be no widening of the

It would be nice to

say that the

conference on terror

will do no harm,

even If it does no

good. Alas, one

cannot

narrow strips of land Israel has left

itself on the Egyptian and
Jordanian borders, strips which
cannot effectively preventthe pas-
sage of terrorists, weapons ’ and;
explosives. Israel must particular-

ly have sufficient depth on the

Gaza-Egypt border, where smug-
gling tunnels which begin on the

Egyptian side end in areas under

Arafat's control

IT IS certain too that the closure

will not be replaced by a comput-
erized index of all persons pho-

tographed demonstrating against

Israel making condolence calls for

slain terrorists, delivering speech-

es, writing, teaching, preaching,

collecting funds and donating for

purposes hostile to Israel, and their

sympathizers, supporters, helpers

and their families.

Anybody included on this black

list would be barred from setting

foot outside Zone A. Those appre-

hended would be deported or sen-

tenced to three years’ imprison-

ment-in preference to the meting
out of the morally wrong, politi-

cally harmful and altogether
unsustainable collective punish-

ment
Such measures for punishing

and deterring enemies would
reward those who want to live in

peace with us. But they will be
automatically ruled out - because

Arafat cannot tolerate them.

It is also certain that the “free pas-

sage” from Gaza to the Palestinian

Authority areas in Judea and
Samaria wifi not be dosed, and that

Israel wifi not cancel the VIP pass-

es which give tire highest security

classification to those with the

worst terrorist records. Nor will

traffic from and to Gaza be restrict-

ed to escorted convoys only, the

way Gush Katifs Jewish residents

are forced to travel.

And there will be no expulsions

or arrests affecting the base of the

terrorist pyramid - the “political”

wings, the institutions and societies

for religion, education and charity

- neither in the areas under oar

control, nor on Arafat’s territory.

.

There will also be no end to

releases of jailed terrorists, nor

any controls puton incitement and
hostile propaganda disseminated

by the Palestinian media and in

school textbooks and curricula.

And no one wifi even dream of
examining containers unloaded in

Asbdod destined for Gaza, in which
the PA can import anything from
small arms to armored vehicles.

. There will be no mmfofrofjhe -
-.vast quantities; of .ceaicinb trudred}

into the Palestinian cities ofrefuge.
There is no control overhow much
of ft is used for bonding bunkers

and fortifications in the seven
“Beirute” situated on our doorstep.

It would be nice to be able to say

that Wednesday’s conference,

while doing no good, will at least

do no harm. Alas, even this is not

true. The very feet that Arafat

himself will be participating

assures harm.
Arafat is the godfather of terror-

ism, the orator of the jihad
speeches, the man who, just days

ago, conducted a fake trial, there-

by extricating the dispatcher of die

suicide bombers from extradition

to Israel.

Arafat is the leader who orga-

nized sympathy rallies, a 21-gun
salute and condolences for the

“Engineer,” YEhye Ayyash. The
mere fact of his appearance at the

conference win reader it fraudu-

lent and deceptive.

Peres, architect of a show whose
exterior glitters but whose core is

rotten, again seems to have
learned nothing and foigotten

nothing.

The writer, a lawyer andformer
MK, is a resident ofKiryat Arba.

Fit of fury from the right

I
t passes all understanding why
right-wing politicians and
some of their journalist advo-

cates should have gone into such
fits of fury over Prime Minister
Peres's confirmation of the state-

ment that Hamas's outrages were
meant, inter alia, to halt the peace
process by bringing about a right-

wing victory in the next elections.

Id the first place, the right-wing

parties aren't being accused ofany-
thing except opposition to the Oslo
peace process—and that they open-
ly prodaim on every possible occa-

sion. No one has even hinted that in

this they are moved by anything
but the smeerest patriotic motives.
They believe that the continua-

tion of the Oslo process would be
disastrous for Israel, and hope to
prevent disaster by winning the

premiership and a right-wing
majority in the Knesset.
Nor is it a secret that Hamas and

its allies are also opposed to the
peace process - though for exact-
ly the opposite motives.
They believe that a compromise

between Israel and the PLO is

liable to prevent the realization of
their strategic aim: tire destruction

of independent Israel and its

replaceinear by an Arab Islamic

state stretching from the

Mediterranean to the Jordan River.

Their immediate tactical aim,

therefore, must be to halt the Oslo
process in the hope that the

Palestinians will then have no
alternative but to support Hamas
in its genoddal aim.

MISHA LOUVISH

Hamas might hope to succeed
by killing so many Jews that even
Peres and his government will

have to halt the peace talks. They
may more reasonably hope to suc-
ceed. however, by undermining
support for Peres and ensuring an
electoral victory for Binyamio
Netanyahu and the right, who are

Why all the fuss

about the premier’s

agreeing that

Hamas is working

for a Likud victory in

our elections?

to halt the Oslo process.
Jy there is nothing controver-

sial in this analysis, which relies

on obvious facts.

Nor is it new: As Post reader I.

Bar-Nir reminded us in his letter

of March 8, prime minister
Yitzhak Rabin made a comparison
between the short-term policies of
the Likud and those of Hamas. He
wasn't, of course, impugning the

motives of the right; he was mere-
ly referring to the de facte objec-
tive significance of its attitude.

ft is natural that right-wing politi-

cians should feel uncomfortable

about the idea that their immediate
tactical objectives and Hamas's are
practically identical. But that is no
excuse for wild talk of “blood
libel” and dark hints of conspiracy.
As David Gilboa of the IBA

news department has testified, it

was the Israeli broadcasters who
pressed for the interview with con-
victed terrorist Mohammed Abu
Warda, for obvious professional
reasons.

Having Prime Minister Peres
watch the interview enhanced its
interest His reaction was as low-
key as it could possibly be: he sim-
ply said be wasn't surprised by the
story of Hamas's motivation,
implying that he had heard it

before.

Was he lying? His statement
was confirmed on ITV’s morning
magazine by Justice Minister
David Liba’i, who said it was
based on information received by
the government before the broad-
cast Uba'i's evidence was repeat-
ed on the evening TV news.
On Media File, screened on

TV’s Second Channel on March 9,
Rooi Daniel from YediotAharonot
said that he had heard similar
views from Hamas spokesmen he
had interviewed.

The right's propagandists would
do well, therefore, to look for
another whip to beat Shimon
Peres with. This one is totally
unconvincing.

The writer is a veteran member
ofdie Labor movement.

A. M. ROSENTHAL

F5
nations as for people, one

question is always available

to find out whether a past

decision was right or a mistake .

Would we do it again?

I doubt there are any Israelis

who would not now agree that it

was a bad mistake to turn over to

Yasser Arafat the responsibility

for antiterrorist action in territory

from which Israeli forces bad

withdrawn.
The result is achingly plain.

The decision, made in Oslo in

1993, allowed terrorists to shov-

el arms and bombs into Gaza

and the West Bank, train there,

then cross into Israel to murder

civilians. It also put into jeop-

ardy the very withdrawal that

Israeli negotiators and much of

the Israeli public wanted to

achieve, hoping ft would bring

peace.

The escalation of terrorism was

foreseeable from the beginning.

High Israeli officers I know were

horrified. To expect Yasser

Arafat, the man responsible for

kilting Israeli civilians from Gaza

to the Olympic village in.Munich,

to risk his life and new political

.

power to protect Israelis from ter-

rorism was self-destructive fanta-

sizing.

It could have been prevented if

Israeli government leaders

Yitzhak Rabin and Shimon Peres

had insisted on the logical safe-

guard before signing any with-

drawal agreement:

The job of fighting terrorists in

territory turned over to the

Palestinian authorities would
remain an Israeli responsibility

until the Palestinians showed the

will and ability, both, to deal with

them.

That would mean stationing

some Israeli antiterrorist forces in

the major citiesof the Wsst Bank.
For Palestinians ft would have
been the price of the Israeli with-

drawal that they logically expect

to lead to independence.

Considering that Israel was
demanding virtually nothing else

in exchange for the territory and
the road to nationhood, the with-

drawal would have remained a
world-class bargain for

Palestinians.

Naturally, the Palestinian-^un

territory'-^so far, Gaza, six of the
' ^vt^’West Bank dfies and the

? land -vfrt&md ' them — :

became a

military storehouse "safe haven
and launching pad for the terror-

ists.

Guns by the tens of thousands
were smuggled into Gaza from
Egypt over land, by sea, and by
tunnels. Also brought in, accord-

ing to the courageous Jerusalem
Post, were np to 1,500 laud

mines whose explosives were
intended to be used in portable

bombs.

RECTIFYING the error is the

only worthy memorial to the ter-

rorist victims. Israel would have
to resume control of antiterrorist

action throughout the West Bank
and Gaza. Yes, that will delay
withdrawal negotiations even
longer than the bombings already
have. Better that than keeping the
nasty pretense of Palestinian pro-
tection for Israelis.

Israel and the US must also
expose the propaganda campaign
about the good-guy Hamas
“moderate” wing and how it

should be helped. Weeks ago,
Israeli intelligence warned that

the campaign would take place.
This weekend Hamas will no
doubt push it cm 60 Minutes and
today in the newspapers!
The “moderate” Hamas wing

does not exist Any twaddle that

Hamas committed the bombing
to kill the “peace” negotiations is

more self-delusion. It knew that
Israeli leaders. Yasser Arafat, and
President Clinton had said noth-
ing could do that, including earli-
er bombings.
Hamas wants to get credit with

those Palestinians who see with-
drawal as a step toward destruc-
tion of Israel, and strengthen its

position in the new post-with-
drawal Palestine.

Israel is cracking down on ter-
rorists in West Bank villages still

under its control. But it has not
moved to take over antiterrorism
in the cities from which it has
already withdrawn.
Arafat will soon be off to the

international conference on ter-
rorism. Perhaps he miphr bring
along some of the Hamas top ter-
rorists he imprisoned, convicted
tnd let go to bomb again another
day. Maybe he can introduce
them to world leaders who are
expected to attend.
President Clinton sends eqnip-

nae"t Israel for antiterrorist
work. Good. But will he also
insist, as the latest State
Department whitewash of the
Palestine Liberation Organization
indicates, on sending more
American millions to Arafat, who
only talks antiterrorism?
Americans should hope, and

Umgress demand, that Clinton
tell Arafat the US has been there,
done tiiat, looked at the results
ana said, well, no, not again

(Courtesy of The New York
Times)
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The Prison
Odyssey of

Sol Wachtler
In September 1993, Sol Wachtler, then 64, after resign-
ing in disgrace as New York State’s Chief Judge, plead-
edguilty and was sentenced to 15 months in Federal
prison for harassing Joy Silverman, a woman with
whom he had had an affair. This nationally prominent
jurist was about to get an inmate’s view ofthe Ameri-
can system ofcrime and punishment Following are ex-
cerpts from his prison diary, which Mr. Wachtler in-

tends to incorporate into a booh. He hept the journal at
the medium-security Federal Correctional Institution
in Butner, N.C.. and later at the Federal Medical Center
in Rochester, Minn. At both prisons, Mr. Wachtler un-
derwent treatment for manic depression, the disorder
he was diagnosed as having at the time ofhis crime

By SOL WACHTLER

S
ept. 28, 1993— Day 1 I wish I had the gift

of description— the ability to find the words to

describe my feelings this morning. As I was fac-

ing this apogee of my shame. I was hoping that .

there would be no press to greet me—nopictures taken
to feed the hungry maw of the tabloids— to further em-
barrass my family and friends.

No such luck. As the vehicle transporting me pulled

up to the prison in Butner, N.C., the first thing I saw was
the cold, gleaming and menacing razor-wire fence sur-

rounding the squat gray buildings. The second was the

cameras and microphones. “Not nearly the number of

reporters who were waiting for Jim Bakker, the evan-

gelist,” the warden later told me, “but then again, he

was from around here.”

I was met by four guards who searched and hand-

cuffed me. The duffel bag that my wife, Joan, and I bad

packed so methodically the day before was taken from

me, and I was led, hands manacled behind my back,

down a long corridor to the prison receiving office.

After being photographed and fingerprinted, I was

introduced to the stunning invasion known as the “strip

search.” Of course, I knew what a strip search was—

1

had written about this procedure in morethan one of

my court opinions. But knowingwhat it is, and even

knowing the necessity for k, doesnot prepare you for

the degrading experience of

being stripped naked in

frontof strangerswho then

examine every crevice and

orifice ofyour body. Ihad
beentold that an essential

reason for the strip search

was tohumiliatethenewly

arrived prisoner as partof

his introduction to prison -

life. TVHtijmanize would be a

better word. ••

9
1 expected to be ledto a

cefl. What I didn’t expect

wasto beputin solitary con-

finement, which, at Burner,

is the same as disciplinary

segregation. But that's

where they led me.
Ten years ago, as a

judge on theNew York
Courtof Appeals, seated in

my magnificent, mahog-
Sol Wachtler enters any-paneled chambers, I

prison in Butner, N.C, wrote an opinion in the case

__ ofWilkinson v. Skinner. Wil-

kinson was a prisoner suing

Skinner, who was a county sheriff. The prisoner was

complaining that being put in segregation for a five-day

period constituted cruel ami unusual punishment. Writ-

ing for the court, I observed: “Merely confining an in-

mate in a segregated cell does not constitute cruel and

unusual punishment. There are, of course, some cells

that are so subhuman as to constitute such punishment

even for a very brief confinement. One day in some

cells might be constitutionally intolerable.” When I

wrote that opinion, would I ever have dreamed that one

day I would be confined in segregation— not for five

days but for well over a month?

Solitary Confinement

I was soon to learn just how intolerable such con-

finement could be when I was escorted to “seclusion”

— a row of 10-foot-by-12-foot cells, each with its own

steel sink and toilet. Against one wall there was a metal

rack covered by a three-inch-thick, cloth-covered pad—
This was the bed. The doorwas solid steel, with a small

vertical slot to allow the guard to peer in.A knee-

high horizontal slot was used for food trays.

Before being locked in my cell, I was placed in a

shower stall with a steel barred door and again strip-

' searched. Then I was issued an orange canvas jumpsuit

with matching sneakers. ......
I was again handcuffed and led to my celL And then

I heard them — the occupants of the other “seclusion”

cells. One, called “dogman" by the guards, howled like

a wounded canine, another screamed "Shut up!”

Another gang a tuneless melody with the words "silver

threads and golden needles.” Several kept screaming

"Officer! Officer!” and all seemed preoccupied with a

need for “smokes” and “matches.” Many simply

pounded on their doors. One shouted about the short-

comings of totalitarianism, and still another told the

Continuedon page 4

By the time New Yorkers voted, it seemed hardly necessary. Above, faceless Republicans on Manhattan’s East Side on Thursday.

Early Returns

First, the Winner; Now, the Voting

By RICHARD L.BERKE

Washington

A
fter, a buildup that, lasted three years, the

Republican Presidential campaign came and

i went in a four-week blur that had a shorter

L run than Colin Powell's book tour.

Primaries in most of the largest states are still

ahead, of course, and Senator Bob Dole still has to

contend with Patrick J. Buchanan and Steve Forbes,

who could even win some contests — and who vow to

torment him all the way to San Diego in August
But on Friday, Mr. Dole pronounced himself the

“presumptive nominee," and even Mr. Buchanan and

Mr. Forbes could not quarrel with that title.

It was a faster-paced primary season than even

Mr. Dole had hoped for. And it was far from what the

leaders of both parties envisioned two decades ago,

when they sought to replace the smoke-filled back

rooms at political conventions with a system where

ordinary voters could have more say.

Because the process was compressed by the early

schedule of contests this year, the group that actually

voted for Mr. Dole may not have -been representative

of the Republican electorate — or any electorate:

When he emerged Tuesday night as the likely nominee,

Mr. Dolehad received the votes of 1,108,967 people in 18

states — about the population of Idaho.

The Verdict, Please

It was as if the Republicans who voted were antsy

jurors who did not want to get home late for dinner:

they rendered their verdict with great haste — and not

that much deliberation.

They did not have much choice. Although the

contenders did theirusual fawning over voters in Iowa

and New Hampshire, they barely had time to do more
than broadcast advertising in the many states that

held rapid-fire, often simultaneous, contests. By trying

to upstage one another by moving up their primary

dates. New York and other states accomplished the

opposite of what they had intended: they gave Iowa
and New Hampshire an even more disproportionate

role than before in choosing the nominee.

Mr. Dole, for example, spent less than 24 hours in

New York before flying off to the next primary. The
closest he came to Delaware was through a phone
hookup; that state and Louisiana moved their contests

so far up that Mr. Dole and most other candidates

stayed away, fearful that voters in New Hampshire,

Continuedon page 3

Survival Instinct

Alone or Not, Israel Strikes Back

By SERGE SCHMEMANN

JERUSALEM

A
FTER the fourth human bomb,

this one in the heart of Tel Aviv,

i brought to 61 the toll in tattered

m victims, the anger and grief

turned to despair. Many Israelis who

had put their faith in the peace with

Palestinians felt betrayed — by Yasir

Arafat, by Shimon Peres, by all the

foreign leaders who had insisted that

peace would bring them security. Once

again, many seemed to feel, in their

immediate anguish, that Israel was

waging “total war” and was alone.

Radio stations shifted to patriotic

songs from the early days of the Israeli

state, when survivors of the Holocaust

defiantly plowed fields with rifles on

their backs and the national slogan was,

“All the nation is an army." The Gov-

ernment's crisis measures revived the

old dream of totally separating Jews

from Arabs. Soldiers sealed off Pales-

tinian towns and villages and bulldozers

began raising walls along the "green

line" between Israel and the West Bank.

Capturing the public mood, Benjamin

Netanyahu, the leader of the conserva-

tive Likud, declared, “the idea that Ara-

fat will be our subcontractor to fight

terrorism won't work."

A Government official, watching mes-

sages of support and condolence pour in

from around the world, growled:

“They're always sorry for us when

we're victims. Where we want their

support is when we strike back. It'll be

ugly, and I hope they don't start squeal-

ing then.”

Yes, ugly events seem inevitable. Is-

raeli tanks stand watch at the West

Bank frontier. There is talk of deporta-

tions, of destruction of houses, of hard-

ship for Palestinians barred from work-

ing in Israel But this is not the whole

story, for by week’s end the outside

pressure on Israel wasn't so much to

restrain its attacks against Islamic mil-

itants, but to restrain its impulse to act

alone. American intelligence agents

were urging Israelis and Palestinians to

share information for the crackdown on

Hamas; President Clinton said he

Continued on page 2 Palestinian police search for a suspected Hamas mffitant in Gaza City.

Foreign Intrigue

Ireland and the Middle East

pose political perils for a

peacemaker President.

By Alison

Mitchell

2

Around the world, the ‘wretched

refuse’ of distant shores gets, at

best, an ambivalent welcome.

By Timothy Christenfeld

2

Republicans in Congress
struggle to fashion an agenda
and a strategy to get it passed.

By Adam Clymer
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The World

Running
After the

Cold War
Reuter*
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By ALISON MITCHELL Clinton and President Aristede: trying to help. With Irish Prime Minister John Bruton: stm talking. With Rabin: making a persona! investment

Washington

I

T was only two months ago that President Clinton

unveiled a concise election-year vision of a post-cold

war foreign policy: the United States as “the

world’s very best peacemaker.”
He went on, in his State of the Union address, to cite

his own achievements in this role: restoration of a

fragile democracy in Haiti, the cease-fire in Northern

Ireland, an American-brokered peace pact in Bosnia

and a series of agreements in the Middle East
Indeed, a campaign video for Mr. Clinton shows the

handshake between Yasir Arafat and Yitzhak Rabin on

the White House lawn; it is still being shown months

after the Israeli prime minister’s assassination.

And this week, the President will attend a summit
of world leaders in Egypt to review anti-terrorism

measures and try to revive a Middle East peace

process shattered by bomb attacks on Israel

If Mr. Clinton's high-profile diplomacy shows the

immense personal stock he is investing in peace in the

Middle East, the urgent need for such a summit also

demonstrates the political dangers of measuring for-

eign policy success in fragile triumphs in long, intracta-

ble wars abroad. -
The peace in Northern Ireland suffered a setback

last month when bombs ended a 17-month cease-fire.

And a debate is already simmering inside NATO over

whether the Administration’s plans to withdraw Ameri-

can peace-keeping troops from Bosnia this year will

allow the violence to flare once more.

To a large extent, the problem for Mr. Clinton is

that without the organizing principle of the Soviet

threat it is harder to formulate and carry out foreign

policy and to articulate America’s interests overseas to

an electorate turning inward.

“I don’t think what is happening is a mark that the

U.S. has been pursuing misguided policies,” said Rich-

ard H. UUmarv, a professor of international affairs at

Princeton University. "They are hard issues.”

Just last week Mr. Clinton’s National Security

Adviser, Anthony Lake, felt compelled to answer those

who, he said, “in a curious bit of cold war nostalgia

complain that our policy lacks a single overarching

principle.” In an address at George Washington Univer-

sity, Mr. Lake said: “The same ideas that were under

attack by Communism and before that under attack by

Fascism remain under attack today as we have seen in

the Middle East. Now as then we are defending an idea

that has many names — civility, tolerance, liberty

pluralism — but shows a constant face, the face of a

democratic society.”

Still the specter of missiles pointing toward Amer-
ica had a way of concentrating the mind. The American
public had a guiding standard in judging a Presidential

hopeful on foreign policy: how he would handle the

Soviet nuclear threat Was Barry Goldwater too trigger

happy? Would Geraldine Ferraro, the first woman to

seek the Vice Presidency, be able to push the button?

Simpler Concerns
But these days, the public’s interest in foreign

policy has turned more toward issues like trade and

immigration. And most Americans may simply be

asking: Is the President strong and constant, someone
who won’t embarrass them abroad or lead American
soldiers into unwanted entanglements?

Certainly those concerns are what Senator Bob
Dole has been playing to on the campaign trail when he
stresses “experience, leadership, judgment.”

Even when he was a candidate in 1992, Mr. Clin-

ton’s lack of military service raised doubts among
some voters about his ability to be Commander-in-

Chief. Then, in his first 18 months in office, he did little

to reassure them that he could be strong and steady.

In Somalia, the Administration expanded a hu-

manitarian mission into an undeclared war against one

clan leader. Mohammed Farah Aid id, and then retreat-

ed after 18 Army Rangers died in fighting. In Haiti,

when Mr. Clinton dispatched the U.S.S. Harlan County

It helps to be head of state

when running for President.

But things can fall apart fast.

to Port-au-Prince to help make way for the return of

President Jean-Bertrand Aristide, the ship turned back

when confronted with armed thugs on the docks.

And while Mr. Clinton said in campaigning that

would use air strikes to slop ethnic cleansing in Bosnia,

he backed away in the face of opposition from the

European allies as the brutal Balkan war dragged on.

Ultimately, the Administration found in both Haiti

and Bosnia a mix of force and diplomacy that is

working for now.

Mr. Aristide returned to power under the aegis of

American troops. A peace accord policed in part by
American peacekeepers was achieved in Bosnia. In his

State of the Union address Mr. Clinton translated his

foreign policy — before variously described in such

turgid diploraatese as multilateralism or enlargement

of the sphere of democracy— as “the fight for freedom

and peace throughout the world.”

Foreign policy analysts still debate sharply wheth-

er Mr. Clinton has articulated a role for the United

States that can command public support. They also

question some of his foreign policy priorities.

“The Secretary of State has been to Damascus 17

times and Beijing once,” said Casimir Yost, director of

Georgetown University’s Institute for the Study of

Diplomacy. “That, seems to me the measure of the

priority attached at senior levels of the Administration

to these issues and relationships.” Mr. Yost says the

United States should put more emphasis on Japan and

China and less on places like Northern Ireland

It is China, after all, that now looms as perhaps the

most delicate challenge for American diplomacy, with
conflicts bubbling over China’s missile tests near Tai-

wan, human rights abuses, trade issues and Adminis-
tration charges that China has exported materials used
to make nuclear and chemical weapons.

For now, Mr. Clinton’s aides revel in what they

describe as the President's new comfort with exercis-

ing American power. They note that he has been willing

to take unpopular stands such as dispatching American
troops to Bosnia and has pursuedpeace even in theface
of setbacks and risks.

"Every President, every candidate for President

has particular tests,” said one Administration official

“I think what people look for with President Clinton is

strength and standing on principle. And to the degree he
does that— even though the particulars may be tough
— it's an important aspect of his overall picture in the
country as a leader.”

Alien Expressions

New-York Historical Society

A sinister view, by the cartoonist E. S. Bisbee in Harper’s Weekly in 1871, of immigrants boarding “The Modem Ark”, for America.

By TIMOTHY CHRISTENFELD

B
OB DOLE, in his campaign for

k

the
Republican Presidential nomination,
talks about illegal immigration as a
“flood.” Patrick J. Buchanan calls it

an “invasion.” This meeting of the metaphors
offers a quick summary of the images that
Americans invoke in discussions of immigra-
tion. Other countries have their own meta-
phors.

In the United States, as in many European
countries, one consistently neutral metaphor
for immigration is water. Immigration is a
flow, a flood, a tide, a wave, an influx, a stream,
a tsunami, or, after restrictions, a trickle.

Immigrants are drained from their home-
lands. They wash up like “wretched refuse” on
the shores. The country is inundated,
swamped, submerged, engulfed, awash.
Another common metaphor is the nation as a

house and the Immigrant as a visitor knocking
at the door or the window, standing at the
threshold or in the backyard.
A more menacing metaphor, especially pop-

ular in the United States, is the military one.
Two weeks ago during the candidates' debate
in New Hampshire, Mr. Buchanan said, “When
you have one, two, three million people walking
across your border every year, breaking your
laws, you have an invasion.” (Of course, it Isn’t
an invasion if the “people walking across your
border every year” happen to be the 250,000
essential farm workers approved by the House
Agriculture Committee last week:)
The proponents of Proposition 187 in Califor-

nia, the successful 1894 ballot Initiative to cut
off social services to Illegal aliens, also relied
on military metaphors. Ruth Coffey, the head
of Stop Immigration Now, said just before the
election, “I have no intention of being the

Timothy Christenfeld is a doctoral candidate in
political science al Columbia University.

object of ‘conquest,’ peaceful or otherwise, by
Latinos, Asians, blacks, Arabs or any other

group of individuals who have claimed my
country.”

This rhetoric of immigration as invasion has

roots in the nativist movements of antebellum
America, which culminated in the Know Noth-

ing Party. In 1850, a Know Nothing paper,

declared that Catholic immigrants “march
and countermardi with the precision of regu-

lar soldiers, at the tap of the Popish drum.” (If

the Know Nothings had prevailed, Mr. Buchan-

an’s Irish ancestors would not have been al-

lowed to come to the United States.)

Weeds, Whelps, Dirt

British politicians, with a strong sense of

their country as an island, also use water
metaphors for immigration. But while those

who wish ro appear neutral talk about tides and
waves and flows, those who oppose immigra-
tion use more insidious liquid metaphors.

In 1978, Margaret Thatcher commented that

she could understand that British citizens

might feel "swamped” by immigration. Re-
cently her words have been echoed by Tory
extremist Stuart Millson: "We have bad an
unnatural multicultural society imposed on us.

Creeping into every part of our national life

today is a wetness and weediness that would
have been unimaginable 50 years ago.”

While mainstream Germans, like other Eu-
ropeans, talk about immigration in terms of
rivers and floods and doors and windows, far-

right Germans speak of filth. One neo-Nazi
leader in Chemnitz, talking about immigration
in 1992, said, “In the Hitler era, Germany was
something good, something clean, something
big and powerful. Now we're covered with
dirt” Another Chemnitz extremist said,

“We’re going to clean up this country. No
foreigners, no filth, so drugs, no pornography,
and work for everyone.”

These metaphors of pollution expose not only

contempt for immigrants but also a fixation on
a pure nation, which has few close parallels in

Britain or the United States.

In China the uncomplimentary expression

for a migrant laborer is “zaizi,” meaning a
young animal or whelp, but with the same
feeling as "bastard” in English. The implica-

tion: foreigners are, like bunny rabbits, pro-

miscuous.

What’s striking about Japanese vocabulary
for immigration is that there hardly is any, as
befits a traditionally dosed society. The one
word the Japanese do use to refer to either

immigrants or emigrants is “imin,” and it is

borrowed from Chinese.
How people talk about perceived threats

gives clues about how they view their home-
land. As water metaphors reveal a nation-as-

island, and filth metaphors reveal an obsession
with purity, the French habit of discussing
immigration with metaphors of disease re-

veals an implicit conception of France as a

body, and particularly as a female body.

The Fragile Body
In France, the far right National Front’s

original program, in 1972, stated that the party
opposes immigration because “it imperils the
health of the French.” Another reactionary
leader wrote in 1985 of “the immigration
plague,” and said that immigration “could
become a mortal threat" Jean-Marie Le Pen,
the National Front's leader, wrote in 1984 that
“some French regions were literally gangre-
nous because of the foreign invasion.”

Mr. Le Pen then extended his metaphor one
step further, suggesting that France is threat-
ened not just by disease but also by rape.
“Tomorrow," Mr. Le Pen wrote, “the immi-
grants will be moving into your house, eating
your food and sleeping with your wife, your
daughter or your son.”

Israel Asks, Can
‘Them’ Be ‘Us?.
Continued from page l

would attend a regional strategy

meeting in Egypt this week to con-

front terror.

To fear being alone again was a
natural reaction for Israel's Jews.

From their history, they have long

taken the lesson that in the end they

can depend only on themselves. They
had staved off hostile Arab armies
alone, and more than twice. And even
if the Lebanon invasion of 1982 and
the Palestinian “intifada" in ensuing

years showed the limits of raw force,

there remains among Israelis an
enduring sense that goes beyond se-

curity or revenge: that their coun-

try, whatever the cost, can never

allow itself to appear weak to the

Arabs by abandoning the option of

force.

And now there seems a new dan-

ger. “Israel now stands at the front

line of what threatens to become a
world war between Islamic fanati-

cism and the humanistic world,” the

writer Amos Oz, a prominent advo-

cate of peace, wrote in Yediot Ah-
ronot Arrest every Hamas and Is-

lamic Holy War operative, urged the

conservative newspaper Maariv in

an editorial
;
confiscate their posses-

sions, if necessary pursue them into

Palestinian territories, give them no
respite. “All this is a clear-minded
opinion, without hysteria, with the

knowledge that it is us, or tiiem.”

Yet as the days passed, some peo-
ple began to ask what this meam.
“Them” was no longer the massed
hostility of all the Arab states and
their supporters in the Communist
and “non-aligned” bloc. The Pales-
tinian Authority, Jordan, Egypt and
many other Arab states joined in

condemning the Islamic fundamen-
talists (who threaten them no less

than Israel), and the United States
rushed to reassure Israel
Even as he ordered harsh repri-

sals against the Palestinians, Prime
Minister Shimon Peres repeatedly
asked whether there was any realis-

tic alternative to the process of mak-
ing peace with the Palestinians that
he began with secret meetings in
Oslo in 1983.

“If it was not for Oslo, there would
still be intifada, there would be war
in Lebanon, there would be people

with knives,” he said. And Israel

would once again be alone, he might
have added.

Many people also began to notice

that despite the great anguish every-

one fell there had been no mass
demonstrations as in the pastand no
attacks on Arab neighborhoods. Mr.
Peres sank in the public opinion

polls, but only to levels that pre-

vailed before the assassination of

Yitzhak Rabin created a wave of
sympathy.

People here also know that the

Israel of 1998 is far different from
that of 1948. Its army is the strong-
est in the Middle East, its economy is

larger than those of its neighbors
combined, and booming. It has suc-
cessfully absorbed 700,000 new im-
migrants in five years. Kings, presi-

dents and prime ministers are al-

most weekly visitors to Jerusalem.
And Israel’s enemies are no long-

er “the Arabs” who sought to wipe
Israel out of the Middle East but a
small clutch of violent zealots who
can hurt, tut not destroy, the Jewish
homeland.
To be sure, the dangers raised by

the bombings are far from over, and
there is no telling who will win the
May 29 election or whether the Is-

raeli-Palestine peace will survive.
The massive Israeli crackdown is

fomenting new tensions in the Pales-
tinian lands, making Mr. Arafat’s
standing increasingly tenuous.
Above all, there remains the chance
of more bombings.
But already some things are clear.

“The refraining from hysteria and
the subdued internalized tears —
these are the two components of the
Israeli citizen’s language of mourn-
ing in the middle of the 1990’s,”
wrote the popular Yediot Ahronot in
an eduoriaL "It is an Israeli who has
witnessed a change in bis standard
of living in the last 10 years, in
expectations, in a feeling of the
strengih, security and stability of the
country in which he lives, where he
is now proud to live
“These are very fundamental

things that endow all of us with the
feeling that the country is not ‘fin-
ished,’ no matter how many buses
win explode and how many beastly
acts will occur. This is where the
Israeli silence comes from.”
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G.O.P. Congress Faces
A Downsized Agenda

By ADAM CLYMER

R
-_ rT„, Washington
iPUBUCANS expect attention to shift back to
Congress this week after the Super Tuesday
primaries. If it does, the lesson will be what a
difference a year makes.

1fSt
^
ear Che Republicans in Congress had an

agenda and a strategy. Most of the bills on the agenda
did not become law, and the strategy of using Govern-
ment closings and a potential default on the national
oeteia force President Clinton to sign them not only
tailed; it backfired. Even so. it was the most purposeful
first session of a Congress since 1965.

But so far this year, when Congress has not been
out of town resting, it has proceeded at a desultory pace
marked by false starts and long weekends. “After last
year, what fascinates me is how much the whole effort
has become ad hoc,” said Thomas Mann, a Congres-

Last year the Republicans
had a strategy. This year
they have long weekends.

sional scholar at the Brookings Institution. "They don't

seem to have a clue about how to extricate them-
selves."

Last week, the only wisp of strategy seemed to be
the old failed brinkmanship. But while a year ago it

may have been rational to expect President Clinton to

cave in, it is a discredited approach today because he
held firm. Most Republicans expect their side to blink,

pass a stopgap spending bill and raise the legal ceiling

on the Government's debt — and without significant

White House concessions.

Some Republicans do talk hopefully of reviving the

stalled clauses of the Contract With America. But when
they tried to put forward a bill to reduce the impact of

Government regulations last week, the effort failed

because the freshmen put in charge of the measure

ignored the environmentalist Republicans. Facing de-
feat, the bill was awkwardly withdrawn.

Other efforts may go further. Republican leaders
in both Houses have made it clear that the line-item
veto measure, which would enable Presidents to veto

particular spending items they dislike rather than an
entire bill, will emerge from a House-Senate conference

where it has languished for months. And House Repub-
licans expect to go along, largely, with the Senate's
more limited approach to reforming lawsuits.

The Buchanan Effect

There are other non-Contract items with a fair

chance of becoming law, like reducing levels of legal

immigration, making health insurance portable from
job to job, and raising the ceiling on how much Social

Security recipients may earn without losing benefits.

Those items all relate to the squeeze on the middle

class. Inspired, or frightened, by the campaign of

Patrick J. Buchanan, politicians in Congress have ten-

tatively added “downsizing” and “corporate layoffs” to

the political vocabulary.
That is where tbe Congressional debate may be

going. Even if this session ends up producing relatively

little in the way of law, it cannot escape being a
battleground of policy and politics.

That has been inevitable after last week's Presi-

dential primaries made Bob Dole, the majority leader,

the Republicans' presumptive nominee. He will be
paying campaign visits to Capitol Hill in the coming
weeks, seeking to show again that he is someone who
can bring enemies together and get things done.

His status as nominee-to-be will help unify Republi-

cans, especially in the Senate, but it will also unite

Democrats against him. The last time a Senate major-
ity leader was on a national ticket was in 1960. Lyndon
Johnson, then the Vice Presidential nominee, contrived

a post-convention session to trumpet Democratic ac-

complishments. But nothing much was accomplished.

Democratic disunity between House and Senate

was a big problem then. This year comparable Republi-

can differences may derail Mr. Dole’s effort to pass the

health insurance legislation. House Republicans may
not let the issue come to a vote without adding enough

provisions to dim its chances.

Mr. Dole, however, can control what bills come up

Assoctaied Press

In December, before the primaries, Senator Bob Dole passes House Speaker Newt Gingrich on Capitol HOI.

in the Senate, though he cannot stop the Democrats
from trying to change the subject. Since amendments in

the Senate do not have to be related to the bill under
consideration, he can expect Democrats to try to add a
measure raising the minimum wage from $4.25 to $5.15

an hour to bills on grazing fees, energy, Social Security

earnings and almost anything else.

“We’re going to make the minimum wage one of

the highest priorities in the next several weeks,” Sena-
tor Thomas A. Daschle, the minority leader, said

Wednesday. Senator Edward M. Kennedy is introducing

legislation to give tax breaks to companies that invest
in their workers, and to make layoff-inducing mergers
harder under the antitrust laws.

(Yawn) Some Pace
So far, however, this hardly Ippkslike a new session

of Congress. Last week.,Congress was preoccupied with

last year’s work — spending bills for the fiscal year that

began Sept. 30, and stopgap legislation, lasting only

through'March 29, to prevent a Government default on
its debL Spending and debt are sure to dominate the

calendar until the next vacation break -- two weeks off

for Passover and Easter starting March 30.

Republicans contend that this pace is normal
Representative John A. Boehner of Ohio, chairman of

the Republican caucus in the House, said, “We are
going to have a much more limited agenda this year,
knowing that the focus will be on the Presidential race."

But that is not a matter of history or necessity. In
1992, for example, a Democratic Congress passed and
President Bush signed major legislation on trade, ener-

gy, higher education, aid to the former Soviet Union and
a nuclear arms treaty.

Historically, the second sessions of each two-year
Congress almost always produce more laws than do
first sessions^The reason is simple. Committees use the
first 12 to 18 months of Congress to work over bills, hold
hearings, see which compromises bring votes, negoti-

ate with the White House, and then finally act on
something complex in time to tell the voters they got
something done.

So far, only one bill acted on in 1996 followed that

pattern: the telecommunications bill. But, considering
that next to nothing became law in 1995, this second
session will likely follow history and count as more
productive than the first
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First, the Winner; Now, the Voting

An Early Look at Primary Voters

Turnout

Estimated percentage of the voting-

age population that voted in the

Republican Presidential primary.

Age VOTERS

*'•' Adults
From surveys of

18-64 people leaving

65 and™ older

polling places.

ENTIRE STATE

Census Bureau

estimates tor

1995.

Household Income
~
Under

--'$15,000
•

•’ $15,000-
' $29,999

$30,000-
*** $49,999

VOTERS
From surveys of

people leaving

polling places.

ENTIRE STATE
Census Bureau

estimates for

1994.$50,000-" $74,999

$75,000-™ $99,999

m $100,000™ and up

ARIZONA

IT

ei%

CONNECTICUT

5%

81% 7 •.

GEORGIA

11%

&3% •
.

'P'86%^ 5

MASS.

6%

[ 78%

81%.

NEW
HAMPSHIRE

24%

86%7

raw YORK

3%

*

82%

SOUTH
CAROLINA

11%

Figures on the Republican primary voters come from surveys of people as lhey exiled polling

places on primary election day. The surveys were conducted by the Voter News Service, an

organization of ABC News. CBS News. CNN. NBC News and The Associated Press.

Continued from page 1

protecting their prerogative as the first primary state,

would punish them if they divided their attention. And

while .California made a grand effort to schedule an

earlier primary this year, in March instead of June, it

was trumped by other states that went even earlier.

It is one thing for people to complain about an

endless campaign; but it is quite another to see the

campaign aid when it had barely begun.

“This is madness,” said Michael S. Dukakis, the

Democratic nominee in 1988 who recalled that his

nomination was not clinched at least until after the New
York primary, which was then April 19. “There’s

something to be saidfor giving a people a chance to look

at tbe candidates over an extended period of time. A
system which puts huge emphasis on two relatively

small states and relegates California again to irrele-

vance1 just doesn’t make sense to me.”

Short onDevotion

The small constituency that did vote for Mr. Dole in

state after state consisted mostly of Republicans who

described themselves as moderates and said they were

'neither1 inspired nor devoted to the majority leader but

thought he had the best shot to oust President Clinton.

Surveys of voters leaving the polling places also showed

that the 72-year-old Mr. Dole drew a far larger propor-

1

tion of elderly voters than his rivals.

There is a compelling case to be made that Mr.

Dole might well have captured the nomination anyway

if the primaries were more spread oul But some

Republicans argue that had the contests been more

scattered, other candidates might have had more time

to raise money and compete more successfully.

Part of the problem is that the national political

parties have lost their grip on the states. In an effort by
the Republican powers to reassert themselves, chair-

man Haley Barbour has appointed a committee that at

the party's convention in August will recommend possi-

ble changes in the system for the campaign in 2000.

“This thing turned into an insect dance, where all

the candidates got on top of each other without having

enough time to get acquainted with the states or the

regional issues,” said Jim Nicholson, a Republican

national committeeman from Colorado who is heading

the commission.
Mr. Nicholson said he met with former Gov. Lamar

Alexander of Tennessee, who was one of a handful of

candidates who complained of being disadvantaged by

the process, before he dropped out. Speaking of Mr.

Alexander’s best showing — a close third behind Mr.

Dole in New Hampshire — Mr. Nicholson said: "He was
falling like a duck shot out of the air because he didn't

bave time to capitalize on it."

On Tuesday night, as Republican leaders were

already proclaiming Mr. Dole the likely nominee, the 10

largest states had not held primaries, and 80 percent of

the national convention delegateshad not been selected.

Even those that did drew only a fraction of the Republi-

can electorate. Id Iowa, for all Its purported influence,

only about 100,000 of the state's 570.000 registered

Republicans went to the caucuses. For voters, it was

akin to the television networks announcing the winner

on election night before polls close in the West.

By the time the candidates rolled to New York on

Thursday, that primary was all but an afterthought:

Mr. Alexander and Senator Richard G. Lugar had quit

after eight states voted for Mr. Dole on Tuesday.

While the likely nominee is often apparent early on

— particularly among Republicans, whose rules make
it hard for long-shot candidates to amass delegates— it

is still striking that the nomination could be clinched

within a month of the first voting, which this year was

the Louisiana caucuses on Feb. 6. In 1992, Bill Clinton,

still dogged by Edmund G. Brown Jr., did not seem the

certain nominee until he won New York in April.

Early Money
There were other unanticipated side effects: Be-

cause candidates knew that the nominating process

would be so short, the run-up became unusually long.

Candidates devoted more chan a year to rawing mil-

lions of dollars, knowing that they would not have time

once the actual voting started. So far. they have spent a

total of more than $150 million.

The problems this year have added new urgency to

the perennial call for a’ new system. One solution cited

by Mr. Nicholson would be an orderly system of region-

al primaries that would not permit one candidate to

lock up the nomination too swiftly.

As much as he has relished the Republicans’ chaos

this year. Senator Christopher Dodd of Connecticut,

general chairman of ihe Democratic Party, said he too

would push for a more equitable system; “It’s hard to

find anything that really nvmnmends it at aJL”

But voters who nuy feel cheated out of participat-

ing and nnt amply courted by the candidates have one

small comfort: The nation is about the embark on the

longest general election campaign ever.

Mr. Forbes’s

Modest Plain

By DAVID CAY JOHNSTON

S
TEVE FORBES has ridiculed suggestions

that he is spending millions on a cam-

|

paign for President just because his pro-

posed flat tax would cut his tax bill.

“My campaign will cost me far more than the

benefits I’d getfrom the flat tax,’ ' the New Jersey
Republican said last month.

"The whole thing on tax returns is a diversion,”

he told Iowa voters, according to The San Fran-

cisco Chronicle. "I will spend 200 times what I

would save on the flat tax on this campaign.”
But tax experts say that on the day his flat tax

became law, Mr. Forbes’s tax liabilities-would
fall by $240 million, a sum based on a published

estimate that his net worth is $438.9 million. Over
Mr. Forbes’s lifetime,Jhi& proposal could save

him and his heirs-8T9 billion in taxes, according

to Citizens £pr Tax Justice, a research group that

contends'the current tax system favors the rich.

^Tfiie reason for most of these savings is an
aspect of Mr. Forbes's proposal that was not

What’s $25 million on a

campaign if it knocks off

a $240 million estate tax?

mentioned when he announced his candidacy and
has rarely surfaced since: the Forbes flat tax

would eliminate estate taxes.

Mr. Forbes's campaign press secretary,

Gretchen Morgenson, said, “Steve’s comments
on what he would save are based on his income”
as disclosed to the Federal Elections Commission

“and based on the taxes saved under the flat tax

versus the investment he has made in the cam-

paign.”
Mr. Forbes, 48, inherited most of his fortune

from his father, Malcolm S. Forbes, but his share

was reduced by the estimated $60 million the

estate paid the Internal Revenue Service, plus

another $16.9 million in New Jersey estate taxes.

Mr. Forbes will not talk about how much he is

worth, but the January issue of Fortune estimat-

ed his net worth at $438.9 million. Ms. Morgenson
called the amount "preposterous.”

The Federal estate tax paid by the estate on a
fortune of that size is $240 million, although the

law allows individuals to use gifts, trusts and
other ways to reduce the value of their estates.

The $1.9 billion estimated by Citizens for Tax
Justice takes what tax experts call a dynamic
look at Mr. Forbes's taxes, assuming that his
fortune grows at 10 percent annually for the next
30 years and taking into account both his pro-
posed 17 percent flat tax on wages and his plan to
eliminate estate and capital gains taxes.
Mr. Forbes's chances of winning the Presiden-

cy appear remote, but his spending, when viewed
from the risk-reward perspective of an investor,
looks shrewd. H he spends $25 million, and his flat

tax becomes law, wiping out a $240 million estate
tax liability, tbe return on his investment would
be almost 10 to 1. Over his lifetime, the return
would be 76 to 1, based on the Citizens for Tax
Justice calculations, which were confirmed by
the accounting firm of Price Waterhouse.

i.
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The Prison Odyssey of Judge Wachtler
Continuedfrom page 1

guards, in graphic terms, what they could expect if they
didn’tbringhim some toilet paper— soon.

One of the guards toldme that I could expect this

clamor to continue unabated, since most of the inmates
in the isolation cells were either mentally ill or disci-
plinaryproblems or both.

“When can I leave?” I asked.
“When the doctors are through with you and decide

it is safe fbr you to join the general population.*’

•
Dinner has just been slipped through the door by a

pairof disembodied hands in rubber gloves. There is no
chair or table in my cell, so I eat sittingon the steel

shelf, which I will use for a bed, usingmy lap as a table.

I feel aboriginal. The meal consists of two leathery
meat patties, a portion of very oily fried potatoes, and
what appears to be cabbage in a cream sauce. Every-
thing is served cold, but I am hungry, so 1 eat it all with
my plastic spoonfrom the Styrofoam tray.

Sept. 30 This morning I was awakened by an over-
powering stench. The toilets have backed up. Raw sew-
erage gushes from the other cells into mine. As I raise

my feet am! sit on my slab bed, the word Dan-
tesque comes to mind.

•
I was asked if I had any fear formy safety. I told

them the only inmates I would fear would be those

whose appeals were unsuccessful in my court— a fear

that one ofthem might take the loss personally.

1 was assured that most of the inmates were from
this part of the country and none had dealings with the

New York State correctional system. That turned out to

be untrue. But 1 was oblivious toany such danger as
1 was led in handcuffs into the general population.

I was immediately struck by the enormous size of

most of the inmates. Bulging biceps, bull necks. I won-

dered whether these giants came into prison in that con-

dition or got thatway working out on the many free-

weight piles in the prison yard.

. While I was pondering this, one of them came over

to me and said; “Hello, Judge. Myname is Sanders.

Name sound familiar?’-

.

“1 can’t say that it does,” I said, thrusting my
hands in mypocket so he wouldn’t see them tremble.

"Does People v. Paul Sanders ringa bell?”

"Should it?"

“I was before your court 12 years ago. I've been

here for 8. 1 did the same thing you did: kidnapped a

lady.”

I started to correct him as to my crime, but thought

better of it

"You ruled in my favor.” he said.

"Pleased to meet you," I said with relief.

•
A fellow approached me with a court paper bearing

myname as Chief Judge It was a certificate denying a
amvict named Alexander Anderson permission to ap-

peal to the Court of Appeals. Itwas attached to a
letter signed by Stuart Cohen, a former law clerk of

mine, now deputy clerk of the Court of Appeals.

Pointing tomy name on the order, he smiled broad-
ly and said, “Do you know this fellow?” There was no
hostility in his voice, just pointed sarcasm.

I smiled weakly and said, “You must be Alexander
Anderson.”

He smiled back and, sensingmy discomfort, said:

“Hey man, you gotta do what you think is right.”

Nov. 6 There are many people here in Burnerwho
don’t belong here.A fellow named Bobbywho walks the
halls seeing his "dead buddy” has been found incompe-
tent to stand trial for five years. He should be in a men-
tal hospital; so should Ziggy, who has been here
for a decade doing what they call the “Thorazine shuf-

fle.” But there are others who do belong here.
There is the sex offender who, with his female com-

panion, abducted children, molested and thenkilled
them. Because the state where he was prosecuted could
notprotecthimfrom a hostile prison population, he’ll be

spending several life sentences in Federal prisons.

Last week I was seated at lunch next to a pleasant

enough fellowwhoseemed to be a pariah to other in-

mates. After lunch 1 was told that he toowas in the sex
offender unit He was convicted of murder and necro-

philia— that is'theday after murdering awoman, he
dugup thebody of his victim for the purpose of

having sex withher. I will not eat withhim again.

Nov. 21 Today was like any other Sunday at Butner.
This afternoon all the prisoners returned to their units

for the 4 o'clock count Our evening meal followed. I

tookmy turnon the pill line, called my wife, Joan, and
at about 7:30 want tomy cell. 1had intended to listen to

my radio with the earplugs and then sleep.

At about 8:05, 1 was stabbed twice in the back.
I was lying onmy left side. I don’tknow whether I

had dozed off, orwas simply lingering on the edge of

sleep, when my pillow was folded overmy face and I

felttwo strongpunches in the right center of my back. I

got tomy feet in time to see my cell door close behind

someone bolting from my cell. Cell doors are not locked

in the mental health unit.

As I turned on my light, I feltmy undershirt stick-

ing tomy back. I knew that I was bleeding. I opened my
door, but saw no one in thehalL

I shouted for help.

•
As soon as 1 was in the prison hospital I wasexam-

ined— not by a doctor but by a physician's assistant He
toldme that the wounds were superficial, that they did

not penetrate the chest cavity, and that it did not

appear that any internal organshad been damaged.

The assistant then put stitches in the wounds— no anes-

thetic. I was then X-rayed and consigned to protective

custody— anothereuphemism for seclusion, which is a

euphemism for the ''hole,” which is a name for helL

Nov. 22 I was handcuffed and brought to a small

room in the seclusion wing. A uniformed person was
there and, after introducing himself as Lieutenant

Briggs from security,he proceeded to ask me
to tell him, once again, what happened last night I com-
plied.

"Sol," he said, “you did a lousy job. We all know
you did it to yourself.’

’

I looked at him in silence and disbelief.

“Are you saying I stabbed myself in the back?" I fi-

nally managed.
*Ttn saying that we know who did it, and I’m look-

ing at him.”
"But why would I want to stab myself?"

"Because you want to get out of Burner, and you

figured that this would be the quickest way to do it’’

Dec. 17 1 have been in

solitary confinement for al-

most a month. They appar-
ently have no additional

clues as to my assailant, so

they don’tknow where to

put me. They felt it would
be dangerous to put

me backwheremy slabber

may be waiting to finish his

job, and theyknow that

keepingme in the hole

much longer could affect

my sanity. They had to de-

cidewhat to do with me.
At a conference in a

small room near the seclu-

sion cells, the assistant

warden—who isa psychia-

trist— another psychia-

trist and a psychologist

told me of their solution.

They said the doc-

tors at Butnerhad tenta-

tively diagnosed my condi-

tion as far more serious

than they, or even myown
doctors, had initially

thought They said that

during the commission of

mycrljnel wasdelusumaL
" Thus theyfeiiiwas m furtherheed of treatment
Toward that end, they intended tohaveme flown to

Minneapolis, Minit, to a prison affiliated with the Mayo
Clinic. Thename of the prison : Rochester.

Dec. 19 When we arrived at the Federal Medical Cen-
ter, Rochester, wewere taken to the receiving office,

where my companion’s handcuffs were removed, and I

was unchained. He was tokl thathe would be assigned to

a cell pending his physicalexam. L on the other hand,

would be assigned to seclusion on a temporary basis.

“Excuse me, sir,” I inquired. “By seclusion do you
mean solitary confinement?"

“By seclusion, I mean the hole,” be answered.
If someone were to askme to identify the worst mo-

ment ofmy confinement, this would be it. Ihad just

been released from one month in the hole at Butner. My
stab wounds still throbbed Myelbow was gashed, swol-

len and infected from a fall inmy cell more than a week
earlier. I looked, and must have smelled, like one of

Hannibal Lechter’s victims.My nearlyfive hours of be-
ing chained in transit by plane caused every muscle to

ache. I had not slept in two days. And now I was being

told that I was to be interned, once again, in the

airless vault of seclusion.

Mr. Wachtlerwas soon releasedfrom solitary. In Che

Minnesota prison he eventually encountered many pris-

oners whose cases affirmed his beliefthat mandatory
Federal sentencingguidelines impose undue restric-

tions on judgesand often result in unjust sen-

tences. Mike Kelly was one such inmate.

March 10, 1994 Mike Kelly is handsome, blue^yed

and likable. He is in his late 20’s and will be in prison un-

til he is 50. He’s here after having pleaded guilty to the

armed robbery of a bank and possession of co-

caine. The Federal sentencing guidelines made certain

that the taxpayers will pay more than $1 million to keep

MEke off the streets for another 20 years. His only prior

offense was for the possession of a small amount of co-

caine.

Mike was an addict. He committed his first and

only robbery while high on cocaine. He went into a bank

in south Bostoa not two blocks from his home, bran-

dished a starter pistol, and ordered a teller to fill a pa-

per bag with cash. He was wearing a Stetson hat to con-

ceal his face from the overhead camera. The teller

was in the process of emptying her cash drawer when a

$20 bill fell to the floor. As Mike bent over to pick up the

bill, his hat fell off. Instinctively, he looked up at the

camera and then fled. His total take from the robbery

was $1,850, which he spent that afternoon on cocaine. He
was arrested at his home that evening.

1 could tell a dozen stories like Mike's— people who
commit crimes that are serious if viewed in the ab-

stract But when punishment is to be meted out, the

crime should be the subject of contextual and individual

analysis— tempered by the discretion of judges. If

there were no sentencing guidelines in his case, few

judges would even consider a 20-year sentence. This

would have been an ideal case for medium-term
incarceration coupled with a drug program.

The fact is that we cannot build prisons fast enough

and, instead of exploring alternatives, we continue to

criminalize things which should not be criminalized,

and we continue to lengthen sentences.

April9 Last night the deadly 1971 Attica prison riot

was revisited in a made-
for-TV movie. Once again I

was struck by the over-

whelming irony of my life:

here I was a prisoner see-

ing a drama involving a
prison that I visited

as a judge.

The TV room was
crowded— the inmates
anxious to escape their own
imprisonment for a couple

of hours by watching the

story of other in-

mates who suffered more.
The movie depicted

the indifference of the

guards to the deprivations

of the prisoners. It illus-

trated prison regulations

apparently designed more
to create inmate dis-

comfort and suffering than
to improve prison efficien-

cy. And it showed the mind-
less violence that fol-

lows such utterances as:
“If we can’t live like men,
at least we can die like

men.”
When the movie ended,

and the epilogue scrolled

silently across the screen, the room was equally silent,

and then someone in the audience spoke. He addressed

a question to me.
“How many Atticas will it take before the people

who run the prisons learn that we’re people too?”

I said nothing out loud. To myself I said: " Forget

it: As prisoners, you will never be thought of as people.”

April 18 I remembered the prison tours I took when I

was a judge, the tour of Attica while the embers of re-

volt still smoldered, and Greenhaven, Elmira, Auburn
and Sing Sing— New York State prisons located in the

most beautiful parts ofmy state. You can imagine
thewelcome they extended to the Chief Judge of the

state. I was made to feel like a vestige of royalty. I al-

ways knew that I was seeing only what I was
supposed to see. but I felt ray visit was a demonstration
to the inmates that we cared about their conditions.

Now that I am a prisoner, and judges are being
shown the facility that imprisons me, I realize how de-

luded I was in those years by ray own vanity and by
those escorts who so carefully planned my itinerary.

For example, these judges were shown a part of the
mental health unit that was air-conditioned and com-
paratively spacious. They were not escorted through
the vast majority of the units, which had unventilated,

cramped, double-bunked cells built for two but
each holding four inmates. My home was one of these.

Nor were the judges shown the even more crowded dor-
mitories filled with work-cadre inmates who freeze dur-
ing the Minnesota winter and swelter in the mosqui-
to-infested summer.

§§
ominous for the future treatment

of prisoners

that life in prison is toogood.

June 17 I am mid that rome 75 percent rfAmerfoans

watched prime-time television last night. Watched _ _

while a fleet of police carsfoliowed O.L*mpson s vehi-

cle when he failed to turn himself in voluntarily.

WatdlS while hundreds of onlookers cheer^ him on as

if he were running through a broken field of tacklers,

ready to sprint across the goal line.

I thought that the staring inmates,so engrossedIm

the real-life drama, were visiting the outside world. A
short visit, but a visit nonetheless.And then I realized

they hadn’t gone anywhere at alL They were

not visiting another universe; theywere watching a

fallen hero enter theirs.

When the TV voice relayed a report that O. J. had a

gun to his head, the viewing inmates urged him to use

it:

“Man, keep out of court," one said.

“Do it, man, or else you going to die the way they

want you to die,” said another.

But most of us watched in silence, lostin very sub-

jective reflection. My initial thoughts were almost pet-

ty. Why, I thought, was he— charged with a double
homicide— allowed tovoluntarily surrender, while I—
charged with harassing my ex-girlfriend, never physi-
cally—was summarily arrestedon the Long Island Ex-
presswayby three carloads of F3.L agents?

Aug. 21 Tonight I was listening once again withmy
earphones to a talk radio show.The talk was about the
crime bill in Congress. As usual, die host and his caller
were exchanging shibboleths, this time about pris-

on life. As usual too, neitherknewwhat he was talking

about Theywere discussing the “easy” life prisoners - -

enjoy, complete with “pay-per-view” movies provided
by “bleeding-heart liberals in Congress.” .

Letme cell you about the movies and who pays fbr
them. Here in Rochesterand otherprisons thereare
prisoner organizations that inmates join. Each club is

granted permission by the authorities to raise
funds by some method. For example, the International
Club collects aluminum cans, which are sold for recy- ..

cling.The Veterans’ Club sells greeting cards to the oth-
er inmates. The money made through these enterprises
is used by the various clubs to rent moviesfrom the lo-

cal cableTV company, which charges about $400
to pipe a movie into the TV sets in inmate common
areas throughout the prison.

Of course, the money spent by die inmates to buy
photos and greeting cards is money earned by them on
prison jobs. Since the wages range from $15 to $60 per
month, thisqualifiesas “hard-earneddollars.” In
other words, the prisoners see these movies, usually
two a month, without the help of "bleeding-heart liber-

als in Congress."

% . .. .
• . .. ,

‘

.....

As I was doling off last night, a guardnamed Vogel
— who has theblcmd hair,demeanor and insensifiyity of
a storm trooper—wokeme and my cellmatesupand
asked to see our hands.

"Excuse me?” I said, halfawake.
“Your hands— Show me your hands,” he ordered.

I held my hands out to him, palms up.

“Not your bands —your hands," he said, adding to

my confusion. "Hie other side!” hedemanded.
I turnedmy hands over. He inspected them and

then left.

“What was that all about?" I asked one ofmy cell-

mates. “Must have been a fight,” he answered.
“They're trying to find the participants by looking for
bruised knuckles.”

Hewas right. It seems that several movie-goers
had a dispute over seating. The score was settled in the
shower room, after the movie was over.

The Tight erupted after the guards

—

thinking they
were smarter than the inmates, which is rarely true

—

banned a seating-reservation system worked exitby the
prisoners. Now the big question is: Will they allow the
inmates to go back to the system that has worked
for years? Or will they continue to invite disorder?
Chances are they will resolve the problem as they do
most problems here in prison— they will cancel
the movies.

Mr. Wachtler left the Minnesota prison in October 1994
to finish the final two months ofhis sentence at a half-
way house in Brooklyn. He now runsa dispute-resolu-

tion consultancy in Great Neck. L.L, which also raises
money toprovide legal assistance to the poor.
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The Year is 2010. Do You Know Where Your Bull Is?

By PETER PASSELL

« .

I

S the high-flying stock market, buoyed
oy a seemingly limitless tide of pension
money heading for a fall? No, not on
uie order of last Friday’s 171-point
drop^ Uit something potentially farmore disturbing two or three decades downme road — when the baby boomers retire

and begin to trade in their securities for
Wmnebagos, visits to the periodontist and
trips to Disney World with the grandchil-
dren?

“Don’t bother me with this one — too
much can happen between now and then,”
responded Bruce Steinberg of Merrill
Lynch, reflecting the understandable impa-
tience of Wall Streeters preoccupied with
die more immediate questions of where
inflation, G.D.P. and Alan Greenspan are
heading.

But the Issue, being raised quietly by the
handful of specialists who study the links
between demography and economics, is not
the blue sky it might seem. With the popula-
tion aging and Social Security drifting to-
ward the political equivalent of Chapter 11,
financial gurus are begging, pleading, cajol-
ing Americans to save more for their own
retirement And the numbers suggest that
the message has gotten through: investors
have poured nearly half a trillion dollars
into stock mutual funds over the last four
years — $50 billion in the first two months of
this year alone.

Leaving aside Friday’s 3 percent plunge,
many of these new investors have known the
market only to rise^ and expect that to be the
case right through their golden years. But
economists taking the long view worry that
the very process of cashing in the boomers’
vast holdings of mutual funds could trans-
form the most energetic of bulls into a
sluggish beast.

“The difference between 7 percent and 3

percent real annual return is night and
day," said James Poterba, an economist at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Nobody is suggesting that Rip Van Invest-

or is going to wake up one day to discover
that no one wants to buy his shares of
Netscape Communications. But John Sho-
ven, an economist at Stanford, does imagine
“1970's-like stagnation in stock prices,”
which would extinguish many a dream of
Mediterranean cruises and lazy mornings
on the golf course. To protect that dream.
Rip may have to save a lot more than he
expected.

Stan with some basics. Most personal
wealth other than housing is accumulated
through employer-based pensions. Mr. Sho-
ven and Sylvester Schieber, an economist
with Watson Wyatt Worldwide pension con-
sultants, have projected future savings in

both "defined benefit” pension plans, which
promise a specific monthly pension, and
“defined contribution” plans, which simply
serve as tax-sheltered savings vehicles.

Based on plausible assumptions about the
numbers of covered workers, their wages
and their life expectancy as retirees, they
expect real net inflows into pension plans—
contributions and investment earnings, less

benefits paid — to rise gradually from $102
billion in 1995 to $149 billion in 2010. That is

the year before boomers start to turn 65.

By the second decade of the 21st century,

though, increases in pension assets tail off

— and may decline even sooner if the con-
tinuing downsizing of the corporate work
force pushes more Americans into prema-
ture retirement Adjusted for inflation, the

value of the national nest egg actually be-

gins to fall in 2025.

Mr. Shoven and Mr. Schieber estimate

that real pension savings will slip from
about 3.6 percent of total wages today to

zero in 2024 and to a negative 3.5 percent in

2040. With the flood of baby boom pensioners

cashing in, total pension assets are expected
to fall to $15 trillion in 2065 from $28 trillion

WORLD STOCK MARKETS
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Prepared by Goldman. Sachs & Co. usmg data derived from the Financial Times/Standard &
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PERFORMANCE IN U.S. DOLLARS IN LOCAL CURR.

Week Week YTD YTD Dividend YTD
.

. \ .
Country Index % Chg. Rank % Cbg. Rank Yield Index % Chg.

i.- - -. :
-

Australia 199.13 -1.7 15 4.8 7 3.96 172.39 1.5

... — Austria 183.67 -1.8 17 5.2 6 1.62 141.51 90
•

.
. .

• . .. Belgium 212.21 -0.3 6 1.5 18 3.39 159.67 5.2

Brazil 147.48 -7.0 26 6.9
4' 1.73 267.01 82

... . Britain 229.23 -1.1 11 -0.6 24 4.20 222.67 1.1

Canada 153.61 -0.7 8 3.5 11 2.47 152.03 3.7

- - Denmark 295.54 -2.6 22 2.3 15 1.66 230.44 59
. Finland 180.06 -2.3 19 -3.7 25 2.62 17431 22

France 1B6.75 -2.2 18 4.1 10 3.09 148.83 8.1

A Germany 171.06 -1.6 13 4.5 9 1.86 131.94 8.3

- • • .-i’ Hong Kong 438.78 02 ~ 5 13.2 1 3.28 435 61 13.2

j •
•

-. - Ireland 261.59 0.5 3 2.4 14 3.41 235.02 46
- — :

Italy 74.69 -2.5 21 1.3 20 1.73 87.14 -0.2
*"

Japan 146.92 -1.3 16 -5.2 26 0.78 98.28 -2.7
•. .•

Malaysia 542.07 2.3 2 11.7 2 1.60 530.69 119
yr Mexico 1,046.55 -5.6 25 1.0 22 1.60 8.690.56 -04

Netherlands 278.02 -0.6 7 1.9 17 3.26 210.78 56

New Zealand 80.52 -1.1 12 1.1 21 4.71 63.29 -2 2

v- Norway 236.61 -0.9 10 2.3 16 246 207 13 44

Singapore 435.56 -2.4 20 7.0 3 1.43 282.71 65
. t South Africa 386 08 -0.7 9 0.2 23 3.13 331.42 7.9

Spain 167.41 -4.2 24 1.3 19 3.82 158.31 4.3

Sweden 326.45 -3.5 23 4.6 8 2.32 328.98 7.4

i • •

Switzerland 241.96 4.2 1 2.5 13 1.50 180.53 7.2

.
•

-

Thailand 179.78 0.2 4 6.8 5 1.94 175.97 7.0

•
• •

.. •

United States 258.92 -1.6 14 3.1 12 2.24 258.92 3.1

COMPOSITE INDICES |

Europe 204.34 -1.0 1.7 3.05 177.60 4.5

Pacific Basin 160.96 -1.5 -2.6 1.21 110.56 -07

Europe/Pacific 178.93 -1.3 -0.6 2.09 135.93 1 7

World
?

204.39 -1.4 1.0 2.17 174.24 2.4

Source; Goldman, Sachs A Co. Exchange rales as of Friday's London close.

C 1996 The Financial Times Lid.. Goldman. Sachs & Co. and Standard & Poor's.

CURRENCIES

Exchange rate Friday

Last

Friday

Week
% Chg.

Year

Ago

Japanese yen to the U.S. dollar 105.72 105.28 +0.42 90.90

German marks to the U.S. dollar 1.4840 1.4755 +0.58 1.4120

Canadian -dollars to the U.S. dollar 1.3682 1.3700 -0.13 1.4075

U.S. dollars to the British pound 1.5235 1.5285 -0.33 1.5740

Source: Bloomberg Financial Martels; exchange rates as ot Friday's New Ytorh close.

in 2040. The total capitalization of listed
domestic stocks today, by the way, is about
$6 trillion.

The magnitude of this projected drop in
the middle of the next century has led Mr.
Schieber to refer jocularly to the research
as the “market meltdown paper." This joke
hits uncomfortably close to the bone.
There has long been evidence that the age

profile of the population helps to determine

When the Boomers Cash Out
Estimated net flow of assets into or out of pension and retirement

savings, based on assumptions about future working populations,

inflation and rates of return similar to those the Social Security —
Administration uses. Figures are adjusted for inflation.

Trillions +$0.5

on Friday. But when

the boomers retire,

look out. It could be

the big one.

Sometime in the future, though, what goes

around wiil presumably come around. If the

boomers cash in assets when they retire, the

overall decline in savings may well act as a

drag on values in all financial markets. And
if, as Mr. Bakshi and Mr. Chen found, invest-

ors also grow more conservative as they

age, they will want to shift their portfolios

from stocks to lower-risk financial assets

like bank deposits and short-term bonds,

even before they begin drawing down those

assets.

That, however, is hardly the last word on

this subject. In broad terms, opinions about

the market meltdown hypothesis fit into

three very different scripts:

The pessimistic view, presented in full

regalia, is not a pretty sight. Household

savings, buoyed by the baby boomers’ late

rush to prepare for old age, will crest

around 2010. A few years later, Washing-

ton’s on-again, off-again battle to eliminate

budget deficits will be lost definitively when
outlays for Social Security pensions first

exceed, and then rapidly outpace, revenues

from the payroll tax.

With private savings declining as a per-

centage of national income, and with Wash-

ington slurping up much of the savings that

is available by running deficits, a shortage

of capital will cause real interest rates to

rise, it is hard to say by how much. But

research by Thomas Helbling and Robert

Wescott, economists at the International

Monetary Fund, provides a benchmark.

They estimate that every increase of sev-

en percentage points in the ratio of national

debt to national output increases interest

rates by about one point. The run-up of

public debt in the 1981-93 period thus added

about 1.4 percentage points to long-term

rates. The returns needed to get increasing-

ly risk-shy 70-something investors to hold

stocks would presumably have to rise by
more than the change in the interest rate —
thereby reducing stock values.

Mr. Shoven of Stanford offers a back-of-

the-envelope guesstimate of how much
slock prices would be depressed. The boom-

ers, he suggests, will have to induce younger

Americans to buy their stock portfolios. And

U P S ‘ A H D D 0-W IP S

forecasts of a mid-l980’s capital shortage in

America as huge Federal deficits sipboned

trillions of dollars in private savings. Inter-

est rates did rise. But more dire predictions

did not come true because foreigners —
notably Europeans, Japanese and Taiwan-
ese — saved much of their surging export

earnings in American stocks and bonds. In

effect, they replaced most of the private

domestic savings that Washington was busy

passing out to pepsiohers and military con-

t^ctojcs*.’. ;
"

It is not likely that these thrifty friends in

need will again ride to the rescue by pur-

chasing the stocks that the baby boomers
need to sell “They are aging more rapidly

and have even lower birth rates than we
do,” explains David Hale, chief economist at

Zurich Kemper Investments in Chicago.

And while lifelong habits may brake the

overall decline in their savings rates, these

investors can hardly be expected to fill a

new hole in American savings.

But the equally thrifty Chinese — and

perhaps citizens of the other big, high-sav-

ing emerging economies in Asia — just

might- Mr. Wescott of the International

Monetary Fund calculates that rising ratios

of workers to total population will increase

saving rates in the third world by 3 percent-

age points during the next two decades. If

these economies grow rapidly enough (and

declines in savings rates in Europe and
Japan don’t offset the impact by drawing
investment there), he estimates that this

will be sufficient to bail out die boomers.
Living on the financial good will of Asia,

however, would be a problem. For one thing,

it assumes that demands for capital within

the third world will not absorb the lion’s

share of Asian savings. Some emerging
economies — India, Brazil and Mexico —
will almost certainly need external financ-

ing if they are to grow rapidly.

Note, too, that, as in the 1980’s, the flip

side to importing savings is running a trade

deficit If foreigners buy the financial assets

of the baby boomers, the transactions will

inevitably be reflected in higher American
imports. And while trade protectionism has
more or less been held at bay for two
decades, the surprising vigor of the Presi-

dential candidacy of Patrick J. Buchanan
suggests that it will be much more difficult

to sustain wide-open markets in the future.

The aging of America, it is agreed, will

reduce household savings rates. But com-
mensurably low birth rates, which will lead

to a stable or even a shrinking work force by
the second decade of the 21st century, may
also reduce the demand for goods, and
therefore for capital. This shift in demand

could fully offset the Impact of the shift in

the supply of savings, and thus leave inter-

est rates and securities prices unaffected.

Indeed, if current population projections

hold, it will take no net savings to maintain a

constantamount of capital per worker. Such

a low-savings world would even allow for

rising living standards, because continuing

technological change would permit the-

same number of workers using Jbe same
amount of capital to producemore
"There’s light at the beginning of this

tunnel," explained David M. Cutler, an econ-

omist at Harvard. "Declining fertility

brings good news up front"

If there are fewer savers around, who
would buy the financial assets that the re-

tired baby boomers would need to sell? Not
all capital consists of long-lived assets like

buildings or power plants, Mr. Shoven said.

Much of it depreciates rapidly and is nor-

mally replaced, but money designated for

that kind of internal investment can be

converted into cash dividends if manage-
ment prefers to spend it that way. A compa-
ny like General Electric, for example, cur-

rently reinvests billions of dollars for depre-

ciation refurbishment each year. But it al-

ways has the option of shrinking by failing to

replace worn-out or obsolete equipment
.This process would presumably take

place automatically, driven only by the in-

visible hand of market incentives. With

shrinking investment opportunities, more
companies would simply find that the best

way to sustain the value of their shares

would be to buy back stock with the cash

flow from the business.

How plausible is what Mr. Shoven calls

the “slow growth, high consumption” out-

look? Probably no more — or less — than

the market meltdown.
Economists have never excelled at pro-

jecting long-term trends because too much
depends on subtle interactions that can be

safely ignored in the short run. For exam-
ple, the “new growth theory,” pioneered by
Paul Romer of the University of California

at Berkeley, suggests that the pace of tech-

nological change may depend on continuing

high levels of investment If he is right a

low-savings, low-investment world would

slow technological change, retarding the

growth of living standards and reducing

equity values.

The life odyssey of the huge baby boom
generation, most economists agree, will

have enormous economic consequences.

Trouble is, said Mr. Hale of Zurich Kemper,

“we are only beginning to guess what they

will be.”

March 4-8: Bond Yields Surge and Stocks Drop as No Rate Cut Is Seen

PRICES
DOMESTIC EQUITIES DOMESTIC BONDS

Broad market Down 1.69%

S.& P. 500 Index 633.50

Blue chips Down 1.19%

Dow 30 industrials M70.45

M Smstl capitalization Down 1.51%

H Russell 2000 index 319.21

B Treasuries Down 2.12%
B Ryan Labs. Total Return 185.52

B Municipals
B^Bond Buyer index

Down 3.06%
115.66
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Merrill Lynch Master index 793.64
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OTHER INVESTMENTS

Long bonds 6.72%
B 30-year Treasuries Up 36 basis pts.

Short bonds 5.74%
B 2-year Treasuries Up 32 basis pts.

I. Municipals 5.88%
& Bond Buyer index Up 22 basis pts.

JOO basis points = 1 percentage pomt
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Change In basis poirts. ‘
k, .

Money market funds 4.79%
B Taxable average Up 1 basis pt.
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B i-year small savers Unchanged

1 Stocks 2.27%
a; S.& P. 500 dividend yield Up 3 b.p.
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Downsizing and Its Discontents
Modern capitalism has always dealt its cards

unevenly, but over time prosperity and freedom
have flowed to almost everyone living under the

system. The United States, moreover, is the envy of

other industrial democracies because of its recent

success in creating jobs and subduing inflation.

Why, then, are so many Americans anxious about

the future? If you have any doubt that such anxiety

exists, read the meticulously reported series of

articles in The Times last week, with their portrayal

of lives, families, workplaces and communities dis-

rupted by the downsizing in corporate America.

Granted, the series has concentrated on the

people who lost jobs, not the many more who have

gained jobs in a growing economy. There is also

nothing new in churning economic cycles that, over

time, have forced Americans from farm to factory,

from country to city. As the economist Joseph

Schumpeter observed long ago, capitalism embod-

ies a process of “creative destruction” in which

outdated enterprises must give way.

But there is something new and disturbing

about current economic afflictions.

The middle and upper classes — the very

groups benefiting most from the education and

training that have for decades been a path upward
— are experiencing massive losses of jobs for the

first time. Most of these victims have to accept

diminished pay and benefits in less secure jobs.

The spread of layoffs in relatively good times

and among companies with strong profits has creat-

ed a searing climate of insecurity as employees

accept less, contributing to the leveling off and even

decline of wages in the last two decades, the longest

period of stagnation since the Civil War.

The anxiety among Americans has become a

powerful fact of life in the current election cam-
paign. Although President Clinton has a comparable
record on job creation to that of President Ronald

Reagan when Mr. Reagan ran for re-election in 1984,
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Palestinians Must Speak Out— Take A n

T0T« in Israel are a re-

minder that real peace between Pal- terproducu e
Qf BaruCh Gold-

Hainas> and President Clinton Iws aU

estinians and Israelis remains a dis- one
murdere<j 29 PaJestin- . be would not Stand in its

tant dream. More significant than the stein ^hen he Hebron Israel thinks of Changingits

attacks themselves however, will be iaos dunng prayers m tn way
acbieving stability

the reaction of the Palestinian people mosque.
Palestinian com- ?^Iiwriddle East, the world com-

to the murderers In their midst. Those ou^idemeP^e^an^^ B same:
After the Irish Republican Army’s munrty must cto abe

circumstances International military and
bombings In London, thousands of standing the out rations with countries

Irish citizens angrily protested in the we are in. Pal^umam &
economic

t activity -
streets. Their message was that the against the pejee

treated
that

Lebanon and Libya
I.R.A. does not murder British civil- right to do so. They sboul Iran,

Hiere should be
ians in their name. When ^ Israeli ~ESSmKA embargo of

and Libya, including the wift-

(Sawal of embassies and insulates,

until they have removed

from terrorist organizations and ac-

tivities. The United States stoadd

pressure its European “f
As^n al-

lies who continue to associate with

these pariah states.

• Negotiations with Syria should

be suspended until it publicly com-

mits to dissociate Itself from the

Hizbollah, or Party of God, as well as

Hamas and their spin-off organiza-

tions and to dismantle theft bases in

Syria and Lebanon.

. international pressure should be

.„*_***« applied on friendly Mideast states

•
igorKopeinitsicy jW

Egyptj Jordan. Turkey and me

To the Editor: with respect and not forced into an Persian Gulf emirates who over
^

Small vocal minorities among the alliance with those who wish to de- Hamas and Hizbollah activities wun-

Palestinian community have man- gtroy the peace process using vk>- in their borders and who allow, pas-

aged to silence the majority and dis- lence. sively or actively, the transfer of

tort the true feelings of my people. we may not be able to prevent the resources to these groups.

The violence in the Middle East these voices of hatred from taking more • The United States and other na-

past weeks is a violence that Pales- innocent lives. But we can, if we trass should outlaw all transfer of

tinians as a community abhor and stand together, prevent them from funds from Muslim organizations

denounce, for it contradicts our fun- murdering the peace process, which and private individuals to Palestin-

damenta! religious beliefs. is the only real hope for both Pales- ian organizations other than the Pal-

The majority of Palestinians de- tinians and Jews. Ray Hanania estirdan Authority. ...

test the violence and the murder of National President • There should be international

innocent civilians. The bloodshed is Palestinian American Congress oversight of the use of funds arriving

unnecessary and contradicts the bas- Chicago, March 6, 1996 at territories under. Palestinian con-

ic views of Arab Christians and Mus- • troL Yasir Arafat might or might not

Ifms. To the Editor: be doing all he can to suppress mlli-

Hamas is acting without a popular in your March 7 front-page article, tant activity. He needs help, and the

mandate. Yasir Arafat was elected you report that statements issued international community: should

president of the new Palestinian gov- after the recent suicide bomb at- know what he is up to. Adi Krause
emmenL Nearly 70 percent of Pales- tacks in Israel said that "they were Washington, March 4, 1996

and are then romed away by other insurers. The bill

commands bipartisan support and Senator Bob Dole

can make it happen by allowing a quick vote.

Corporations and financiers must recognize

that they cannot forever placate the anxiety of

white-collar Americans by saying they are casual-

ties of a righteous effort to squeeze out the last

penny of profit for shareholders. American history

demonstrates few patterns more clearly than that in

which flamboyant corporate callousness leads to

Government regulation.

When the middle class starts feeling aggrieved,

the political system has to respond, as demonstrated

by the speed with which Mr. Dole picked up Mr.

Buchanan’s attack on corporate downsizers. Smart
boards of directors will begin to question multi-

million-doUar bonuses for C.E.O.’s whose main man-

agerial skill is the ability to inflict maximum suffer-

ing on senior employees. By the same token, the

days of company paternalism are over and skilled

workers will have to learn how to save their jobs by

navigating in a newly competitive environment.

The point is that neither business nor Govern-

ment lacks the tools to deal with the problems

explored in the Times’s series. But it is important to

remember that, for all the concern about downsiz-

ing. the families suffering the most right now are

those at the bottom end of the scale, and that the

distribution of wealth in the United States is growing

increasingly inequitable. This is no time, as this

page has said repeatedly, to think that prosperity

can be achieved by budget cuts and tax reductions

that disproportionately hurt the poor. Washington

can play an additional role in investing in more
training and education, perhaps through tax breaks,

and working hard to open overseas markets for

goods and services produced by the highest-paid

workers.

However painful the trends of recent years,

there is a sinking feeling that they could get worse.

To the Editor:

The bombings in Israel are a re-

minder that real peace between Pal-

estinians and Israelis remains a dis-

tant dream. More significant than the

attacks themselves, however, will be
the reaction of the Palestinian people

to the murderers In their midst.

After the Irish Republican Army's
bombings In London, thousands of

Irish citizens angrily protested in the

streets. Their message was that the

I.R.A. does not murder British civil-

ians in their name. When an Israeli

gunman killed Arabs in Hebron two
years ago in the name of Jewish

rights to a holy site, thousands of

Israelis protested and the Israeli

Government cracked down on Jew-

ish extremists.

The world is watching now to see

what message the Palestinian com-
munity will send to those who mur-
der in the name of Islam and Pales-

tinian nationalism. A failure to act

decisively will send an unmistakable

message of support for these crimes

and will end, once and for all, the

myth of the “silent majority” of Pal-

estinians that supposedly favors

peace. Kenneth C. Gold
West Bloomfield, Mich.. March 6. 1996

•

To the Editor:

Small vocal minorities among the

Palestinian community have man-
aged to silence the majority and dis-

tort the true feelings of ray people.

The violence in the Middle East these

past weeks is a violence that Pales-

tinians as a community abhor and

denounce, for it contradicts our fun-

damental religious beliefs.

The majority of Palestinians de-

test the violence and the murder of

innocent civilians. The bloodshed is

unnecessary and contradicts the bas-

ic views of Arab Christians and Mus-
lims.

Hamas is acting without a popular

mandate. Yasir Arafat was elected

president of the new Palestinian gov-

ernment Nearly 70 percent of Pales-

tinians eligible to vote participated in

those elections, of whom more than

88 percent voted in support of Mr.

Arafat and his platform of peaceful

negotiations with Israel. Hamas has

no right to act outside of this repre-

sentative structure.

Mr. Arafat may not be able to

prevent the violence himself, but he

dearly has a mandate to act against

Palestinian extremist violence.

It does not help the peace process

for Israel to punish the innocent for

the crimes of the terrorists by seal-

ing the homes of families or individ-

uals who have links to the terrorists'

IgprKopelnttsfty

with respect and not forced into an

alliance with those who wish to de-

stroy the peace process using vio-

lence.

We may not be able to prevent the

voices of hatred from taking more
innocent lives. But we can, if we
stand together, prevent them from
murdering the peace process, which

is the only real hope for both Pales-

tinians and Jews. Ray Hanania
National President

Palestinian American Congress

Chicago, March 6, 1996

•
To the Editor:

In your March 7 front-page article,

you report that statements issued

after the recent suicide bomb at-

tacks in Israel said that “they were
revenge for the assassination of the

Hamas bomb-maker known as the

Engineer, Yahya Ayyash.”
if Yahya Ayyash had been cap-

tured by the Israeli Government (as

many Nazi war criminals have

been), given a fair trial and then

sentenced if found guilty, is it possi-

ble that many innocent Israeli lives

and those of two young American
students would never have been lost?

Our own country replaced “frontier

justice" with a system of laws and
constitutional protections for sound

reasons. LUCY LEE Evans
New Canaan, Conn, March 7, 1996

it is hard to imagine Mr. Clinton convincing anyone - The forces-of automation and technology, of compa-
that a new “morning hrAmerica'* is dawmng.r - mefc Ibid&tiig* for chea^dr^Vvays to-make products

Patrick [BtK±anan has roiled the scene with his : mter&^oFimmigrants searching for opportunity

proposals to curb immigration, imports and the

ability of corporations to invest overseas. Fortu-

nately, his prescription seems to have been rejected.

But there is an emerging political consensus around

a few key points that can show the way forward for

voters. Presidential candidates, members of Con-

gress and corporations that are smart enough to

avoid the backlash whipped up by the unrestrained

profit taking of the past 15 years.

There is, for example, a clear national demand
for portable health insurance that follows workers
from job to job or into unemployment Fixing that

problem does not have to wait for a 1993-style health

care reform effort Congress should adopt the legis-

lation -sponsored by Senators Edward Kennedy and
Nancy.Kas^ebamn to preserve health insurance for

workers who Ipse their empl^er-based coverage

Editorial Notebook

on our shores, and of consumer demand for less

expensive imported goods — these are trends that

are almost certain to grow rather than diminish.

The United States can no more stop themthan it can

build up steel and concrete walls along its borders.
' Because economic change has always brought

dislocation, there are some who feel that the United

States should simply accept the current American
anxiety as its inevitable lot That would be a mis-

take. Exaggerated reverence for the raw justice of

the market should not serve as an excuse for

inaction. Americans want their leaders to talk sense

about their problems. An election year is an excel-

lent place to start Presidential and Congressional

candidates -wfeo_ignore the frozen incomes of the

poor and the cMUiiig-anxiety of the middle class will

have a cold November. ~

Cut Aid to Dependent Corporations Now
To the Editor: rommissron to heip^qkt cor-

Re “Move in Senat^Aims at Cut- _ porate Welfare., ac-
Aisl’ v nhoA Imranloriirmont fliaV1 fhoro YC KuciflocC^

The Unmaking of^Primary
Senator A1 D’Amato, that bom- D

again political reformer, bas come X^lCCtlOn K
to a sudden realization that in a A rp
democracy, elections should involve A leHSpO
more than one name on the ballot “I
think the process is served better when we have competi-
tion," he told voters after his candidate. Senator Bob
Dole, handily won the Republican primary in New York.

Since Mr. D’Amato struggled so long and hard to

keep competition out of this year’s primary. New York-
ers may wonder whether this about-face means the state
could lose its standing as the American electoral sys-
tem’s answer to North Korea. The embarrassment over
this year’s election will probably lead to some reform.
History suggests, however, that any change will be
modest unless the public shows an unprecedented level of
interest in the Issue of ballot access. Four years from
mw the state may once again be awash in court suits,
while national commentators note that half of all election
litigation in the country takes place in New York,

New York elections are based, on what was originally
a reform theory — that candidates should qualify for a
spot on the ballot by collecting a given number of
signatures of eligible voters. But the perversity of the
system lies tn the myriad ways this simple requirement
can be turned into an impassable hurdle. Signatures have
been tossed out by the courts because the supporter
added a superfluous "Mrs." in front of her name. Entire
volumes of names were declared invalid because of a
mistake on toe cover sheet. Infant political careers have
been destroyed because of incorrect information about
signers’ Assembly districts. One upstate town clerk lost a
large volume of signatures submitted for Steve Forbes in
last week's primary, and toe courts ruled that a photo-
copied substitute was inadmissible.

The State Legislature has actually been in toe pro-
cess of reforming New York’s Presidential primary
system for 20 years now, usually in teeny-tiny steps, in a
breakthrough change. Democrats in 1976 decided to
actually indicate on toe ballot which Presidential candi-
date each delegate was pledged to. It was a reform
restricted to one party, in 1980 fans of George Bush
managed to get his delegate slate on toe ballot in some
parts of the state . But the party declined to include any
hint as to which delegates were actually pledged to Mr.
Bush and not Ronald Reagan. An outcry ensued, followed
by another tad of reform, to 1988 Republicans could
finally figure out which Presidential candidate they were
voting for without toe help of reference materials.

That breakthrough was felt, however, in only about
half the state. Until Steve Forbes spent $1 million to get

. _ _ - on the ballot this year, Republi-

Election xvetorrn L*OmeS cans had never had a Presjden-

A rwn , m> tial primary in which more thanA leaspoon at a 1 line one candidate was running in ev-

ery Congressional district The
primary elections are actually 31 little district primaries,

and candidates must qualify separately for each one,

usually by collecting signatures of 1,250 registered Re-

publicans who live in the district

Tn the New York tradition, every single step along

this road is a land mine. For instance, to get “quality"

signatures less likely to be tossed out in court collectors

must go door-to-door, using a- list of registered Republi-

cans. In 1992, when Larry Rockefeller tried to wage a

primary battle against Senator D’Amato, towns in Nas-

sau and Suffolk Counties were so reluctant to tell Mr.
Rockefeller where the Republicans lived that the candi-

date had to file a request under the Freedom of Informa-

tion Law to see the voter registration lists.

The signatures also must be collected by registered

Republicans who live in the district This year Steve

Forbes got around the problem in many deeply Demo-
cratic parts of New York City by rounding up unem-
ployed young people who have never voted and register-

ing them as Republicans. The workers— often teen-age

moms and young men in gang beads— made $10 an hour

and qualified their candidate. It was, toe organizers said,

a sort of G.O.P. version of "Stand and Deliver.”

When Democrats last held a Presidential primary in

1992, the party's main requirement was a simple 10,000

signatures statewide. By New York standards, that was
the equivalent of a walk in the park. But candidates from
gentler environs still found the going tough. Paul Tsongas
failed to come up with enough names to make his

petitions challenge-proof in court Mr. Tsongas’s Demo-
cratic opponents agreed to look the other way. But the

New Alliance Party, angry because its candidate was
being barred from the Democratic primary debates,
sued, to a masterstroke of New Yorfc-style election-law

thinking, the courtthrew out toe case, contending that toe
local delegates whohad agreed to allow their names to be
used on the Tsongas slates should have been named as
parties to toe suit.

The Democrats have since lowered the bar to 5,000
signatures. So far neither partyhas seriously considered
the obvious solution — automatically qualifying candi-
dates whose standings in the Presidential campaign
make it clear they have a right to be included. Then, toe
focus of toe New York primary would be on the voters

rather than the election law. GAIL COLLINS

ting Corporate Aid” (front page,

March 6) : The effort by a bipartisan

group of senators to form an inde-

Licensing Dog Breeders

To the Editor:

Your March 3 Our Towns column

states that Maria Stathacos is “a
licensed breeder registered with the

American Kennel Club.” The func-

tion of licensing breeders belongs to

the United States Department of Ag-

riculture. The American Kennel Club

registers individual dogs only, and it

routinely inspects toe records of

those who use our services. The club

inspects 3,000 kennels a year.

The club suspends the privileges of

anyone convicted of cruelty to ani-

mals. The conditions observed dur-

ing toe Jan. 19 inspection of Ms.

Stathacos ’s kennel were reported to

the New York State Humane Society

on Jan. 22, as is standard practice.

We wish all humane societies re-

sponded as quickly as the Mohawk
and River Humane Society did in this

case. Wayne Cavanaugh
Vice Pres., American Kennel Club

New York, March 6, 1996

knowledgment that there isbusiness-

corporate subsidy and tax-break

money unnecessarily leaving toe

United States Treasury.

The total cuts that the Republicans

seek for balancing the budget in a
magical seven years, primarily on

the backs of the poor and the vulner-

able middle class, pale by compari-

son
Cutting Aid to Families With De-

pendent Children, food stamps, edu-

cation, health, environmental, legal

and other public welfare programs
cannot save nearly the money given

each year— estimated at $100 billion

to $200 billion by research groups

from left to right— in aid to depend-

ent corporations.

It is an outrage that corporate

welfare and the high peacetime mili-

tary overindulgence (much of it pure

corporate welfare) have remained
sacrosanct Our representatives in

Washington, many of whose cam-
paigns are financed by these corpo-

rations. have not seen fit to put these

huge potential money sources on the

table for their just share of the budg-

et-cutting process.

Isn’t it past time? Joel Selbin
Boulder, Colo., March 6, 1996

To the Editor:

Since Israel is a foreign country

and thousands of miles away, it is

understandable that President Clin-

ton has continued to encourage Isra-

el to stay with the current peace
process despite toe recent horrifying

terrorist attacks.

I wonder if the President would be

as magnanimous toward terrorists

who were blowing up city buses full

of innocent United States citizens

here in New York City or even Wash-

ington. . Joe Schwarz
New York, March 6, 1996

Let Political Pundits

Take Page.Frorn Bookies

To the Editor:

Tom Brokaw (Op-Ed, March 2)

does a disservice to bookies when he

equates them with stockbrokers and
political pundits. Bookies are too

smart to try to predict the future.

Recognizing the impossibility of re-

peatedly selecting toe winner and
betting to overcome the odds and
point spread, bookies position them-

selves to profit from the failure of

others to discern this truth. The book-

ie heed not concern himself with anal-

yses, exit polls or earnings reports.

The bettor’s desire to indulge his

fantasies is all the bookie requires to

prosper. Michael Schreiber
'

Ossining, N.Y., March 4, 1996

•
To toe Editor:

Tom Brokaw (Op-Ed, March 2)
misses the point of the group-com-
mentary political programs. Bookies
and stockbrokers get paid regardless

of who' wins. It is the same with
professional commentators.
Their function is like that of foot-

ball commentators. The mental ex-
ercise of analyzing the plays and
players provides toe entertainment.
In football, entertainment is the pur-
pose, while politics is serious. Isn’t

it? Jay B. Bloom
Springfield, N.J., March 2, 1996

How Big a Threat Today Is the Factionalism Madison Foresaw?
To the Editor:

Re “Congress Shall Be Nothing if

Not Contentious” (Week in Review,
March 3) : In comparing the “unpro-
ductive, frequently petty partisan

bickering of today’s lawmakers with

toe efficiency of those who wrote the

entire Constitution in just four

months in 1787,” you underscore that

the Framers were more concerned
with serving the national interest

than is the 104th Congress.

The Founding Fathers were, as
Benjamin Franklin observed, “here
to consult, not to contend with each
other.” In 1996, members of Con-

gress are waging a permanent politi-

cal campaign. Why has political fac-

tionalism in America reached fever
pitch today?
James Madison, the Constitution’s

master builder, noted in Federalist,

No. 10: “The latent causes of faction

are sown in the nature of man; and
we see them everywhere brought
into different degrees of activity. . .

.

A zeal for different opinions concern-

The Times welcomes letters from
readers. Letters must include the writ-

er's name, address and telephone
number. Those selected may be short-

ened for space reasons. Fax letters to

(212) 556-3622 or send by electronic

mail to letters@nytlmes.com, or by
regular mail to Letters to the Editor,

The New Yorft Times, 229 West 43d
Street, New York, N.Y. 1 0036-3959.

ing religion, concerning government
and many other points ... an attach-

ment to different leaders, ambitious-

ly contending for preeminence and
power; or to persons of other de-

scriptions whose fortunes have been
interesting to human passions, have,

in turn, divided mankind into parties,

inflamed them with mutual animos-
ity, and rendered them much more
disposed to vex and oppress each
other, than to cooperate for their
common good.

"But the most common and dura-
ble source of factions has been the

various and unequal distribution of

The NewYorkTimes
Company
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property. Those who hold and those
who are without property have
forged distinct .interests in soci-
ety— A landed; interest, a manufac-
turing interest, a mercantile interest,
a moneyed interest ... grow up of
necessity in civilized nations, and
divide them into different classes,
actuated by different sentiments and
views.

“The regulation of these various
and interfering interests forms the
principal task of modern legislation,
and involves toe spirit of party and
faction in the necessary and ordi-
nary operations of government ’’

You note that toe "petty partisan
bickering of today's lawmakers” has
replaced the spirit of moderation and
compromise of toe delegates at Phil-
adelphia in 1787. The 104th Congress
has evoked intense passion nation-
wide over such issues as the flat tax,
downsizing, health care. Medicare,
Medicaid, resolution of problems of
poverty and welfare, education, gun
control, crime and drug-related
problems, abortion and racism.

These issues dominate our daily
lives. They are rooted in zealous par-
tisanship, the successor to the fac-
tionalism envisaged by Madison.
Few will deny the seriousness of
these challenges. Whether theirpres-
ence poses a threat to the stability of
the American Republic remains to
be seen. Murray Ezsenstadt
Deerfield Beach, Fla.. March 5, 1996
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Foreign Affairs
THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN

Surely

They
Know

•w BEIJING

It was said without a moment's
hesitation or a shred of doubL The
speaker was one of China’s top state
economists, and the question I had
posed to him was this: Can China
afford to attack Taiwan? “No." he
shook his head, “it would stop invest-
ment in China, stop growth, stop our
last chance to catch up with the rest
of the world."

Like everyone else I spoke to in the
Chinese Government, this economist
felt China would be fully justified in
blasting Taiwan to prevent it from
becoming independent But unlike
others he was also ready to express
what every official here must know
but will not say aloud — that China
cannot attack Taiwan without devas-
tating its own economy.

Don’t get me wrong. If Taiwan
goes too far in its quest for a more
independent profile on the world
stage, I have absolutely no doubt that
China will use military force to stop
Taipei -- no matter what the eco-
nomic consequences. No Chinese
leader could survive if he let Taiwan
become independent. But no Chinese
leader can survive without foreign
investment and trade either. That is

the leadership's real dilemma. Lis-

ten closely and you can hear the
tension. Tang Shubei, China’s top ne-
gotiator with Taiwan, said to me: “I
do not want to argue with you [about
the negative economic consequences
of attacking Taiwan], but should Tai-
wan strive for independence, we will

not hesitate to use all means, includ-

ing military ones, to safeguard the
unity of the Motherland — but we
still wish to see a peaceful settle-

ment.”

The notion that China might be
inhibited about military action

against Taiwan because it would have
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How Far to Support Taiwan?
By David Shambaugh

Bi

Attacking

Taiwan would
cost China.

a devastating economic impact might
seem ludicrous in light of China's

history. In 1960 China broke relations

with the Soviet Union when Moscow
was its only financial supporter in the

world. In 1979 China shrugged off the

economic consequences and went to

war with Vietnam.

But today’s China is different It is

no longer the isolated, peasant-based

economy of the Mao era. It is now
connected to the global economy. And
the legitimacy of China's leaders to-

day depends on their ability tq main-

tain economic growth and jobs to ac-

commodate the millions of Chinese

entering the labor force each year.

China’s leaders cannot do that with-

out the $200 million a day in foreign

investment that now pours into China
— which accounts for 20 percent of

total annual investment here.

A good deal of that $100 million

would dry up the minute China at-

tacked Taiwan. The Taiwan stock

exchange would crash, .’choking off

all Taiwanese investment in the

Mainland, and that surely would lead

to capital flight from Qie Hong Kong
stock market as well — killing the

two golden geese, Hong Kong and
Taiwan, that together have built $100

billion worth of factories, offices, ho-

tels and energy plants in China. It is

a measure of China’s dependence on

foreign investment that Wang Shou-

geng, a director of- Shanghai’s For-

eign Investment Commission, was
quoted as saying Friday that even if

China has to attack Taiwan, "there

will be no big change in our attitude

toward Taiwan investors." Transla-

tion: Even if we invade, we sure hope
your investor won’t take it personal-

ly. /

But U.S. officials say Chinese ex-

ports to the U,S. — which account for

40 percent of China’s total exports —
would almost certainly be cut back in

retaliation, japan would surely halt

its $1 billioq in annual financial aid to

China, and Singapore has already

reportedly warned Beijing that if it

attacks Taiwan, Singapore would
freeze its paassiveinvestment in Suz-

hou. an industrial city it is erecting
outside Shanghai- Last week, Singa-

pore's former Prime Minister, Lee
Kuan Yew. warned Beijing publicly

that if it attacks Taiwan, "then Chi-

na’s hopes of becoming an industrial

nation in 25 years will suffer a major
setback.” Such a setback would lead

to massive unemployment in China’s

cities and explosive soblai unrest.

I believe China began more mis-

sile tests near Taiwan because Chi-

na’s leaders desperately want to ter-

rify Taiwan away from any thoughts

Of independence — 'without actually

going to war. Unfortunately, China’s

leaders seem to think the only way to

avoid such a war is by taking every-

one to the brink' of it. But surely

China’s leaders know they can’t go

over that brink.

They must know that, right? I

mean, they have to.. - . . Maybe they

don’t know it. . - - What if they don’t

know it? / ^

London
firing ballistic missiles

within Taiwan's territo-

rial waters, China is

sending political and
military messages to

both the United States

and Taiwan. Unless the Clinton Ad-
ministration delivers a demonstrably
tough response— both diplomatically

and militarily — the exercises could

escalate dangerously and Beijing will

be convinced it can act with impunity.

The military exercises are but the

latest in a long list of irritants, includ-

ing Beijing’s human rights violations

and itssaleof international arms. The
Clinton Administration has brat over
backwards to engage China construc-

tively and help it integrate into the

world order.

But Beijing’s crude tactics are pro-

vocative and irresponsible for a coun-

try seeking international recognition

as a great power. They also potential-

ly force the United States into choos-

ing between its relationship with Chi-

na and its longstanding ties with Tai-

wan. America understandably does

not want war with the largest nation

on earth, but it is time to lay down
markers and protect American na-

tional interests.

Washington should begin by send-

ing clear and unambiguous warnings
to Beijing about Its coercive behavior
towardTaiwan. The Administration's

.. coj^emnation of the missile
.
tests

' does not go, far enough. President

Clinton should publicly restate Amer-
ica’s commitment under the Taiwan
Relations Act to assist the island in

defending itself. He should reiterate

that America's entire relationship

David Shambaugh, editor of The Chi-

na Quarterly, is a professor at the

School of Oriental and African Stud-

ies at the University of London.

with China— since President Richard
Nixon’s visit in 1972 — has been pre-

mised on the peaceful resolution of

the Taiwan issue. President Clinton

must clearly state that China’s recent
actions call the entire relationship

into question.

Words are important, but China re-

spects power and action. The United
States Navy should dispatch the car-

rier Independence (which has been
cruising north of Taiwan) through the
Taiwan Strait — an international pas-
sage through which Navy ships pass

China’s missiles

are aimed at the

U.S., too.

regularly to insure freedom of navi-

gation.

China's decision to fire missiles

into the two "impact zones” within 20

miles of the Taiwan’s two largest

ports. Keelung and Kaohsiung, consti-

tutes a de facto blockade. Seventy

percent of the island’s trade and all of

its oil imports pass through these

ports. Such a partial blockade may be
an act of war under international law
and thus a matter for the United

Nations Security Council. China must
not be allowed to close Taiwan's har-

bors, as it will bring the island’s.econ-

omy to its knees.

The missiles are just the beginning.

Leading up to Taiwan’s first-ever free

presidential election, on March 23,

China will conduct the largest mili-

tary maneuvers In its history. More
than 150,000 troops have been mobi-
lized. The exercises will involve mock
bombing runs, simulated naval block-

ades and amphibious assaults on is-

lands north of Taiwan.
The exercises may be an attempt to

Oh, for Those Pearls

By Patricia Volk

r
*n the next couple of days,

15,000 people will receive

“The Estate of Jacqueline

Kennedy Onassis" in the

mail. More than 4,000 items

that belonged to the former

First Lady will be up for grabs at a
Sotheby’s auction on April 23. The
catalogue is 584 pages long and has

nearly 800 illustrations. I want those

pearls.

In the 60’s, Jackie wore a faux

triple strand just like the ones Bar-

bara Bush wore in the 80's. But

Babs’s hold no charm for me. 1 want

the ones President John F. Kennedy

looked at over breakfast, the ones

Caroline and John-John fingered. I

I’d buy anything,

as long as it was
ownedby Jackie O.

want the pearls that will remind me,

every time I wear them, of a period

of potential, when I was 17, and a
fairy tale seemed to be coming true.

1 want history’s pearls, but if I can’t

get them, hey, I can be happy with

the Black Bead Necklace.
When we flock to the estate auc-

tions of famous people like the Duch-

ess of Windsor and Bette Davis, we
are hoping to buy more than prove-

nance. The experience of reading the

newspaper actually changes if you do

it using the lamp President Kennedy
read The Washington Post by. Does
this mean we are our stuff? And if we
buy their stuff, are we them? Does

acquiring Jackie's black enamel ciga-

rette lighter mean you have acquired

a little piece of the lady herself? if I

can’t get the beads, I wouldn't mind

the Empire-Style Footstool-

On Oct 11, 1990, Sotheby’s auc-

tioned property from Virgil Thom-

son’s estate. 1 lusted after Lot No. 9,

“a fine black silk brocade vest with

Patricia Volk is a novelist and essay-

ist.

overall pattern of multicolored but-

terflies . . . made for Gertrude Stein."

I pictured Gertrude writing the

"Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas”

in it I pictured Virgil at the Chelsea

Hotel sitting in the vest on his slip-

covered wing chair while composing

a musical portrait of a friend Most

of alL I pictured me, in front of my
word processor, feeling charged and

inspired in the giant vest. Virgil and

Gertrude’s genius would rage

through my fingertips into the key-

board. Just looking at the vest would

evoke them the same way my dead
grandfather's ring evoked him when
I wore it. I had to have the vest The
catalogue's estimated price was $600

to $900. I was prepared to go up to

$500. The winning bid was $18,000.

If I can’t get the footstool. I'll settle

for the Miscellaneous Woven Baskets.

In the auction of a famous person's

estate, the fun is seeing close up what

you were never meant to, the intima-

cy of a stained rug, tchotchkes, bed-

room items, for God’s sake. So what

if these things were chosen by Jack-

ie’s decorators? She used them,

right? There’s something deeper go-

ing on, too. It approaches kinship.

The reasoning is: If we like the same
things, we're similar.

I have a friend who peeks into

people’s medicine chests. She thinks

she can tell everything about people

by looking at their pill bottles and
creams. “Someday, maybe every-

thing about me will be known, but not

with my cooperation," Mrs. Onassis

once said.

Will we come a little closer to

knowing a private, inaccessible

woman by ogling her stuff? So wbar
if you never got invited to dinner.

You can still sit at her table. At
celebrity auctions, we're able to feel

the cloth and slide the drawers. We
compare their things to ours. Some-
times, ours hold up. When I saw
Rudolf Nureyev's shabby yellow so-

fas at Christie’s, he was instantly

humanized. Nureyev let things fail

apart. He was, gasp!, like roe.

Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis wore

white gloves to the theater, got her

hair done 104 times a year and had a

place in history no sane person could

envy. The Garnet Brooch is another

Story. What the heck, I'll take an

ashtray.

provoke a military response from
Taiwan, which Beijing could then use

as a pretext for "retaliation." Clearly

the exercises are intended to intimi-

date the Taiwanese electorate and to

quell the rising sentiment for autono-
my and independence.

Most China analysts are confident

that the exercises will cease soon after

the elections. Taiwanese diplomats are
already putting out the word that Tai-

wan's President, Lee Teng-hui, who is

almost certain to be reelected, will

call for a truce and seek to establish

direct trade, shipping and air services.

But for China the essence of the

problem is Taiwan's quest for inter-

national recognition. It is likely to

continue its military harassment un-

til Taipei officially abandons its aspi-

rations for statehood. But Mr. Lee is

unlikely to do so, giving the United
States a stark choice between sup-
porting the forces of freedom and
self-determination on the island or
those of suppression and belliger-

ence on the mainland.
This is a choice America needs to

avoid. By standing firm against Bei-

jing and counseling Taipei to be cau-

tious, America may be able to bring
both sides to the negotiating table.

Given China's current hyperna-

tionalistic atmosphere and the strug-

gle to succeed Deng Xiaoping, it is

doubtful that it will show restraint on
Taiwan if left unchecked. It is up to

the United States, with the support of

its Asian and European partners, to

deter China’s aggression. The.alter-

native is. escalating tension,and posr

sibly war over Taiwan,

.

%

Bob Dole is the candidate of not
He has not come up with a reason

why he should be President, other
than that he was not a winner in ’76

or ’80 or ’88.

His primary message is that he is

not Pat Buchanan. His message next
fail will be that he is not Bill Clinton.

He does not want to do debates or
talk shows, because the panelists are
always lecturing him about how he
does not have big ideas or soaring
rhetoric. He does not talk, unless he
has to. (As opposed to the man now in

the White House, who does not stop
talking, unless he has to.)

Bob Dole does not want to listen to

campaign advisers, because they
are, after all, not Bob Dole.

The Kansas Senator does not envi-

sion a shining city on a hill. Instead,

he offers negation, telling crowds:
“I’ve got news for you. President

Clinton, we’re going to veto you in

’96." He had better hope that King
Lear was wrong when he cried:

“Nothing can come of nothing."

My favorite negative is when Mr.
Dole drolly urges voters to support
him because, “We’ve never bad a
President named Bob."
Of course, we’ve never had a Pres-

ident named Biff or Buzz or Snoop
Doggy Dog, either.

But, for lack of a vision thing, let’s

examine the name thing. Mr. Dole’s

name is alreadya topic of discussion,
because of his odd habit of talking in

the third person. It is unclear wheth-
er he does this for the same reason
George Bosh dropped pronouns and
skipped straight to the verb — a
mother who told him to be modest
and not stress what Mr. Bush called
“the big I." Or if his tragic war
experience caused alienation. Or If,

as Mr. Dole has said, it’s just good
advertising.

Comedians have seized on the

name. On the Letterman show, Dana
Carvey bellowed: “I’m the Bobbiest

Dole you’ve ever Dolie Bobbed!”
A passage in the 18th century nov-

el “Tristram Shandy” on "name
magic” deemed Bob a “neutral”

name, like Jack, Dick and Tom:
“How many Caesars and Pompeys
... by mere Inspiration of the names,
have been rendered worthy of them

!

And how many ... are there who
might have done exceeding well in

the world, had not their characters

and spirits been totally depressed

and Nicodemus’d into nothing.”

Bobs are trying to make a virtue of

their all-American blandness. There ,

is a “Yoi Bob!’ line of greeting cards.

Wide Web site based on “The Bob
Book: A Celebration of the Ultimate
Okay Guy.”
“The Bob Book” features Inter-

views with Bobs from Dole to New-
hart to Woodward to Goulet The
Norman name means “bright
fame,” even though you can’t think
of any world leaders named Bob.
Roberts, as- in Robert the Bruce and
Robert E. Lee, get more respect
“Bobs are never overwhelmed by

circumstances ; they face the music
one note at a time,” says the Bob
Web site. “They do not dance; they
bum. There is nothing flashy about
Bobs. They put forth only what they
are capable of expending; they can
afford to promise little more. It’s not
as though they can hide behind their
name. There isn’t room.”

Certainly. Bob seems better suited

A palindrome
for President.

. r. ah annual Bob Day Fest,anda World

to the owner of a Big Boy hamburger
chain than a President It might beat
Jimmy or Millard, but it doesn’t have
the weight of a Grover, Zachary or

Ulysses. I checked around with some
experts.

“Bob never gets the girl — that’s

why Robert Redford is not called

Bob,” says Bob Goodman, a Republi-

can media consultant

“It’s a friendly name— you don’t

hear of too many serial killers

named Bob,” says Bobbie Battista, a
CNN anchor.

“You can spell it backwards,”
says Bob Teeter, a G.O.P. pollster.

“The only time the name was a
chore,” says Boh Strauss, a Demo-
cratic lawyer, “was when my friend

Anwar Sadat could not pronounce it

and kept calling me ‘Boob.’
”

“Paul Begala always called me
‘Blob,’ ” says Bob Boorstin, a Clinton

State Department official. "But Bobs
aren't Blobs. Not at alL”
“Bob is better than Malcolm,”

says Bob Shram, a Democratic con-

sultant

Until Bob Dole comes up with'

some serious ideas, he may as well

stress consonance. He can offer vot-

ers the chance to elect America’s
first palindromic President. His re-

versible slogan coulcj.be: “Sit,qp a
. potato, pan, Otii” ,V.‘. . ,

_ Better than xwthip&.‘

ANCIENT SEALS - A GIFT FOR TODAY
The silver-plated replicas by ARYE AMYR - elegant, handmade pieces to

display and enjoy - let you hold history in your hands. Bom in Vienna,

trained in Israel, Arye Amyr presents works inspired by archaeological finds,

and ancient Judaica:

SILVER SHEKEL
of Israel, issued 66-70

C.E., decorated with 3

pomegranates and the

inscription

•JERUSALEM THE
HOLY."

fT* nr;-.

7 . V

f.;-

SILVER DINAR,

minted during .Bar Kochba

War ‘i 35 CiE, with the

inscription "FREEDOM
FOR JERUSALEM-

.

ANCIENT SEAL
discovered at Megiddo,

decorated with UON OF
JUDAH, issued during

8th century B.C.E.

is
•*.-'•*' > ;

"-ryyyy:

MATTITYAHU
ANT1GONUS
coin, showing the

MENORA for the first

time in history. Dated

40 B.C.E.

:• s'/tv'

'

y
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The earliest Hebrew coin

struck !n JUDEA,
inscribed "YHD" in

Aramaic. First half of the

4th century B.C.E.

Each coin is mounted on a beautiful dark stained wood base, 10x10 cm. Each coin is

signed, with Certificate of Origin attached.

Total height approx. 30 mm., weight approx. 400 g. All pieces are delivered in a. silver-

colored gift box.

Suggested retail price: NIS 269. §
JP introductory price: NIS 1 99, inch door-to-door delivery, where available. «

The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000. Tel. 02-241282, Fax 02-241212

Please send me:

Q SHEKEL DINAR LION SEAL MENORA JUDEAN COIN

Enclosed is my check payable to The Jerusalem Post for NIS 1 99 per item, or credit card details:

Visa Qlsracard Q Diners

CC No-
Name
Address.

City

Exp.

Tel. (day)_

Signature.

.Code.

JD No.
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r^dStkSat Peace In His Fields ot Gold

By GUY GARCIA

Wiltshire, England

S
URROUNDED by massive
wooden furniture, thick

k Persian carpets and a

[dripping candelabra. Sting
r

leans forward in the baro-

nial sitting hall of his 16th-century

manor house in this hamlet, a 90-

minute drive southwest of London,

and begins to tell a story. “I was
climbing an Aztec pyramid in Mexi-

co," he says. “And when I got to the

top, there was this guy sitting in a

lotus position, facing the view. Sud-

denly, without even turning his head,

he announced, 'You will find peace

within, Sting.”’ Laughing at the

memory, which even he concedes

sounds farfetched, the singer adds,

“He seemed to be expecting me.”

The unspoken punch line, of

course, is that at 44. pop’s protean

troubadour has indeed found his own

kind of creative nirvana. Besides the

pastoral pleasures of his 60-acre es-

tate, the former leader of the rock

band the Police has just become a

father for the sixth time (his infant

son. Giacomo, is his fourth child with

his wife, Trudie Styler, a film pro-

ducer and actress). He has just fin-

ished a new movie, "The Gro-

tesque," in which he and Ms. Styler

star as a malevolent butler and his

housekeeper wife. And his seventh

solo album, "Mercury Falling,”

which he previewed at a concert last

weekend at the Academy in New

York, will be released on Tuesday.

At a stage of life when most pop

stars have burned out or faded. Sting

has held his place in the musical

firmament as the thinking man s

rocker. His bratty neo-punk persona

of the 80’s has long since given way

to a mellower, more aristocratic air,

and like the aging baby boomers who

still buy his records, he has traded

the sybaritic pursuits of youth for

the quieter pleasures of home and

family.
,

.

Sting's music has also slowed

down and become more stately, tak-

ing on jazz, classical and Latin

touches. But as Sting has changed,

branching out into environmental

causes, films and even CD-ROM s,

his audience has evolved along with

him. proving that artistic innovation

and popularity are not always mutu-

ally exclusive.

"He has his own particular signa-

ture, which is a certain of kind of a

jazzy thing, but it's also accessible

and dynamic,” says the singer-song-

writer James Taylbc, who-hasbeen a.

friend for afripst a decade. “He has

consuming interests— most of them

musical, some of them literary

but also he's interested in architec-

ture and art and various causes.

Plus, for an Englishman, he has

great teeth."

Belying its title, "Mercury Fall-

ing" continues Sting’s trajectory

away from the downbeat introspec-

tion thathad become the hallmark of

his post-Police career. Like his last

full-scale studio album, “Ten Sum-

moner's Tales" (1993), which sold

more than eight million copies

worldwide, “Mercury Falling" is an

eclectic showcase for Sting’s pop

gifts, but the mood is more buoyant

There’s even a song in which he

sings^ “I saw a friend of mine/ He

said I look different somehow/ 1 said

everybody’s got to leave their dark-

ness behind sometime."

“I've found him to be more and

more relaxed," says Mike Figgis,

the director who cast Sting in the

lead role of Mr. Figgis’s 1988 movie,

"Stormy Monday” and more recent-

ly enlisted him to sing on the sound-

track of his current hit, “Leaving

Las Vegas."
"Musically, he’s arrived at a place

where he’s technically very good at

what he does, and he’s really start-

ing to enjoy not having to push the

envelope all the time, which as a

younger pop star you're expected to

do," Mr. Figgis says. “Also, he’s got

a very strong family unit now, so

he's got a really solid base, and I

think he’s quite peaceful about that"

Sting admits that fatherhood has

deepened his appreciation for the

importance of family. "Well, I’m not

a normal father," he says, referring

to his hectic schedule. “I’m like a

sailor. I’m here 24 hours, and then

I'm away. But you know it’s a mixed

bag, just like anybody."

Sting’s new-found tranquillity is

evident on a recent visit to Lake

House, his meticulously restored

stone mansion in a bucolic burg

within walking distance of Stone-

henge. The house, which was fea-

tured on the cover of Architectural

Digest in January, is an elegant jum-

ble of Elizabethan and Gothic Re-

vival antiques, patrolled by a ragtag

gang of amiable dogs and cats.

Through the mullioned windows one

can glimpse part of an English gar-

den and a 350-year-old copper beech
tree that convinced the couple that

they should buy the house. “Got it for

a song, literally," Sting says.

Dressed in olive safari pants, work
boots and an open-collared shirt with
unbuttoned sleeves. Sting epitomizes
the country squire as he rises from a
heavy wood table strewn with pages
of music and leads the way to the

new recording studio that he built in

a former stable on the property.

Pointing to a small dial in the center

of a state-of-the-art mixing board, he

says, “There’s the volume,” and
then slips out of the studio while an

unmixed version of "Mercury FaJ-

ing" pours from the speakers.

Afterward, Sting and Ms. Styler sit

down to a lunch of pasta, bread and

grilled mushrooms in Lake House’s

spacious country kitchen. As he

takes his place at the table, an im-

posing Irish wolfhound nuzzles his

hand. “One of the hounds of winter,"

he says, referring to the title of the

opening track on the new album.

The talk turns to "The Gro-

tesque," which Ms. Styler produced

and for which no release date has

been set Asked to describe Sting as

an actor, she retorts, “Cheap and

cheerful." During the filming of

"Stormy Monday." Mr. Figgis found

Sting to be “a good actor with a

natural sense of timing” and thought

that his talents were best suited to

playing dark characters who are suf-

fering from some inner conflicL

"He’d make a good Nazi in a way,

because a lot of German soldiers

were coerced — as people always

are — into being part of a movement

that they didn’t actually believe in,"

Mr. Figgis says. “So I could see him

playing a role where he's having a

crisis of faith in some way."

Sting, for his part, describes his

acting career, which has included

roles in the movies "Plenty,"

“Dune” and "The Bride,” all in the

mid-80's, as "a good way to get the

waters flowing."

“But I'm not sitting by the phone

waiting for Hollywood to call, which

is what 1 think you have to do," he

says. _
Janet MasLin, writing in The New

York Times, called Sting's “quietly

menacing performance" in “Stormy

Monday” "perhaps the movie’s big-

gest surprise." His star turn in a

1989 Broadway revival of "The

Threepenny Opera" fared less welL

Frank Rich of The Times described

him as "a stiff onstage."

After lunch. Sting repairs to the

"captain's room," named after an

eccentric seaman who once lived in

iL With a wood fire crackling behind

him, he settles into an oversize chair

near a desk strewn with books and

classical and jazz CD’s. Sipping

from a cup of hot water and lemon,

he talks about how his new-found

optimism has begun to surface in his

work.

"In the past, I thought that to be

creative you had to suffer some-

how,” he reflects. "Now I'm in the

mode where I feel, O.K., I've lived a

tough life and I want not to be smug,

but I want to be content in ray life

and draw on that contentment^ i
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Born Gordon Sumner in Newcas-

tle in 1951, a shipping town in the

north of England, Sting worked as a

provincial schoolteacher before join-

ing the guitarist Andy Summers and

the drummer Stewart Copeland in

Universal Pttnina

Stin& in the 1984 movie “Dwe"

the late 70’s to form the Police. (He

got his professional moniker after

showing up at a rehearsal one day in

a black-and-yellow-striped sweater.)

The band went on to become one of

the most popular bands in the world

before breaking up in 1985. Sting

once told an interviewer that he had

become a rock star to escape his

working-class origins (his father

was a milkman; his mother a hair-

dresser), a comment he later repudi-

ated. Sting’s ambivalence about his

past was the inspiration for the 1991

album “The Soul Cages,” a deeply

introspective work that he wrote af-

ter the death of his parents.
The fleeting nature of life and the

creative act itself are themes that

resurface in “Mercury Falling.”
“Mercury is an interesting image,"
Sting explains. "It has astronomical,
astrological and mythological conno-
tations. Mercury is the god of com-
merce, the god of thievery, the god of

change* He’s the messenger of the
gods. 1 like the mercurial idea, some-
thing you can’t quite pin down."
True to form. Sting spans a wide

spectrum of musical styles on “Mer-
cury Falling," from the Brazilian
slide of “1 Was Brought to My
Senses" to the mock-country twang
of “I’m So Happy 1 Can’t Stop Cry-
ing” to “Let Your Soul Be Your
Pilot,” a rousing gospel number that

features a church choir and the

Memphis Horns. In a review of the

Academy concert, Jon Paroles of

The Times said of Sting’s new.ma-

terial, “No other top 10 contender is

so fond of odd meters or mid-song

shifts of style."

Dominic Miller, who has played

guitar in Sting's band since "The

Soul Cages" and regularly chal-

lenges him to a friendly game of

chess while touring, adds: "He's got

a very lateral mind when it comes to

music, and that transcends into oth-

er areas as welL He’s got a great end

eame. I’ll be way ahead of him and
6 — — the

know

lostmy queen.He doesn't care if

he’s a piece or two down. It doesn’t

seem to affect him in the slightest."

Sting is equally unperturbed by

accusations that his support for so-

cial and environmental organiza-

tions like the Rainforest Foundation,

of which Ms. Styler is a co-founder,

are motivated more by egomania

than by genuine concern. “The good

and bad tend to balance out," he says

with a shrug. “I've been accused of

being a gadfly and just dabbling here

and there, but that interests me. I

don't want to get into one groove and

just dig and dig. I’m not that kind of

person." . . .

Mr. Taylor is one of many celebri-

ties who have appeared at several of

Sting’s annual concerts in New York

to benefit the Rainforest Founda-

tion’s efforts to protect the home-

lands of the Kaiapo tribe of Brazil.

He bristles at the notion that Sting's

activism is self-serving. “That his

motivation is somehow baser than

the obvious one, which is that we all

live here in the world and are con-

cerned with its protection, is ab-

surd," Mr. Taylor says. “It's stupid

and just mean."

Yet even his closest friends ac-

knowledge that there’s something

about Sting that annoys some people.

“It's a slightly schoolteacherish

quality, which is not too surprising

since he was a schoolteacher once"

observes Mr. Figgis. "He does do his

homework, so that when he talks

about something he’ll present it in a

kind of semifactual way, which is

slightly unnerving perhaps."

At the same time, Mr. Figgis

adds: “A lot of it is resentmenL He’s

good-looking, he’s a really good sing-

er, and women really like him. The

resentment seems not ever to come

from women; it almost always

comes from men. It’s a Jot of jealou-

sy, I think.

than from the 90’s. He remains opti-

mistic that humankind may yet find

a way to rise above its self-destruc-

tive tendencies. “Certain forms of

behavior cannot carry on, logically,

without disastrous effects.” he says.

"We need a reality check. But this

sort of Armageddon lobby — people

wanting disaster to happen it be-

comes a self-fulfilling prophecy. I

don’t want to support those people.

I’m looking forward to the next mil-

lennium. rn be 50."

Claiming to have "run out of cha-

risma," Sting suggests a walk in the

garden. Strolling past a green glade,

he casually announces, “I plan to be

buried there someday." A few yards

down the path, he stops at the barn,

where ihe sight of a newborn calf ^auuuai uiw. -----

draggling to take its firsjt sfeps; It seemed to be there just for

seems to invigorate him.. ... roe."

PARTING WORDS

Sting, who will lead another rain-

forest benefit on April 12 at Carnegie

Hall, stands by his efforts to help the

Kaiapo, many of whom havebecome

his friends. “I’m fascinated by^South

America,” he says. "I

frontier for many human activities.

in return, the Kaiapo haw intro-

duced him to the rites of their cul-

ture, including ceremonies involving

the ingestion of psychotropic plants.

“It's daunting whenever you
have an

experience like that b^usejwi re

dealing with raw fear, he explains.

••I'm totally against frivolous drug

talcing as some sortof party tool. But

in a religious, informed context, its

the best thing you can da I believe

that in evolutionary terms we ve just

swung down from the trees, and that

one of the things that made us hu-

man was the relationship with cer-

tain plants that tripped us into con-

sciousness. I think we need another

evolutionary leap."

As the end of the millennium ap-

proaches, Sting doesn’t mind sodd-

ing more like someone from the 60 s

ACROSS
1 Place for a heeler (or

a healer)

5 Understanding

10 Condo ad abbr.

13 “Northern
Exposure" setting

19 Art forger’s aid

20 Bluffs

21 Gobble

22 Prepared horses'

hooves for shoeing

23 F IDE UT Y
26 Like a dame

27 Takes up

28 Bomb vestige

30 Colorless people

31 Yields

32 Jazz trumpeter
Baker eta).

33 Wooer of Merope, in

myth

35 Generous and
strong-willed one,

supposedly

30 Nightclub

37 Bulwark

40 Donkey’s uncles

43 A CTO RS

45 Hurricane heading

46 Schubert
composition

47 Algid

48 Part of a
three-weapon
competition

49 Counterpart of a
Mile.

50 Weisshom, e.g.

51 SA LL Y
55 Decathlete Johnson

56 Procrastinators

58 Flee with a flame

59 Grinders

60 Disturb

61 "Skedaddle!"

62 Parisian puffing

stuff

63 Percussion sticks

that accompany
dancing

65 San Diego founder
Junfpero

67 New Jersey
statehouse name

70 Redirect

71 FILTER
73 Tick off

74 He KO’d Camera,
6/14/34

75 To (precisely)

76 "ER" medic

77 1935 Rodgers and
Hart song

|
78 Question in a

defensive reply

|
79 C LI NCH
83 Backside

j
84 “Stagat Bay"

painter

87 Sayyid’s subjects

88 Spare unit

89 Leave off

90 Hornlesscow
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23

27

31

40 41 42

46

50

56

63 64

70

74

76

84

95 196

100

104

108

91 Part ofJesus' attire

95 Wear
97 Transfer

99 Maine symbol

100 Mailer's “The of

the Night"

102 FA NT AS Y
104 Den box

105 Perfect, in a way

106 Ecole-ite?

107 MCI and CCC
108 Monk of yore

109 Light conditions

110 Closer to maturity

111 Puppy pleasers

DOWN
1 Ibis, e.g.

2 TwinkJetoed

3 Live itup
4 Talked childishly

5 Isolated area

6 Luna Park
attractions

7 “ right with the
world! . Browning

8 Road alert

9

Friends
Network

10 Familial

11 Dillon and others

12 Ocularwoe
13 Bach’sThe of

the Fugue"

14 Stored

15 Lone Star pros

16 CL1 Q UE

17 Castle section

18 Dubs in

24 Ophelia and Laertes

25 Geological feature

29 Peregrinated

32 Nast

34 Shine’s partner

36 Scams, in a way

37 Common street

name
38 It has a yellow disk

39 Vineyard data

40 Gloomy Gus's
expression

41 Deltabuilder

42 SA LA RfES

43 “Roger & Me"
creator Michael

44 Smarmy Dickens
character

47 Pepperygreen

49 Palado divisions

51 Furtherdown?
52 Pola of the silents

53 Mischievous miss

54 Bits

55 FalstafTs page i

The MerryWW
ofWindsor”

57 One in SL
Valentine's care

59 Parts of stable
families

62 " Foolish
Things”

€3 Conspiracy

64 Zoo animal

65 Fish in a way

66 Volta's subj.

67 Swamp swimmers

68 Part of a
multivitamin

69 Counter's opening

71 1979 and ’82 Oscar
winner

72 Plagiarizes

75 Blackjack bases

77 Bogey territory

80 Amelia Earhart and
Mort Walker, e.g.

81 Crop problem

82 Intimidating sort

83 Let off-easy, maybe

85 Infer

86 Lustrous fabric

88 Cater (to)

90 Looking scared

91 Not much of a

. blockade

92 Chois site

93 Canted

94' Tourney stage

95 Fill

96 C.E.O..

98 Regarding

99 Attend Andover,
e.g.

101 Meet a raise

103 Cantab’s rival
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Heading back to the house, he

halts in his tracks to recount another

life-affirming moment “I was walk-

ing this way the other day, and it was

overcast, just -like now," he says.

“And suddenly the clouds parted and

there was this big rainbow arching

over the house. It was so beautiful I

almost cried. There was no one else
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THE Mossad agents were on the
^!V^mdlng through the crowded
s
^?fts °f Khanoum, one sten

r^K
30 °f S3fan

’

s secret police and their

te^^dbIJ
e|'7be aSents had be®"Defrayed by Sudanese informants, theircover as European businessmen blownand their station - disguised as a privatebusiness office - compromised. Theyhad managed to salvage only their secretcomrnumcations gear before speSkTg

off into the dark.
^ 8

house^
destination: Millon Bearden’s

For the next 30 days. Bearden
Khartoum station chief of the CIA, hid
the four agents from Sudanese authori-
ties, moving them from one CIA safe
bouse to another to prevent their capture
and likely execution.

Finally, the CIA arranged a remarkable
escape, packing the four into crates cus-
tom-fitted with oxygen tanks, and then,
just as their pursuers were closing in]
shipping them as caigo on a Kenya-
bound aircraft

The story of how the CIA rescued
these Mossad agents has not been made
public before, and it helps to shed new
light on the ties between the US and
Israeli intelligence agencies, one of the
least understood, most complex relation-
ships in the espionage world.
With the demise of the Soviet KGB,

no other spy service remains so shroud-
ed in mystery and intrigue as the
Mossad. In the post-Cold War world
where US intelligence agencies resem-
ble giant bureaucracies facing constant
congressional oversight, the Mossad
stands as a tough, daring spy service
stripped down for fighting with a clear-
cut goal - ensuring Israel’s survival

.

The Mossad’s reputation for indepen-
dence and ruthless action is legendary.
But its effectiveness has always relied to

a significant degree on. its close ties with
the CIA, its institutional big brother in

CIA and Mossad combine in 007 antics
the West, increasingly, though, that rela-
tionship is complicated by a growing
feeling among some in the American
national security establishment that it
has become too one-sided.
The Mossad. some US sources com-

plain, has done little recently to help US
efforts to track down international ter-
rorists, even in the Middle East. For
example, America neutralized teams of
Iraqi assassination and terrorist agents
sent out by Iraq's Saddam Hussein dur-
ing the Persian Gulf crisis without help
from the Mossad, US intelligence
sources say.

Worse, some in the US now see Israeli

intelligence as a post-Cold War rival thar
has made America a prime target for its

spying, for both political and economic
information.

"By all accounts, the Israelis are
among the most active foreign intelli-

gence services operating in the United
States," observes Jeffrey RicheIson, an
author and expert on US intelligence.

A decade after naval intelligence ana-
lyst Jonathan Pollard was imprisoned, a

US Defense Department memo on coun-
terintelligence recently labeled Israel a
“nontraditional adversary" on espionage
matters.

The memo caused a furor in the
American Jewish community after it

was leaked, because it suggested that

Israeli intelligence relied on "strong eth-

nic ties" to American Jews to conduct its

spying. It was quickly disavowed by the

Pentagon and the report was withdrawn.
Both the CIA and Israeli government

refused to comment on any aspect of the

intelligence relationship between the

CIA and the Mossad.
But US experts believe that Israel

aggressively spies on America because
of - and in spite of - its reliance on
Washington for economic and military

aid. Politically, Israel needs to know
where US policy is heading; economi-

caify. it craves US technology to main-
tain its high-tech military.

Despite the ambiguities in the relation-

ship, the ties between many CIA and
Mossad officers in the field remain close

and the agencies can work together well.

In the 1990s, for example, in another
episode never before disclosed, the CIA
agreed to broker secret meetings in

Germany between the Mossad and
Palestinians, as Israeli intelligence

sought to reduce conflicts on the espi-

onage front.

Further, observers say, the Clinton

administration is likely to offer even

greater intelligence support to Israel if it

agrees to give up the Golan Heights -
and its critical Listening posts - as part of
a peace treaty with Syria.

On a personal level, Bearden, who
retired from the CIA in 1994, says he
and his colleagues felt a sense of “broth-
erhood" with the Mossad. And when the

issue was life or death, any hint of rival-

ry vanished. The CIA rescue of the

Mossad agents in Khartoum was clearly

a high point in the secret partnership.

In the spring of 1985, a military coup

in Sudan led to the overthrow of
President Jafaar Numeiri, a pro-US
leader. Numeiri was in Washington ai

the time of the coup, but -many of his top
lieutenants were not so lucky. They were
quickly arrested, severing ihe CIA’s ties

to the Sudanese government.
Meanwhile, Libyan agents working

for dictator Muammar Gaddafi began
arriving to support the new Islamic gov-
ernment.
The situation grew more grim when

the new Sudanese regime received a tip
disclosing the existence and location of
the secret Israeli intelligence station in
Khartoum. With the airport closed and
no other way out of the country, the

Mossad agents had few alternatives:

Israel had no diplomatic relations with
Sudan, so it had no embassy to provide a
haven.

Desperate, the agents reached out to

the CIA and Bearden.
Two Mossad agents knocked on the

front door of Bearden’s home, unloaded
their communications gear and moved
into an upstairs bedroom. They were
soon joined by a third Mossad agent
from their station: a few days later, a

fourth agent - sent in under cover by
Israel to try to rescue the others - was
there too.

Outside, on Khartoum's streets, the
Sudanese and Libyans were hunting
them, Bearden recalls.

But ihe CIA was soon able to monitor
which part of the city the Sudanese
would be scouring each night, and
moved the agents from house to house.

Every few nights, a darkened minibus
from the US embassy would shuttle the

Mossad agents and their CIA minders,
all packing sidearms, among three sites

- Bearden's home, that of another CIA
officer and a CIA safe house.

Finally. Bearden said, the Sudanese
authorities grew suspicious of the
Americans. “We stayed ahead of them,"

Bearden recalled.

"But the hunt for them was going on
all over town.” Desperate, Bearden
gambled, telling the CIA and Mossad he
planned to crate up the agents and fly

them out of Khartoum airport.

CIA technicians built special crates,

one for each Mossad agent
The crates were fitted with holes and

plastic tubes for breathing, as well as

solid-state oxygen tanks in case the

holes became blocked.

The CIA arranged for a cargo aircraft

to fly into Khartoum after the airport

was reopened. A van from the US
Embassy carried the crated agents
straight from Bearden’s bouse to the air-

port.

A CIA officer rode in the front seat;

there were two more in back with the
boxes. The embassy driver bluffed his

way through airport security.

The plan seemed to be going smooth-
ly. until Bearden got a tip that the
Sudanese had figured out that be was
hiding the spies, and that be was some-
how trying to get them to Kenya. About
the same 'time, the CIA officers at the

airport reported that a Sudanese heli-

copter had begun to hover suspiciously

nearby.

Bearden immediately called on a

secure telephone, ordering the plane to

take off and get the Mossad agents out
As soon as the crates were aboard, the

plane turned and moved onto the run-

way, despite nervous calls from the

Khartoum tower.

The plane took off without incident

By the time it landed in Nairobi, the

Mossad men were out of their crates,

with new identities to cover their travel

back to Israel.

Soon, Bearden got word that he might
be a target of an assassination attempt by
the Libyans in Sudan. He didn’t push his

luck for long. He quickly left for a new
assignment (Los Angeles Tunes)

Legal volley belonged on home court
LAW REPORT

ASHER FELIX LANDAU

In the National Labor Court
before the president. Judge
Menahem Goldberg, judges
Yitzhak Eliasoff and Menahem
Meron, employees' represents
live Rahel Helbatz and employ-
ers' representative Moshe Oren,
in the matter ofHaifa Chemicals
Ltd., and Duclos International

SA.. appellants, versus Albert

Ben-Simon, respondent
(Mem.(2.96)-Resh: Doled Bet
Ayin Nun Vuv/3-161, 9^104£ -

ON Jime 29, 1992, Ben-
Simon, signed,-a: contract

with Haifa -Chemicals

under which he would be tem-
porarily employed in France
until June 15, 1993, as the

accountant of Duclos
International, one of its subr
sidiaries.

The contract was extended
until November 18. 1994, and
Ben-Simon actually worked for

Duclos until January 8, 1995.

Clause 20 of the contracr pro-

vided that any differences

between the parties would be
adjudicated by the competent
court in Haifa, and that each

party would be restrained from
lodging a claim in any other

court. ••

,

Shortly after the expiry of his

contract in November 1994,

Beo-Simom lodged a claim in a

French court against Haifa

Chemicals for damages, sever-

ance pay and other relief. Haifa

Chemicals and Duclos then

applied to the Haifa District

Labor Court for . an injunction

restraining him from proceeding
with his claims in any French

court, and ordering him to. bring

his action before the Haifa Labor

Court.

The Haifa court issued the

injunction- and ruled that the dis-

pute was in the main a matter of

law. It decided, therefore, with

the parries’ consent, ro,'dispense

with cross-examining aeponents

and to receive counsels' summa-
tions in writing.

On June 22, 1995, it gave its

judgment, without reasons, since

the proceedings in Fiance were

scheduled to begin in weeks. It

decided to caned the injunction,

and permit Ben-Simon to pursue

his claim in the French court
It gave its reasons for judg-

ment on January 8, 1996. It held,

inter alia, that the circumstances

created a separate employment
contract between Duclos and
Ben-Simon which did not
include a clause similar to clause

20 above, and that Haifa

Chemicals and Duclos had acted,

in their relations with Ben-
Simon, in bad faith. They then

lodged an appeal to the National

- Labor Court on January 23,

1996, also applying for reinstate-

ment of the injunction issued by
the District Court.

JUDGE ELIASOFF delivered

the judgment of the court. The
Labor Coort Regulations
(Procedure) of 1991, he said,

required an appeal from a district

court to be lodged within 30 days

ofjudgment. Ben-Simon’s coun-
' seL therefore, raised the prelimi-

nary argument that the appeal

.had been lodged too late since

/the Labor Court judgment,
although without reasons, had
been given on June 22, 1995.

The appellants’ counsel sub-

mitted that the period for lodging

the appeal ran from the date of

the reasons, since it was impossi-

ble to appeal without knowing
them. The court, however, with-

out ruling which of the above

submissions was correct, decid-

ed to extend the period for lodg-

ing- the appeal until the date it

was lodged, as provided in regu-

lation 125 of the above regula-

tions.

Appellants' counsel empha-
sized, he continued, that the

legal question of the appropriate

forum for trying the issues

between the parties did not arise,

since the appellants relied on a

specific and clear provision in

the contract between Haifa

Chemicals and Ben-Simon. Even

ifBen-Simon was also employed

by Duclos, that did not affect ax

least Haifa Chemicals’ right to

enforce clause 20.

Moreover, the district court

had ruled on the facts, and had
even held the appellants guilty of

bad faith, without hearing evi-

dence.

The first part of clause 20,

Judge Eliasoff continued, would
have entitled Ihe appellants - or,

at least, Haifa Chemicals - to

request the French court not to

deal with the case. He held, how-
ever, citing precedents, that their

failure to do so did not preclude

them from now moving the

appropriate Israeli court to apply

the second part of clause 20, and
order Ben-Simon to fulfill his

undertaking.

It was imperative, he said, that

an obligation to litigate in a par-

ticular court be clear and- unam-
biguous. It was not sufficient for

it to be implied, or read between
the lines. Even then, an order

restraining litigation in a foreign

country, which has implications

affecting a foreign court, will

only be given after the most
careful consideration.

Counsel for both parties had
argued at length in the district

court as to when the contract

between the parties terminated.

A finding on this point, however,

which was complicated and nec-

essary for resolving all the dis-

putes between them, was unnec-
essary in the present proceed-

ings, which related only to the

narrow question of continuing

the claim in the French court.

There was no dispute as to the

provisions of clause 20 of Ben-
Simon 's contract and no reason

why the court should not decide

the issue before it based on the

material before the district court.

Clause 20 was clear and under-

stood by both Haifa Chemicals

and Ben-Simon. There was no
reason why the court should not

enforce the contractual obliga-

tions the clause created.

Judge Eliasoff also pointed out

that the relations between Ben-
Simon and Duclos did not call

for decision in these proceed-

ings. It had not been argued that

these parties signed a contract,

and the question of the court in

which any dispute between them
was to be decided did not arise.

Moreover. Duclos was not a

party to the contract between
Ben-Simon and Haifa

Chemicals, and was also not

cited as a defendant in the

French court.

The court realized, he said, that

this judgment was being given
more than a year after the claim

in the French court was lodged.

However, since the hearing of
the case had not yet begun, it

could have no adverse influence

on the French judicial process.

FOR THE above reasons, Haifa

Chemicals* appeal was allowed,

and that of Duclos was dis-

missed. The District Court's
judgment was set aside, and the

injunction against Ben-Simon
was confirmed. Ben-Simon was
ordered to pay Haifa Chemicals'

costs in the sum of NIS 3,500

plus VAT.
Eli Mei-Tal appeared for the

appellants, and Ofer Attias

appeared for Ben-Simon.
The judgment was given on

February 27, 1996.

Kinneret development freezes over

ENVIRONMENT Minister Yossi Sand's deci-

sion to -' freeze -development around the

Kumeret for an indefinite period has aroused

complaints from some Tiberias developers.

But such & freeze is, if anything, overdue.

There are times when only halting activity gives an

opportunity for thoughtful planning. There is little

denying that
1 the Kmheret is a badly abused lake,

especially' since it is the nation’s principal water

reservoir.;

Nor is this the first time such a measure has been

necessary. In the. early 1970s, development was

frozen fora time to implement serious planning and

enable the government-appointed think-tank to

assess theMeasures needed/to protect the Kinneret,

No matter how much lip service is paid by the pub-

lic to .the value of this great lake, the fact is we treat

it very badly. Contaminated water flows down Wadi

Amud and seeps into the lake, sewage systems in

Tiberias are. in many casss, too old and leak.

Evety rain sweeps agricultural pesticides, herbi-

cides and farmyard contaminants into the lake’s

water. In addition, poor; waste disposal all around the

lake adds a burden of oils; detergents, plastic by-

products and heavy metals. And every addition of a

hotel, restaurant or vacation ' facility around the lake

adds to tire overall pollution..

EARTHLY CONCERNS
D’VORA BEN SHAUL

Careless building projects bring about erosion of

the coastline and theft of river stones causes ihe

water to become muddied and to carry this pollution

into die lake.

This is without mentioning the behavior of the

average Israeli who visits the lake. Everything from

leftover food to charcoal and detergent mixes in the

water with the floating plastic and soft-drink cans

around every picnic site.

There is also the problem that fewer and fewer

places are available to the general public, as each

year more of the really desirable beaches arc leased

and fenced in by private concerns.

Soon there simply won't be enough public recre-

ation area for the number of visitors. Already those

areas devoted to the public are overcrowded on holi-

days to the point where a visit is no longer a pleasure.

If we don’t take drastic steps to proteci our water

resources, we are going to be in for as serious a prob-

lem as we have ever faced.

The time to take these steps is now. If we dun t.

there remains the fear that we may wake up to the

dangers too late for anything to help.

So, however unpopular this move may make Sarid.

he is taking the only reasonable step fur a responsible

environment minister. In time, one hopes that even

those who now object will see the wisdom in it.
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February’s
trade deficit

grows by $lb

Discount’s sale shows
investor confidence’

JENNIFER FRJEDUN

FEBRUARY'S trade deficit grew
by $1 billion, an increase of 13.4

percent over the same period last

year, the Central Bureau of
Statistics reported yesterday.

Exports, which totaled $1.07
billion last month, have been
decreasing steadily since

November, when they hit a high
of$1. 15b.

Imports have been expanding
continuously and totaled $2.06b.

last month.
These seasonally adjusted fig-

ures do not include the import or

export of ships, airplanes, dia-

monds and fuel.

Since September, the trade

de/icrt has steadily been expand-
ing by two to three percent per

month.
Between October 1995 and

February 1996 imports, not

including diamonds and gasoline,

increased by 1.6%-1 .8% per

month, compared to a 1% increase

for exports in the same time peri-

od.

Despite the nominal growth in

the trade deficit, the pace of its

increase has slowed in compari-
son to the 3%-5% monthly growth
rate registered between June and
September 1995.

Diamonds and gasoline imports

totaled $500m. last month, with

raw materials comprising 60% of

all imports, consumer goods 17%
and machinery and equipment
23%.
Imports of machinery and

equipment have risen by 2.4%-3%
monthly since the start of 1995’s

fourth quarter.

Throughout the first three quar-

ters of 1995. this number
increased by some l.6%-2.2%
monthly.
Imports of consumer goods

have increased by 1.5% to 2%
since August 1995 and imports of

raw materials have been rising by

1 . 1 %- 1 .2% since September.

industrial goods totaled 66% of

exports, demonstrating a 1%
increase since October.

Diamonds remained steady at

28% and agricultural products

remained steady at 6% of all

exports.

THE successful sale last week of

143 percent of Israel Discount

Bank's shares indicates investors

are maintaining their confidence

in the local economy in general

and the banking sector in particu-

lar. despite recent terrorist attacks.

Finance Minister Avraham Shohat

said yesterday.

The share offering last Thursday

closed at N1S 3.20 per share,

about 10.3% above the minimum
price. The warrants’ price was set

at NIS 3.70. approximately 131%
over the minimum.
Foreign institutions purchased

about 25% of the stock.

The issue raised an immediate

NIS 247m. Another NIS 249m.
will be raised when the warrants

are exercise within two years.

Ron Lubash. general manager

of US investment bank Lehman
Brothers local outlet, said the

offering represents a break-

through in distribution of Te! Aviv

listed securities overseas.

However, work still needs to be

done to fully integrate domestic

local offerings with the standards

and requirements of international

markets, he added.

In the meantime. MI Holdings,

the government-owned company
in charge of the bank sale process,

has started to prepare United

Mizrahi Bank’s (UMB) public

offering with the intention of sell-

GALJT UPKIS BECK

ing a package of shares on the

exchange in May.
The Issue will be based on

UMB’s financial statements for

1995. MI Holdings has not yet

decided on the sale process.

Lehman Brothers and Societe

Generale handled the negotiations

with foreign investors for ihc

Discount Bank offering.

Lubash said the offering high-

lighted the differences in the

methodologies and the systems

between Israel and international

markets. He said part of the priva-

tization process involved educat-

ing international investors with

the way an Israeli issue is done,

which consists of a tender process

and a pre-commitment stage.

‘To some extent 1 think these

differences, even though people

have gone through an education

process and pul in orders, make
distribution of Israeli securities

abroad less attractive.** said

Lubash. “If things here were
exactly the way they were over-

seas. it would be easier to use

them as a regular distribution

methodology. If it is cumbersome,

it takes away from investors’

appetite. There was interest, but

some standardization and further

integration with international laws

must be thought out and pursued."

MI Holdings general manager
Meir Yacobsoa said the successful

privatization of the country's third

largest bank will contribute to the

capital markets’ upsurge and will

also encourage first-class finan-

cial institutions to become
involved in the capital market in

the future. He said MI Holdings is

currently working on United

Mizrahi Bank’s issue, which is

scheduled for May.
Capital market analysts attrib-

uted the offering's success to

Yacobson’s decision to sell 60
percent of the total shares offered

to institutional investors in

Europe. This is the first time

European investors took part in

the purchase of an Israeli bank.

The analysts emphasized MI
Holdings’ courage to go ahead

wilh the offering at a time when
there is very little activity in the

primary market.

Lubash said the results display

tremendous international interest,

which swayed Israeli investors to

take pan in the issue.

“It is interesting to note that the

strong interest in the pre-commit-

ment stage came before the

domestic interest, which followed

on the strong earlier indications

that came from outside," Lubash
said. ‘‘Sometimes, things seem
more visible from a global per-

spective."

busines^bbiefs

mmmmi
such positions as of June I, two. .

—

•ense on making salaries ana peaMuua ui «.«
, .

According to press reports, chairman Gideon Gadot is

over NIS 60,000 a month, and will be eligibly for^ut^
900,000 in severance pay when he retires plus a

NIS 42,000 a month. Two of Mifal Hapayis board

to convene a board meeting on the subject, but the

decided it was not even worth a discussion. .
Eyetyntroraon

Gov’t approves more
foreign workers

J

GAUT UPKIS BECK

THE manufacturing sector yester-

day called on the government to

import another 5,000 foreign

workers for the -manufacturing

sector.

In the meantime, the govern-

ment yesterday decided to permit

3,500 foreign workers to work in

the agriculture sector and another

13.000 in the construction sector.

Manufacturers Association

President Dan Propper said there

is a shortage of 3,500 worker^ in

the manufacturing sector. in addi-

tion to 1,700 woikers wbb tem-

porarily cannot enter the country

because of the closure.
'

Since the Gulf war; the manu-
facturing sector has reduced! its

dependence on Palestinian work-

ers to 1,700 from.22*500, Ptopper

said • '
;

Economists: ’96 CPI to hit 11%
THE Consumer Price Index is

expected to reach 1 1 percent this

year. Israel Discount Bank's econ-

omists predicted in their monthly
economic report.

According to the bank’s econo-

mists, the last few months' high

inflation rate was influenced by
the significant growth in money
supply in the March-September

1995 period, which went up 40%
in annua) terms.

At the saipe tyae, die moj

.J jr
’

QALjT UPKIS BECK

interest rate fell an accumulated

0.04%.
“Even if it decided to cut the

budget after die elections, a subse-

quent reduction in the interest will

be gradual and much smaller, and
take into account developments in

the budget deficit, trade deficit,

money supply and public’s infla-

tion forecasts," said Bank
Discount.

The economists sakl the

February Consumer Price Index is

expected to be a relatively low

0.6%.
They said the rise in the means

of payments has slowed down
during the last few months and
fell 0.5% in February.

A continued drop in the means
of payment is expected to reduce

the rise in the CPI at the start of

1997.

According to the economists,

the domestic"budget deficit in the

Likud MK asks High
to postpone vote on electricity

+, ».
f
-
..

MK SILVAN Shalom (Likud)

yesterday asked the High Court of

Justice to order the vote on the

government’s electricity bill post-

poned until after the Labor pri-

maries. due to suspicions that the

—Israel. Electric Corp.’s union- has

—

uic uuuiesui: duuS« uci.cu u, me ^ ^ primaries to influ-
Januaiy^ebruaQu penod-shows--^- ^ -r,
that the government will not meet

The bUJ fs slaled t0 corae up for

EVELYN GORDON

For instance, a letter sent to law against using staterowned

retired IHC workers in the South, facilities and funds - in this case,

with a Labor Party registration those of the IEC - for party pur-

form attached, stated: poses, and may also have violated— iSFhe-future*of the-eompany. and- the tows-ngainst election ’bribay
[ts continued pTistenrf Hppenrl nn ...and threats-in- its-^efforts-to get

widespreaff and comprehensive ration meurtRJIS"jo register for

Cfvfl Service Commission
Training ud Education Service

nbb&Tafrbutnoe
The Accountant General

Accommodation for Course Participants

Pool of Hotels and hostels

We wish to update our register of hotels, guest houses
and hostels (hereunder 'suppliers') at which
accommodation may be booked for participants In
courses, run by government agencies.
Only suppliers whose names are on the registermay
provide accommodation for such course participants.
Suppliers may apply to have their name added to the
register, if they can provide the services listed in the
application form. A supplier whose name Is in the register
undertakes to provide services, in accordance with the
tariff he submits, and subject to the terms given in the
specification.

Suppliers who wish to be included in the register should
apply for a registration form from Ms. Anat Amram,
Training and Education Service, Prime Minister's Building,
Floor 6, Room 711, Jerusalem (Tel. 02-705220).
Offers must be submitted in a sealed envelope marked
'Hotels Pool.'

Last date for submitting offers: Sunday, March 31, 1996.
They should be placed In the tenders box at the above
address by 12 noon on this date.
Mo undertaking is given to accept any offer.

its aims to reduce the government
deficit.

The economists also forecast

that the government will have ro

significantly cut its expenditures

after the elections, a measure
which will reduce both its

involvement in the economic sec-

tor and its financial assistance to

households.

In addition, the Bank Discount

economists urged the government

to implement reforms in the labor

market and in public sector wages
in an attempt to cut public spend-

ing.

“Difficulties in implementing a

real cut in government expendi-

ture is expected to increase the tax

burden by reducing government
participation in employers pay-

ments to National Insurance and
also increase Value Added Tax.”

the bank's economists said.

its second and third reading today.

The petition, by attorney Alon

GelerL notes thai the IEC union

openly tried to press its 18,000

members into registering for the

Labor Party, precisely so chat the

union would be able to influence the

votes of Labor MKs on the bill.

registration (for the party], by
means of which we will be able to

influence policy-setters among
the MKs with respect to the IEC."

Attorney-General Michael Ben-
Yair recently ordered the opening

ofa criminal investigation into the

union’s activities, on the grounds

that it appears to have violated the

Labor.

Ben-Yair's decision indicates a

real possibility that Labor MKs’
votes on the electricity bill will be

influenced by the union’s threats -

which may even turn out to have

been illegal - and therefore man-
dates postponing the vote until

after the primaries, when these

threats will no longer be effective,

Shalom aigued. - * '•

- Furthermore, die petition argued

the bill, which largely jaerpetuaies

did IECv
s monopoly, violates the

- Basic Law: Freedom of Occupation.
"‘tTSfidh -violations

if the voteiS hd^^tJ^ ffie^uSpi-

cion will he ilnaVoidablc that die

motive was - primary ‘considera-

tions - which are not an-“appro-

priate purpose."

Shafbm therefore askedKnesser

Speaker Sheyah Weiss to pdst-

pone die vote, and when Weiss

refused, he petitioned the High
Court ‘

Elco Industries posts

20% rise in net profits
COMPANY RESULTS

RACHEL NE1MAN

Int’l consortium
purchases Tahal

JENNIFER FRIEDUN

BEZEQ, The Israel

Teleconunumcations Corp. Ltd. M M

Tender No. 65/96/023/0

Laser Printers, black/white,

framework agreement
TheWnakninml ccnrtlfloni appiyt

1. Pte-GoodKions:

a. Parties submitting bkfa must comply with aD laws. Inducting the

requirement to Jteepaccount books, bean authorised trader; haUvaBd
licenses to trade, and comply with aO relevant standard specflkatkms.

b. WSDngness to provide a guarantee, as explained In the tender documents,
c Compliance wttb the “rnbilmum” conditions, gfveo In the tender

documents.

2. the tenderdocuments can be obtained from the Tenders and OrderfiH
Department of the Purchasing DMston, 1 5 RehovHazvi, Jerusalem
(Room 609) TeL 02-395614/5. between 9am. and 12 noon, Sunday
to Thursday.

Tbe tender documents wHJ be provided on simltftMa receipt ofpayment
IbrNlS 1,000.
* In bead. payment should be made Into Bezeq's Postal Bank account
no. 5-3 It757.

* Owacas mpiilliu should make payment Into Bezeq's account
no. 12r90J -97633/64, at theJbuHfernnudh branch ofBank Leumt Ldsaef.

The fee for the terete doognerns k nt»vreft»yfahi#.
The recetpc, with details ofyourcompany and authorized trader's number;
may be faxed to 97Z-2-37811 3. Please phone afterwards (phone numbers as
above), to obtain conflrmatian ofreceipt ofthe fax.

3. Bids should be pbced In the tenders box at 15 Rehov Hazvl, Jerusalem, not
later than April 23, 1996, 6 pm.

^
4. No undertaking Is given to accept the fewest orany bkf. or to order the

entire work from one source.

k Bids sent by fax or telegram wffl not be considered.
dSTtam j

Want to keep

in close touch* / *

with your

securities

till 11 PM?

DIAL 0&6f29ffl FROM8AMT0 11 PM.

1)1 ISRAEL DISCOUNT DANK

IrTTOD)TARGET OXW
MutualFundfor

Foreign Residents

Date: 7SS6

Purchase Price: 148.92

Redemption Price: 146,57

feumipia mvmft

ELCO Industries, which special-

izes in electro-mechanical sys-

tems and equipment, yesterday

announced its annual net profits

rose 20 percent to NIS 5 1.46m.

Consolidated revenues were
NIS 432.54m. from NIS
419.36m., while earnings per

share went up to NIS 6.98 from
NIS 5.83.

Elco Industries includes among
others Elcomat, Elco Marketing,

Eleetra and Katzenstein Eldar
Clal Computers Technology

reported annual net losses of NIS
4.4m., compared with net losses

of NIS 4im. in 1994.
Revenues rose to NTS 250.25m.

from NIS 196.68m.
The rise in revenues was attrib-

uted mainly to increased activity

on the pan of Malam Systems to

27% of total revenues from 12%.

For carr—I toforaati—n
secsrftfes In Israel

andttwlLS., iKhfdteg
bj^-yjefrBpg U.S.

ffimMl barked

PRIME
MutualFundlor

ForefejnResWente

Date: 7.3.96

Purchase Price: 10a74

Redemption Price: 107.28

leumipia irounri ®

call:

^EYERSON
& CO.. INC.

A PnUitfy TraJeJCmpon?
NASDAQ Sjndbot MMMY

Brfiker.’ e*Draterv in SftwrMv
(Wwwftw

30 Wuiirgnnimji Street

Jera^- Coy, New Jersey 07302. USA

Corporate 6 ItaPnnroMl Inquiries;

Jeffrey E. Meyeraon, VP.
tmUnmmm/Bmiimg Point*

U3CI-5S2-5SIS

Fw 1-201-352-1263

Rcinil Coalpaper Inquiriti:

Eric J. Lopuo, VP.
Nwimt/S^AUm^r

'
1-301-322^801 - 1-000488-8] 18

PWjc 1-201-454-1009

Clal Computers acquired

Malam in the second half of 1994

for NIS 58.7m. Funding costs on
the purchase increased to NIS
7.3m. from NIS 3m. in 1 994, the

result of high interest rates during

the first half of last year.

During the third quarter, Clal

Computers registered NIS 1.4m.

in capital gains on the sale of NIS
1.5m. the result of MaJam’s waiv-

ing all rights to multimedia com-
pany Geo.
Clal Computers includes com-

panies MMM Information

Systems, Clal Systems, Orion
Technologies, Malam Systems.
Cimatron. Clal-IPEX (50%) and
is a 12% partner in GoldNeL
Omni Brand Foods (formerly

GE Pizza) suffered a 250% drop
in annual net profits to NIS
537,000 from NIS 1.38m. in

1994. Consolidated revenues

were NIS 50.22m. from NIS
32.5m. Earnings per share were
NIS 0.113 from NIS 0.25.

Omni operates 19 Domino’s
Pizza shops and plans to open
between 3-f- shops in 1996.

Omni, which went public in

November, said the decline was
due to losses experienced by a
subsidiary company which began
marketing Haagen Daaz ice cream
in Israel m July, 3 995.

Net profits were affected by
NIS I -5m. in one-time expenses

connected with introducing

Haagen Daaz and opening three

ice cream parlors. Omni intends to

open an additional 3 parlors in

1996.

Kvalim posted an increase in

annual net profits to NIS 46_52m.
from NTS 39.77m. in 1994.

Annual revenues rose to NIS
370.53m. from NIS 306.23m.

Electric power lines made up
55% of Kvalim’s business last

year, os compared with 50% in

1994.

Camel Israel Can Company
reported a 47% increase in net
profits to NIS 4m. from NIS
2.72m.

Revenues rose to NIS 257.68m.
from NIS 250.6m.. while earnings

per share went up to NIS 0.75
from NIS 0.50.

AN international consortium of

investment banks and develop-

ment funds handed over a check
for NIS 40.3 million to the gov-

ernment for the purchase of Tahal
Water Planning for Israel Ltd., the

Treasury announced yesterday.

Tahal is the country's largest

engineering consulting firm.

The consortium's members
include Leumi and Co.
Investment Bankers Ltd. (25 per-

cent), Housing and Construction

Holding Company Ltd. (25%),
Israel Growth Fund (16.67%),
Parsons . Brinckerhoff
International (16.67%) and
Kardan Investments Ltd.

(16.67%).

In a ceremony announcing the
sale. Finance Minister Avraham

Shohat said that by privatizing

Tahal. the company would be bet-

ter able to compete and further

develop its client base — which
currently includes

'
governments,

public institutions, private -fifths

and individuals in more than '50

countries:

Founded in 1952, Ihhal pro-

vides consultancy service# in the

fields 6f water resources develop-
ment; water supply, sanitation and
environmental protection; sewer-
age systems and highways: and
agricultural development to gov-
ernments, public institutions; pri-

vate firms and-individuals in more
than 50 countries.

The company 's income totaled

$36 million in. 1994 .and its pro-

jects had i total value of$36flm.
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BUSINESS & FINANCE
Key Representative Rates

US Dollar NIS 3,1010

Storting ...... .NtS 4.7507

Mark . . ; NiS 2.1123

»

Precious
metals
close

higher
COMMODITIES
ROUNDUP

PREOOUS metals closed higher
on Friday, as a second round of
sharp drops in the stock and bond
markets in the afternoon boosted
precious xuetals prices up to zbe
close, analysts said.

Traders said an influx of
investors jumping ship from
bonds and stocks supported the
day’s early and late firmness
throughout the precious metals
complex.

At the close, April gold futures
were $1.80 higher at $398.20,
while May silver futures were 6.7
cents higher at $5,522.

April platinum futures were 30
cents higher at $413.50. while

,
June palladium futures were $2.20
higher at $138.75.

May high-grade copper futures

closed 270 points higher oh
Friday, closing at $1.1990 per
pound as a fall in the London

. Metal Exchange (LME) copper

. stocks spurred strong short cover-
ing by funds in both New York
and London, floor sources said.

Analysts were mixed on the

effects of the fall of the US stock
market, which was outweighed by
sighs of strength in the construc-

tion sectorhad other copper users,

they said.

A weak financial market damp-
ened corn and wheat on Friday,

causing the grains to close mixed.

.Com witnessed decent commer-
cial and light fund buying, which
kept the' market from breaking
sharply with die March contract,

closing up 11/4 at $3.92 per

busbeL.

Soy futurestrades lower for the

majority of .. the .. day on
Fridaymressured by, a

.
sharply

", lower financial - market, and lack-

luster trade in die grains.

March soybean futures closed
71/4 'cuts down, at $7,121/4 per

bushel.

Cotton fixtures settled mixed
. with the spot May conduct lower

after coming under late selling

pressure to hut a new session low
ahead of the close.

Analysts said traders wanted to

get out of positions ahead of the

weekend and the USDA
supply/demand report doe out

today. May closed 0.15 cents

weaker at 83.71 cents per pound
and December was off 0.08 at

80.12 cents per pound. .

World sugar futures settled -

slightly off bn Friday after contin-

ued lackluster trade that saw a

jump to the week’s .highs early in

the session.

The May contract settled four

. points lower ai .11,70 cents per

pound..

May coffee futures settled

lower on Friday. after a choppy,

locally dominated session that

> traded within the recent ;
range.

The May contract settled 65

- points lower at $111205:
- Cocoa fixtures settled ; slightly

. higher, on the day after A very

;
quiet session. The May cocoa

futures contract settled $4 higher

. at $1,249.

Courtesy of Michael Zwebner,

- CommStock Trading Ltd.

Germany
slams Austria
over road fee

BONN (Reuter) German
Transport. Minister Matthias

Wissmahn accusal Austria,of dis-

criminating ' against other'

European Umdn countries with its

plan'to introduce an annual fee'for

using its network- of motorways
and trunk roads.

Wissman said he would, raise

the matter at a meeting of EU
transport ministers ", today in

Brussels and would also hold
ftlks with the ElTs transport com-
missioner, Neil Kinnock. on
Vxemia’s plans to bring inthefee

system next year.

‘it mates' absolutely no
allowance for whether a' driver

uses, a toad once .or. all the rime,”

Wissmahn complained in an inter-

view ' with the Weit am
Sonjwxgweekly.

'

Wissmann said the system dis-

advantaged motorists from other

EU. countries, .
who are lftely to

use Austrian roads' much less than

theirAustrian counterparts.
_ .

The VienM’Iransport Ministry

announced plans last week to

charge
"fees for cans and 'tnxeks

using Austria’s roads.

Cars face a charge of $53 per

year. Tburists will be able to buy a

two-month pass for .$14.4. The-

charges are in addition to the tolls

on some Austrian motorways.

• t

:h: Wall Stre
shows need for budget deal
ATT AWTA. /no—.* u .. . . __ . _ATLANTA (Reuter) - House of
Representatives Speaker Newt
Gingrich said over the weekend
the dramatic deterioration of stock
prices on Wall Street underscores
the need for lower federal taxes
and a balanced US budget.

Seizing on Friday's 171-point
drop in the Dow Jones to bolster
his legislative struggle against US
President Bill Clinton, Gingrich

warned that the US economy
could face recession If the
Republican agenda does not
become law.

“We really need to get lower
taxes and a balanced budget for
lower interest rates, just in order
to avoid a recession. And I remain
convinced of that,” the Georgia
Republican told reporters in his

borne district.

'This economy, I think, is very
fragile. And I think we have to be
lowering the cost of creating jobs
and increasing the take-home pay
ofcitizens if we’re going to avoid
a recession.”

But he was slow to reach a con-
clusion specifically about Friday's

steep (hop in stocks, which posted
their third biggest decline in history

after the government reported an

unexpectedly large gain of 705,000
non-farm payroll jobs in February.

Analysis believe the jobs num-
ber was skewed by unusually
severe winter weather, which may
have slowed the pace of job cre-

ation a month earlier.

“The bond market overreacted
to the jobs number. Then the stock
market overreacted to the bond
market,” Gingrich said.

TASE follows
Dow downward

TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET
FELICE MARANZ

EU ministers to meet amid economic gloom
BRUSSELS (.Reuter) - European
Union finance ministers are likely

to put on a brave front to mask
.growing private concerns about
their stagnant economies when
they meet in Brussels today.

Recent economic figures paint

a bleak picture of lower consumer
and business confidence, rising

unemploymeat and wholesale
corporate restructurings.

While a confident assessment
of future economic conditions
may emerge from their regular
.meeting, complete with predic-

tions of a pickup in activity

toward the end of this year, some
experts say there remains an
undercurrent of worry.

The sense I get when 1 talk to

people in private is that they are

becoming more worried about the

[economic] outlook,” said one

monetary official.

“If you take a realistic view,

you have to say (his slowdown is

protracted,” he added.
Even the European

Commission, normally unrazed
by the hue and cry of gloomy pun-

dits, conceded this week that

-growth in Europe would fall short

of its earlier forecast.

The EU’s Brussels-based exec-

utive arm said it expects total out-

put to grow by less than two per-

cent in 1996, down from an initial

estimate of 2.6%.
To a large extent, the revised

outlook stems from a continued

outpouring of dismal news from
Germany, a country critical to

Europe’s economic fortunes.

Germany's unemployment rate

climbed in February to its highest

since World War U, standing at

1 1 . 1% of the workforce compared
with 10.8% in January.

The dearth of jobs has in turn

clearly harmed consumer confi-

dence, which dipped sharply in

February after showing signs of
stability in January. The
Commission’s latest surveys of
consumer and business opinion

noted the decline in confidence
was widespread, affecting nearly

all the EU's 15 members.
Within the industrial sector,

companies across Europe reported

falling orders in both domestic
and foreign markets, the survey

added.

For economic policy-makers
the steady stream of weak data

has prompted greater opening of
the monetary tap.

The central banks of Britain,

France, Sweden and Denmark all

lowered official short-term inter-

est rates this week.
Yet the question which contin-

ues to haunt financial markets and
the prospects for renewed busi-

ness activity is the future course

of the Bundesbank's monetary
policy.

Bundesbank President Hans
Tietmeyer last week offered a

mixed evaluation.

He emphasized the current

downturn was not a recession but

carefully left opeu the prospect of
new rate cuts.

Still, with short-term interest

rates having fallen a long way
already and budget policies hand-
cuffed to the strictures of a single

European currency, governments
may be nearing the limit of what

they can do to lift the pervading

economic gloom.

20331
-136%

Two-Sided Index

STOCK indexes opened the week
with declines yesterday, tracking
losses on Wall Street.

Declines were led by Teva
Pharmaceuticals Ltd,

On Friday, US stocks suffered
their worst drop since November
1991, as a surge in job growth
dashed expectations the Federal

Reserve will cut interest rates

soon.

The Dow Jones fell 171.24 to

5470.45.

“Tel Aviv was influenced by the

decline in the Dow,” said Dan
Kitri, an analyst at Tel Aviv's

Bank Oizar HaHayal.
“And we're a bit afraid of what

will happen when trading starts

tomorrow."
The Maof Index fell 1.20 per-

cent to 213.20, and the Two-Sided
Index fell 136% to 203.31, of 991

issues trading across the
exchange, more than five times as

many shares fell as rose.

Some NIS 83 million worth of

shares traded, NIS 53m. below

21320
-1 .20%

Maof Index

last Thursday’s level and about
NIS 5m. below the trading level

two weeks.
Teva fell 2.75% in the past few

weeks,” said Kitri.

Investors are waiting for news
regarding the company's multiple
sclerosis treatment Copaxone,
which is under US Food and Drug
Administration review.

Mashov Computers, also on the
Two-Sided Index, fell 53% after

Magic Software Enterprise Inc.'s

shares fell in New York to 103/4

on Friday from 113/4 on
Wednesday.

Mashov owns 51% of Magic,
which announced last week that

its president, David Assia, had
been temporarily replaced.

Had it not been for the declines

across the board in US stocks.

Israeli shares might have gained,

said Kitri, since investors expect

declining inflation may prompt
the bank of Israel to lower interest

rates later this month.
(Bloomberg)

S. Korea warns of trade deficit jump from rapid market opening
SEOUL (Reuter) - South Korea's finance

'minister has sounded the alarm over a
jump in the trade deficit and warned rich-

nation members of the OECD Seoul can-

not risk rapid market opening tojoin their

club.

“Frankly, I’m a little bit concerned,"

Rha Woong-bae said over the weekend,
referring to a record single month current

account deficit for January.

He said the $132 billion shortfall, and
official predictions of a similar gap for

February, cast doubt on Seoul's ability to

narrow its deficit to a targeted $5-6b. this

year from $S.8b. in 1995.

Tm not confident about that,” said

Rha, the minister for finance and econo-

my. Tm carefully watching the current

account balance of payments deficit”

Rha said the figures showed the vul-

nerability of the economy to currency

appreciation, which hurts exports.

The won is under upward pressure

from dollar inflows as Korea opens its

once tightly-closed economy.
Rha called for understanding from the

Paris-based Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development which
Seoul is pressing to join before the end of

the year.

“We are committed to opening our
markets, but it must be cautiously man-
aged. step-by-step.” said Rha.

"Many developing countries are asking

us to open the Korean economy more
rapidly, but this rapid opening may bring

appreciation of the won, which will hurt

the competitiveness of export industries

and increase the balance of payments
deficit”

“We hope foreigners do understand we
are having difficulties opening markets

because of a balance ofpayments deficit”

Rha said.

Despite last year’s hefty trade deficit

South Korea recorded an overall surplus

of $3.08b. because of a capital account
surplus of $1 334b.

In 1995 the won gained about 1 .8% on
the dollar.

Seoul predicts moves to open the stock

market wider by raising the foreign

investment ceiling to 20% this year from

15% will attract an extra $3.5b.

Fears of more dollars chasing domestic

bonds is slowing the pace offixed income
market opening, Rha said

“Certainly it is one factor that makes us

somewhat more conservative in opening

the bond market,” be said
Foreigners can now invest only in com-

mercial paper issued by small and medi-
um-sized enterprises, which have a poor

track record, and certain low-yield gov-

ernment paper.

Rha said a New York-listed $100 mil-

lion country fund for bond investment

would be launched this year as planned,

but he was unable to give an exact

timetable.

While he was optimistic that economic
growth could be held at a targeted 7-

7.5%, ensuring a soft-landing after a

93% expansion last year, Rha warned of

the danger from regional instability.

“Asia is not as stable as Europe and

North America. In fact, its one of the most
unstable regions in the world Look at

what’s happening between Taiwan and
China.”

China is firing missiles into target sites

close toTaiwan as a warning against inde-

pendence.

“North Korea is also creating instabili-

ty.” said Rha. echoing widespread con-

cerns that food shortages and political

uncertainties in Pyongyang Uneaten a

fragile truce that ended the 1950-53

Korean war.

“This means that capital inflows and
outflows may notdepend entirely on eco-

nomic factors.

“So managing the Korean economy
must be done very carefully, weighing

economic and non-econotmc factors."
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S. Africa’s ANC
blasts big business

growth plan
JOHANNESBURG (Reuter)

South Africa’s ruling African

National Congress has slammed
an economic growth plan drawn
up by a big business think-tank as

“a recipe for disaster” which
could push the country back-

wards.

Labor Minister Tito Mboweni,
a member of the ANC’s executive

committee, said the party believed

there were major flaws in the

strategy document drawn up by

the South Africa Foundation,

which groups about 60 of the

country's largest companies.

The plan released last month
said major economic reform

would be needed if the govern-

ment was to meet its hoped-for

target of six percent annual eco-

nomic growth.

“The Growth For All document
runs the risk of pushing our coun-

try backwards in a number of

respects and die policies propos-

als contained therein could be a

recipe for disaster and if they were

ever to be adopted would interrupt

government,” Mboweni told a

news conference.

Among the proposals in the

document was cutting the budget

deficit by around 1.5% of gross

domestic product (GDP) from 6%
at present, raising billions of rand

through an accelerated privatiza-

tion program and creating flexi-

bility in the labor market
Mboweni slammed proposals

for brisk privatization of state

assets.

“They are saying that we
should move swiftly to privatiza-

tion, which means that., the

whole of the government would
be limited to zero almost immedi-
ately.

“A brief privatization program

sounds almost like a kind of
Tharcherite program," Mboweni
said, referring to former British

prime minister Margaret Thatcher,

who pioneered a program of rapid

privatization.

President Nelson Mandela’s

government said last year it would
sell off some state-owned enter-

prises and seek minority partners

in some strategic utilities, includ-

ing the telecommunications com-
pany Telkom.

In February, the government
and organized labor signed a

national framework agreement on
restructuring and privatizing state

assets.

“We would not be supportive of

the overall thrust of thus docu-

ment... we say this could cause

major social dislocation,”

Mboweni added

Egypt, IMF set date
for reform talks

CAIRO (Reuter) - Egypt and the

Internationa] Monetary Fund will

begin formal negotiations on

March 73 to discuss economic

reforms, IMF regional representa-

tive Abdel Shafcour ShaJaan said

yesterday.

“The fund wants to discuss

structural reforms and promoting
economic growth,” he said before

leaving for Lebanon.
ShaJaan and the fund’s Middle

East director Paul Charbier met
Egyptian Premier Kamal
Ganzouri on Saturday to set the
agenda for (he technical talks

expected to last for three to four

weeks.
Egypt is hoping this round of

talks will end with the fund’s

approval of its economic reforms,

which would cancel a $4 billion

debt and save $200 million of
annual debt service.

Egypt’5 Pari5 Club creditors

have linked the write-off this final

tranche of Cairo’s debt to the

fund’s approval of the changes
which aim at privatizing Egypt’s
lugubrious state-run economy and

promoting private-sector growth.

The Club has already waived $6b.

of Egypt’s debts.

. But Shalaan said the debt waiv-
er was not on the agenda of the
March 23 talks. “The $4b. is not
the object of this discussion,” he
said.

The negotiations wens to start

in January but both rides agreed
to put them off until the new
Egyptian government, which took
office in early January, had settled

in.

Since January, the new govern-
ment has embarked on an inten-

sive program of economic change,
making up for some of the time
lost in the last year under former
premier Atef Sedki.

It has removed some of the
blocks to investment, introduced

new incentives, cut the customs
duty on some capital goods and
reformed the housing law.

The cabinet has also promised a
wave of total sell-offs and paxtial

flotations of several state-run

firms on the Egyptian stock

exchange within weeks.
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UGonn nips Hoyas to

win Big East title

—
-me Jerusalem Post Monday, March' 11, 1996

Mac. Jerusalem, Ramat Gah
pull away from bottom

NEWYORK (AP)— Hie Connecticut Huskies
were quick to don T-shirts proclaiming them-
selves Big Bast tournament champions.' There
were no traditional net-cutting ceremonies,
though. Something about a goal in another
tournament

'

The third-ranked Huskies overcame a fright-

ful second half by RayAlien with a game-clos-
ing 12-0 run to beat No. 6 Georgetown 75-74
Saturday night to complete a sweep of the reg-
ular-season and tournament titles, something
they couldn't do die last two seasons.

It looked like it was going to be three straight

when Jahidi White’s three-point play gave the

Hoyas a 74-63 lead with 4:46 to play. Kirk
King, playing the role of hero down the stretch

that is usually played by Allen, the conference
player of the year, scored eight of the next 10
points to get the Huskies within 74-73 with
1:05 left.

Allen, who had missed 14 straight shots and
had been held to just three free throws in the

second half, took back the star label with a dri-

ving shot with :I3 left for the game-winner.
“It’s a feeling like no other,'* Allen said of

winning the tournament. “You can talk about it,

about winning a three-day tournament like this

with these great teams, but there are no words
about how much it means to us. We are the

champions but the celebration will be short"

Georgetown’s star also was misfiring in the

second half. Guard Allen Iverson, who sat for

almost five minutes with four fools, had a shot

at winning it, but his drivingjumper missed, and

a payback by Jerome Williams was also off.

But this was Connecticut's game, at least For

the last 4:46.

“It’s a wonderful, wonderful feeling the way
our kids came back," Connecticut coach Jim
Calhoun said. “Someone asked if we needed a

gut check. At 29-2 you don’t need gut checks.

But use magnificent, courageous, all those

cliche words for a win in a great basketball

game over a great opponent"
The game between the league’s top two

seeds lived up.to the hype h received even with
the absence of the usually high standards by
Allen and Iverson in the second half.

Bach team had a freshman step up - Ricky

Moore for Connecticut who had 12 of his 14
points in the second half, and Victor Page for

Georgetown, who followed his 34-point semi-

final effort against Vi]lanova with 20 points in

the tide game.
“Ricky had a tremendous game for os

whether it was scoring or the defense on
Iverson," Calhoun said of Moore. He turned

then to King, a junior forward who is usually

the last Connecticut starter mentioned. “Kirk

was magnificent. He is the most unproved
player in the league. He did that with starting

center Travis Knight having fouled out,”

The tournament title was Connecticut’s sec-

ond, the other coming in 1 990 when the Huskies

lost to Duke in the NCAA East Regional final

on a buzzer-beater by Christian Laettner.

Georgetown (26-7), making its I Oth champi-
onship game appearance in the 17 tournaments

played, has now lost four straight title games
after winning the first six. The Hoyas’ last title

came in 1989.

“I feel bad for the kids because it was a great

tournament for them and we played well enough

to win tonight," Georgetown coach John

Thompson said. “Connecticut gets the credit for

their comeback. We’ll recover. It will take a

while but they will and we’ll go on and play."

The matchup didn’t affect much of anything

as far as the NCAA tournament is concerned

for the teams - Connecticut should be a No. 1

seed and Georgetown a No. 2 - but it was
revenge for Connecticut, which lost to

Georgetown 77-65 during the season to snap a

23-game winning streak. Allen had 13 points

in that game and he finished with 20 in this

one, including the two that won it on a shot

made over Iverson, the league's defensive

player of the year the last two seasons.

"As you could tell. 1 couldn't bit anything in

the second half," be said, referring to his 1 -for-

9 shooting effort after halftime. "We set up a

play designed for Ricky to penetrate and kick

it back to the open man. I came off a screen at

the elbow, was up in the air and all I could do
was heave it toward the basket and fortunately

it went in. You see that all the time and don't

think it could happen to you but tonight it did."

“We did a good job on Allen in the second

half and even did a good job on the last shot,"

Thompson said. "He shot a shot that no way in

hell you thought it was going in but it ends up
in the basket- That’s why he’s a good player.

We got two good shots they just didn't drop."

King, who finished with 20 points, dunked a

rebound of a drive by Moore to make it a 74-

73 game with 1:05 to play.

Page missed the front end of a 1-and-l with

45 seconds to play and Connecticut worked the

ball around until Allen's game-winner.

Page, selected the tournament MVP, finished

with 20 points and Iverson and Othella

Harrington each had 13. Iverson had just two

points in the second half. He sal out 4:44 with

four fouls, but the Hoyas actually extended a

four-point lead to 67-59 while he was out.

Calhoun said not cutting down the nets was a

coach’s decision.

“We felt going into tonight we knew we were

the best team in the league and we felt we
would have been even if we had lost, been

beaten, by another good team," he said. “We
have said all along we have higher aspirations

but this still feels pretty great"

MACCABI Jerusalem and
Maccabi Ramar Gan took giant

steps forward in the battle to stave

off relegation last night, while

Hapoel Eiiar fell into the dreaded

Hfo spot in the Israeli Basketball

League table.

A steal of an inbounds pass by
Robert Rose, who then dished off

to Travis Mays for a lay-up with

23 seconds left iced die 87-76

upset victory for Ramat Gan,

while Adonis Jordan and Joe

Dawson sparked Maccabi
Jerusalem’s 92-83 home victory

over Safed.

Elsewhere last night, Hapoel
Holon snapped Hapoel Tel Aviv’s

four-game winning streak, while

Hapoel Galil Elyon thrashed hap-

less Hapoel Gvat
Ramat Gan 87, Rishou 76

Rose’s steal of the (abounds pass

and pass to Mays epitomized the dif-

ference between the inert Ramat Gan
club before the duo joined the team,

and the rejuvenated attitude since

their arrival.

The Ramat Gan powers-that-be got

the home crowd excited before the

game began by allowing free entrance

to all. Rose. Mays, Desi Baremore and

Amos Frishman took it from there by

playing their best game of the season

in defeating the third-place Rishon

Lezion squad.

James Gully was superb for Rishon,

especially at one stretch late in the

second half when he scored six

straight points keeping the game tied.

With 4:27 remaining however. Rose

FU GHONER

(14 points) and Mays (27)jackedl their

games up a notch as Ramat Gan broke

QWflY-

For Rishon. Gully had 33 points.

HerzUya 77, Hapoel Eilat 75 -

Lior Arditti calmly connected for

two free throws with seven seconds

remaining, enabling Heizliya to come

from behind and stay in the race for a

Final Four slot

A Willie Simms basket provided

Eilat with a 65-60 advantage with

5-30 to plav, however Heriiya’s pairof

Amirs (Katz and Mukhtari) led

Herzliya on a run that was capped by

an Arditti steal and lay-up which gave

Herzliya the 73-71 lead.

Guy Kantor connected on a eight-

foot jump shot tying the score at 73,

but John Hudson responded quickly

for Mali Katznrin’s club to retain the

two-point advantage. After a foul,

Simms was only able to connect on

one of two from the charity stripe,

enabling Herzliya to maintain posses-

sion of the lead and the ball. 'Hie

southerners inexplicably let 22 sec-

onds run off the clock before fouling

Arditti, whose free throws sealed the

victory.

Astir Katz had 29 points for the vic-

tors.

Mac. Jerusalem 92, Hap. Safed 83
Melvin Netibem's absence was felt

as Safed couldn’t keep pace with the

Jerusalemites. Neubem went back to

America after the Dizengoff terrorist

attack last week, and all of the Safed

club's efforts to convince their super-

star to return were to no avail.

For Jerusalem, who improved their

chances of saying inithe 1G»
nexr year. Avner Saban-jfod ASflf

Bamea provided-fee beat

while Adonis Jordan (25) and Joe

Dawson (22) supplied the pome.
Hap-Holon 87, Hap. TO
MUttoTNagner scored 28 ofna 33

points in- the sAcood half after being

Sifted to fce/shoottog guard posmoo

Jeadmg :Hok«ro;victory._Wa^ier^

ably assisted by Derrick Hamptons 24

points. For TO Ayiv^y^rich badjbor

four-game winning streak snapped,
j

Nannad Markovifch awTMeir ifcpito
(

scored 22 and ^respeetiveljw
j

Hap. GaiMyoa 96, Hap^Gvat 74 j

The youngstersfrom Gvaiproved to ,

be no match for their counterparts
j

from -the GaBl as. foe northerners

coastal to the^victoiy. Tbedisoineinea J

Gvat team played yet another ganre ;

without their foreign players as foeir

!

nightmare season continues. For

,

Galil, Andrew Kennedy poured in 31 !

paints.
1

!

In other league action, Maccabi Tfel

Aviv and Hapoel Jerusalemsquare off

tonight with first plahe on the tine,

;

while on Thursday the Tel Avivians
.

play Filar in a make-up game post-
:

poned from last week’s action. -
j

National

Hapoel Jerusalem -

MaccabTTel Avfv .

Hapoel GaS Elyon

.

BnetHerzjjya
Maccabi Riston
Hapoel Sated -

Hapoel Holon
Hapoet Tel Aviv -

MaccaW RamatGan
Maccabi Jerusalem
Hapoel EBat
Hapoel Oval
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Pistons squeeze past Mays.

Aussies, Kiwis face injury problems
MADRAS, India (AP) -
Traditional rivals Australia and
New Zealand faced injury prob-

lems on the eveoftoday's quarter-

final battle in the sixth cricket

Worid Cup in this southern Indian

city.

Today's other semifinal pits

South Africa against West Indies

in Karachi.

But Australia is confident of
defeating its rival, captain Mark
Taylor said Sunday.

With pace duo of Daniel

Morisson and Gavin Larsen
unable to play because of injuries.

New Zealand will find it hard to

oo^e^with i^nsoralia's bptgpg

Zealand captain Lee Germon.
“Yes, it will affect our bowling.”
Morrison is nursing a groin

injury and Larson has strained a
calf muscle.

But Germon said the match
against Australia would motivate

the players to give their best
Australia too has its share of

problems. Star leg break bowler
Shane Warnc is nursing a ham-
string injury but be bowled at the

nets on Sunday morning.

Arightthumb injury is bothering

wicket keeper-batsman Ian Healy.

“Warne bowled well this morning.

Healy bad played in the past with a
broken thumb." said Australian

skipper Mark Taylor after he put

his team through a grueling two-
hour practice session.

“As of the moment, all 14 play-
ers are eligible for selection. But
we'U have to see how it is tomor-
row," Taylor said.

The match will not command
(he same kind of near-frenzy as

Saturday’s contest between India
and Pakistan. ButTaylor promises

DOUBLE TROUBLE - Australians Mark Taylor (1) and Mark
Waugh score two runs in last week’s win over WestIndies. (Renter)

an exciting time for an expected

42,000-strong crowd in a day-

night encounter.

“It’s always highly competitive
when we play against New
Zealand which does not like to lose

to us. The rivalry is there between
our teams. But unlike India and
Pakistan, we at least play each
other regularly." Australian coach
Bobby Simpson said.

Pakistan played in India oyer

the weekend after a gap of nine

years and lost by 39 runs in the

quarter-finals. Cricketing contacts

have become a casualty of politi-

cal tensions between the two
countries.

*7 will not underestimate the

Kiwis. They tend to spring sur-

prises on us,” Simpson said.

The Australian captain said he

will look forward to a score of 250
at die M.A. Chidambaram stadium

ground. “Hie wicket looks good.

The pitch may take some spin in

the beginning, *’ Taylor said.

South Africa-West Indies

South African coach Bob
Woohner said on Sunday the form

of West Indies batsman Brian

Lara could be decisive to the out-

come of their World Cup quarter-

final today.

“I worked with him at

Warwickshire for six months and
he'll be difficult to get out,”

Woolmer said.

“When you see him bat it’s a
wondrous sight except if you are

on fhe^ opposing side. I hope he

wqp’t-be there long-7 ..... . .....

The' West Indian camp also

believe Lara's performance could

be a key element in the outcome.

Captain Richie Richardson said

he expected the holder of the

highest score in test and first-class

cncket would have to play an

important part

“We are looking for at least two
guys to get good scores. That will

be enough to win,” be said after his

team wrapped up their final prepa-

rations at the National stadium.

Lara had a long session in the

nets, liberally pounding the bowl-
ing of his teammates.

He has said he is looking for-

ward to playing on the flatter

Pakistani pitches after moderate
success, by his high standards, in

West Indies’ four group A match-

es in India.

Lara made his Test debut in

Pakistan in 1990 and said be had
enjoyed batting there on that

occasion.

For the South Africans, batsman
Daryll Cuiliaan has recovered
from a slight back muscle strain

and is fit.

AUBURN HILLS (Reuter) - Otis

Thorpe led the surging Detroit

Pistons in scoring and end-game
defense for a 92-91 victory over

the Dallas Mavericks Saturday.

Thorpe got 20 points and 15

rebounds and Grant Hill had 18

and a career-high 17 for Detroit,

which won for the seventh time in

nine games. Terry Mills added 15

points and 1 1 boards.

After Terry Mills hit a 15-foot

jumper with 1:39 remaining to put

Detroit up 92-91, Dallas had
numerous chances to retake the

lead. But Lorenzo Williams had a
shot blocked by Thorpe, Jason

Kidd missed a jumper and George

McCloud and Kidd - guarded by
Thorpe - cooJkfn’t convert three-

pointers.

Jim Jackson netted 28 points

and Lucions Harris -tied a season

high with 19 for Dallas.

SATURDAY’S RESULTS:
Detoit 92, Dallas 91
Denver 102, Golden State 88

Liverpool, Leeds in Cup deadlock
LONDON (Reuter) - Liverpool

failed to reproduce the league

sparkle which swept Aston Villa

aside 3-0 a week ago when the

team drew 0-0 in a lackluster FA
Cup quarter-final tie at Leeds yes-

terday.

In the draw for the semifinals

made immediately afterwards, the

winners of foe March 20 replay

will ' meet"either Nottingham -

Forest or AstooVlUa. "'!^ va
Forest reached die quarter-finals

on Saturday after beating

Tottenham in a penalty shootout

in a fifth round replay at White
Hart Lane after the sides finished

level at 1-1.

In the other semifinal, Chelsea or

Wimbledon will play Manchester

United or Southampton.

Wimbledon drew 2-2 in the

quarter-final tie at Chelsea on
Saturday and the sides, must
replay. Manchester United meets

Southampton tonight.

Liverpool had scored three

times in the first eight minutes

when it brushed Aston Villa aside

last week, but there'was no such
whirlwind yesterdays*^. -

;

I jmiiafiorfT THnwaitl

The Robbie Fowler-Stan
1

Collymore combination, which
has yielded 26 goals for Liverpool ;

in an unbeaten 16-match run, bad
a blank day and was largely

restricted to long-range shots.

Leeds, already safely through to

the League Cup final, had its best

moments lateron when Wiflonson

sefogpffrian Deane for the.

Leeds 'Howaitt^^stMIfe^TOtoas Brolin ffitfigL

WOkrasprfjjjJWaiting 'from a 5^9 —"mmutd. 1

'

defeat by Liverpool in Jammy, Almost immediately his robtist

opened with a smothering five- /run created an opening for GarJ
man defense, reinforced by the

' *" ’L_ ‘ J

return ofGary Kelly.

The,first half produced just one
chance of note, bill Steve

McManaman, put through by
John Barnes, mis-hit his shot

across the face of goal.

McAllister, but he hoisted over
the bat
- Yesterday's FACopwmifliiab draw:
Nottingham Forest or .Aston Vffia -v

.

Leeds United or Liverpool; Chelsea or
Wimbledon r Manchester United or f

Southampton. Matches to be played oo ?

March 31, vennes stfll to be dedded.

Smashnova successful in

first round of Evert Cup
ANNA Smashnova caused an

upset Saturday by beating

Argentina’s Ines Gorrochategui,

ranked 47 in the world, in the firer

round of the Evert Cup tourna-

ment in Indian Wells, California.

Smashnova, ranked 78, won 5-

7, 7-5, 6-3. In the second round
last night Smashnova was due to

play the US’s Mary Joe

Fernandez, ranked 13 in the

world.

Meanwhile, in the second leg of

HEATHER CHAfT

the Club Hotel Eilat Satellite,

Noam Behr, the only Israeli

among the last four players, lost

his semifinal match to the second

seed Ignacio Truyll from Spain

yesterday.

In the quarter-finals on Friday,

Behr, seeded fifth, dismissed the

winner of the first leg, Bing Pan
of China, 6-4, 6-2 but Truyll won
easily against Behr 6-1. 6-2.

Today's final, delayed from
Saturday due to rain and moved to .

Jaffa, will be contested between
Truyll and top seeded Lars
Jonsson from Sweden; Joosson
reached the final when Ivan
Lukacs from Hungary retired at 6-

3, feeling unwell. Hila Rosen, top
seed in the women's tournament,

.

which was also moved to Jaffa,

beat second seed Jule Pullin from
England 6-0, 6-1 in the final yes-
terday.

RATES

PRICES AHE AS FOLLOWS - Afl rates
include VAT
SJogte Weekday - N)S 99.45 for to words
(minhtUOT), each adc«JonaJ word NIS 934
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
152.10 10 words (minimum)

, each addi-
tional word NIS 1521.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY end FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 23400 far 10 words
frnlnimumj.each additional word - NIS

WEEK RATE (B Insertions) - NIS 315.90
for 10 words (minimum), each atidtioreti
word -NIS 31.59.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
40JL50 for 10 wonit (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 40.96.
MONTHLY (24 Insertions) - NIS G4SL50
foMO wwcte^i^^rrimum), each atkfitional

Rates are valid until 31.5.98.

DEADLINES offices:

rteweatom - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before puMcatton; tor Friday and Sunday:
6 am. on Thursday.
Tel Avly and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noga 2 teya before publication; for Friday
and Sunday: 4 pjn. Thureday In TW Aviv
and 12 noon Thursday in He«.

dwellings
General

WHERE TO STAY
JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. * Short
term lertah - Bed and breakfast* P.O.Box
^SSjJsnisalem 91044. TW. 02-611746.
fine 02-616541.

DWELLINGS
Outside Israel

HOUDAY RENTALS

HOLIDAY APARTMENTS IN ELL
HOPE, main cates and holiday resorts.
Ideal tor tiuntitea. IWJFax 02-767692.

CLASSIFIEC
-

EXCLUSIVE! OPERA TOWER! 2 Ngh,
breathtaking view of sea. $415,000. KAV-| DWELLINGS |

Jerusalem HAYAM. Tet 03-523-9888.

HOUDAY RENTALS EXCLUSIVE!! QUIET NORTH of Tel

AvtvU Penthouse, 200sq.m. one level *
48 sq.m, on roof + au pair unft + pool.

$1,650,000. KAV-HAYAM. Tel. 03-523-

9988.

2-BEDROOM GARDEN APARTMENT
opposite president's house. Fully

aairaaBasfc*- •»*

RENTALS
EXCLUSIVE] 1 ZAHALAl! 1,000 n.m.
plot/ 180 sq.m. huHL- $1 ,200,000. KAV-
HAYAM. TM. 03-523-9968.

?JSS!?
A

.

N col-ONY- (ITALIAN CO-
jONOTLiouiy, 2-fi looms, fumfehed/un-
ftjfgfoijjorig tern possible. larabuBd’

SALES
^UAN COLONY- Nlkteatomer Hats-wb Sheet, luxury apartments. 4-6, baico-

i DWELLINGS )

Sharon Area

I DWELLINGS
RENTALS

Tel Avtv

Wanted to buy
1-2 room flat

quiet Inside green line.

Write to: Rltterstraase 40, CH
5047 Bremgarten, Switzerland

^orphone 0041-315012947.

FOR RENT11 HERZUYA PKuahH GaW
Tcheletll New villa. SOOsqjn.-Jridt.
350sq.m. buttt + pooL KAy-HAYAM. TW.
03-523-9968. • — -

HERZLIYA PITUAH. CHARMING.
HOUSE. 3-5 bedrooms. 2 baiftpooms,

.

very gutat area, oarden, S2J200. Ittam

SALES
JAFFA, FOR SALE/RENT, magnificent
Arab style house with view of sea & Old

j
meters buR. KAVHAYAMTW. 03-

HERZUYA PITUAH FOR RENT AND
SALE. Exclusive houses In prfTM- loca-

tions. Moran Real Estate (Wwdan), 09*
572759.

DWELLINGS
Haifa and North

FOR SERIOUS: NORTH, new. S, 160
-c.m..jtmhitectural design. Immediate. SALES

4, LUXURIOUS, +
elevator + parking, 1stBWfIBM#.

live contents,
(munkapalRy)

CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS.-HOUSE.
sea, admitting pool,.OBirm

050331725,
HbL

BUSINESS OFFERS
General

Fnvestment
HEALTH FOOD BUSINESS seeks
•tort-tern sotid Investmentn prospective
export TbL 08-202-840.

SERVICES
General

COUNSEUNG/HEALTH
FEEL RELAXED WITH Aromatherapy
by professional Reflexologiat/Masseu r.

Tel. 052-681-654 (Amb)-

SERVICES
TM Avfv

HEALTH
FOR HEALTHY BODY A a happy mind,

have a professional massage or Shiatsu.m r*

SITUATIONS VACANT
J Jerusalem

- SALES PERSONNEL
~~

WANTED: MARKEDNQ/SALES PEO-
PLE for exclusive product, salary + eom-
tnMton. (02 ) 882—1111 MlchaL

SITUATIONS VACANT
. Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP
FORGET THE RESTII We are the
bestll The biggest and oldest agency In
Israel For theNgtost quality Bve-in job*
phone AuPair International. 03-61904237

AU PAIR FOR wonderful girt, live In,
goo<f conditions. 03-5105740, 050-
518064,

EXPERIENCED HOUSEKEEPER,
LtvE4N,QOOD conditions, central. Tel.

03-68848839.

IMMEDIATE! II S7Q0 + ROOM AND
board lor NICE, experienced metapeiet in

IMAVIV.IW. 03-524-2085.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the

wtti a heart for the Au Palm. Calagency wi

HSmaTbi. 03-9859937.

8AVYON, LIVE-IN, EXPERIENCED
housekeeper + coakfog, non smoker, ex-
cellent conditions, references. Tel. 03-
534-1036.

AMERICAN FAMILY SEEKS South
African au pair, tive-Jn, centra) TW Aviv,
$750 + NIS 200 Immedtate bonus. TW. 03-
8201196, 062-432002-JackJe.

WANTED FILIPINA HOUSEKEEPER
for housework +. ffwHn, good conditions.
TW. 050-380-008.

OFFICE STAFF
rihEEkAN&^jfriusH 3PE/CRER3
wanted! High salary) Call Mkhasl at 03-
57562551

jTeJ Aviv Communications Co.
Invites applications for a position
demanding Intelligence, complete
command of English (mother-tongue

wtedge of tngllBh/Hebrew
. work on computer (sa

Additional languages, German or

!

an atteL Good terms.

03-5270834. 03-5273030

PURCHASE SALES
Jerusalem.

FOR SALE

SEWING MACHINE IN desk; 3 meter
soNd walnut buflfetfbar. RecUner. Chanda-
Ber. Mbcelaneous. IbL 02-250-782.

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:

SPORTS BRIEFS

Knicks show Nelson the door
The New York Knicks fired head coach Don Nelson and named
assistant Jeff Van Gundy as his replacement oyer the weekend.
The announcement came a day after Nelson stud he planned to

serve his three-year contract as head coach, but would understand
if he was fired by the organization.

“It was clear, for whatever reason, chat the team was not
responding,” said Knicks President and General Manager Ernie
Grunfeld. “The team was not playing up to its capabilities. We
made the decision now to give the team the best opportunity to turn
things around for the stretch tun and the playoffs.”

But what likely spumed the firing is Nelson’s icy relationship
with some of the.players. Nelson has been involvedin a war of
words with Knicks guard John Starks the past two weeks since he
benched Starks in favor of Hubert Davis. Starks complained openly
about the move and claimed he was being treated unfairly. AP

Carling retires as captain
Will Carting, who led England to the World Cup finals in 1991 and
the semifinals a year ago, is stepping down as England's rugby
captain but will continue as a player.

6 J

The 30-year-old Carling, who has captained England for eight
years, announced his reti rement yesterday in a newspaper column
he writes, saying his game on Saturday against Ireland in the Five
Nations tournament would be his last as captain. aj>

Hill wins Australian GP
Damon Hill overtook his slowing rookie Williaras-Renault
teammate Jacques Villeneuve with five laps remaining yesterdav
and won his second straight Australian Grand Prix.

y

Hill recorded foe 14fo Formula One victory of his career
equaling the record of his late father Graham Hill - a two-time
world champion - and became foe first man to win successive
Australian grands prix. ^
National highjump mark set
Constatin Maiusevich set a new Israeli record in the hich iumn n
the Indoor European Championships held yesterdav in
Maiusevich reached 2.31 meiers and finished fourth. Heather Ctoit

GCOREBOARD
NHL- Saturday’s remits: Boston 3. Philadelphia 2; New Jersw 4. ,
(OTh N-Y. Kansas 6, Washington I; N.Y. feSers 4. WnSS,
Ottawa 2?Ttonmto 4, Calgary 3; St Louis 6, Hartford %

sT
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WHAT’S ON 11

CRITIC’S CHOICE
JERUSALEM

3000
Helen Kaye

JERUSALEM 3000 and Horn
Jerusalem 30. The Hora
Jerusalem Folk Dance Troupe
is celebrating its 30th and the
city s 3,000th birthday in two
evenings of song and dance
with the participation of 400
dancers from the capital's var-
ious troupes. It’s called From
SO to 3000 and it’s on tonight
and tomorrow in the Jerusalem
Sherover Theater. Info and
tickets: (02) 253475

CLASSICAL
MUSIC

Michael Ajzenstadt

ARIE Vardi brings the magic
of Ravel to the Mann
Auditorium in Tel Aviv today
as the Israel Philharmonic
Orchestra presents, under his
baton, another one of its high-
ly engaging family concerts at
5:30 p.m.
Those interested in getting a

sneak preview of up-and-com-
ing musical talents are invited
to the annual Clairmont
Competition taking place this

week at the Rubin Music
Academy at the Tel Aviv
University.

Today features seven competitors in the young
t up to 1 7) violinists’ division. Tomorrow there are
tO contestants in the older (17-24) violin divi-

sion. Wednesday showcases nine young pianists
and Thursday six somewhat older pianists. Each
competition day starts at 10 a.m. and is open to

the general public free of charge. The prizes will

be awarded in a festive concert next Sunday at the
Tel Aviv Museum (8:30 p.m.).

TELEVISION

Ruth Kern

ONE can almost picture Keith Floyd up there in

heaven, sauteing flower petals in nectar with one
hand, while introducing one of his be-winged
"chums” with the other. The fact is, the traveling

TV cookery personality seemed equally at ease

wherever he went, treating all food and newly
acquired acquaintances with the same kind of
rushed, offhand charm. Back in re-run purgatory,

the Discovery Channel is bringing us a younger,

thinner Floyd on holy. Catch It tonight at 9:30 or

AJ Pacino is dedicated detective Vincent Hanna in ‘Heat.'
(Frank Connor)

tomorrow at 12:30 p.m.

FILM

Adina Hoffman

HEAT - Al Pacino and Robert De Niro,
the Zeus and Poseidon of contemporary
American film realism, share just two scenes in

Michael Mann's film. The whole movie, howev-
er. feels pitched inevitably toward their con-
frontation. In some ways, it's not even the physi-

cal meeting between them that matters, so much
as its threat, or promise.

A remarkable piece of sustained suspense-

building, Heat is stark, brutal, and at almost three

hours long, extraordinarily engaging. The loom-
ing presence of the two actors - who play a ruth-

less professional criminal and a dedicated Los
Angeles police detective - lends the picture a fas-

cinating singlemindedness and unrelenting for-

ward thrust As in a good Western, Mann slyly

animates the oxymoronic-sounding dramatic

arrangement of two men joined by their solitude.

(English dialogue. Hebrew subtitles. Children

under 17 not admitted without an adult)
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ACROSS

X Contemplates terminal
near Enfield? (7,3)

6 Achievements ofBookV(4)
9 Carriage to expel fellows

going to Tasmania,
originally (10)

10 You and I embracing
conditional partner (4)

12 Penny included in new
money from Melbourne, for

example (6)

13 Sprinklingofsoda ruin duebprmi
old creature? (8)

15 tipping on jet

18 New parson is heir to such
people (12)

21 Inn the AA graded for this

capital fellow (8)

22 Ancient city’s role in South
Africa? (6)

24 Sin of diplomat losing
original order (4)

25 Source ofpower seems, we
hear, to be laid down ages
ago (10)

26 Analysis of cricket-match
(4)

27 Cantractzog organic tissue
can be harsh (10)

DOWN
1 Reckoned to be under
pressure in such a cell? (6)

2 No copper coins in
retumingfrom Japan (6)

3 Shopkeeper shutting the
door on one, possibly (5,7)

4 Amount to nothing,
wrestling (4)

5 Novel not in fashion, like

“A Farewell to Anna*? (3-7)

7 Like a peak with no
internal cold—that
describes the weather (8)

8 Pilot too old?Apoor way to

travel! (8)

11 Calling u^Went off topic

of lay on
start

m scorn

14 0
ftrginia

things off(10)

16 A Quiet generator is

unmistakable (8)

17 Old records of principal
American composer (8)

19 Girls ordered English
salmon (6)

20 Home of Trollope's law
society (6)

23 Brand of tie used by
musician? (4)

J- SOLUTIONS
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Yesterday's Quick Solution

ACROSS: 1 Wage*. 4 Clarice, 9

Abusive, 10 Bums, 11 Exam, IS

Elegant, IS Vis, 14 Dice, 1C Sett, IS

Doa, SO Affkfate, SI lafO, 34 Nonet
38 Upbraid, 30Plasms, Tt Taatar.

DOWN: 1 Weaver, 2 Goods, S Skin,

5 Largesse, 8 Betnnant 7 Kraut*. 8

Cane, 13 Verbatim, 15 Intents, 17

Catnap, 18 Demur, IS Ponder, SS

Alarm, XSAbtit.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Twist,novel
by Dickens (6)

4 wet through (6)

7Veiyfunny (9)

9 Hastened (4)

10 Handle chunsfly
(4)

11 Automaton (5)

13 Chequered
pattern (6)

14 Niche, alcove (6)

15 Spider's trap (6)

17 Shrewd (6)

19 River ofFrance (5)

20 Woe is me! (4)

22 Jab. nudge (4)

23 Triple (9)

24 Prize,memento (6)

25 Lumbeqack (6)

DOWN
1 Beginning (6)

2 Empty (4)

S Soundmind (6)
4 Seaman (6)

5 Percussion
instrument (4)

B Italian city (6)
7 Pulse (9)

8 Protection (9)

11 Composer (5)

12 PesterplayfiiQy (5)
15 Swiss cottage (6)

16 New York street

(6)

17Cunning(6)

18 Cause to be
beloved (6)

21 Boutique (4)

22 Bung 14}

TELEVISION

CHANNEL

1

6:30 News 6:45 Exercise Hour 7:00
Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONALTV

8:00 Revolutions In modem
8:30 Reading comprehensio
Nature 9*5 Sesame Street 103)0 On
Second Thoughts 10:30 Science and
Technology 1005 English 11.15
General History 11-.45 English 12*05
Physical geography 13:30 Stories
about animals 13:40 Our Friends
13:45 Kitty Cat and Tommy 14:00 A
Thousand and One Americas 14:25
Mother Goose 15:00 Autnto

CHANNEL 1

15:32 Land wfthout time 15:55 Rex
16:20 At the tip of the brash 16:59 a
New Evening 17:34 Zaptot to Hosting
- with young artists and performers
18:15 News m English
ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Sport magazine 19:00 News in
Arabic
HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:30 Every Evening with Merav
Michael i 20:00 News 20:45 PopolitJca
22:00 Sanderson - comedy 23:00
Backtrack - with Ehud Manor 23:30
News magazine 24:00 Verse of the
Day

CHANNEL

2

13:00 Talking about it - Danny Roup
talks to people with interesting stories

14:00 All for One - adventure series

about a co-ed football team 14:30
Tick Tack 15:00 Pinocchio - with
Hebrew dubbing 15:30 Dreams with
Uzi Hitman 16:00 The Bold and the

Beautiful 17:00 News magazine with
Rafi Reshef 17:30 A Matter of Time -
drama for youth 18:00 Santa Barbara
1SMI Baywatah 20:00 News 20:30
tfs a Deal - game show 21:05 Zehu
Zeh - comedy 21:40 Dan Sftflon Jive

23:15 Sirens - police drama series
24:00 News 00:05 Sirens (continued)
00:20 Studs - dating game 00:45
Stareky and Hutch - pofice series

1:35 In Broad Daylight (1991) -Gun-
toting butty played by Brian Dennehy
terrorizes a town and challenges fts

residents to stand up to him (IX
mins.) 3:10 Poem of the Day

JORDAN TV

14:00 Bonkers 14:30 Richie Rich -
cartoon 15:00 Playabout 15:15
Bustin' Loose - comedy 15:40
Animals of the Mediterranean -docu-
mentary 16:10 Okavango 17:X
French Programs 19:35 McHaie's
Navy - comedy 20:X Rhythms that

speak -documentary 2th25 The Bold
and the Beautiful 21:10 Temples of

WHERETO GO
Notices in this feature are charged at

NIS28.08 per One, Including VAT. insertion

eveiy day of the month costs NIS52Q.65
per one, Including VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the

Mount Scopus campus, in English, daDy
Sun.-Thur., 11 am. from Bronfman
Reception Centre, * Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a, 9, 23, 26,

26. For info, call 382819.
HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah Installa-

tions, Chagall Windows. Tel. 02-416333,
02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Micha Bar-Am -The
Last War, PhotographsTiranit Bara lay,

1995Miriam Cabessa, PaintingsBght in

November - Gffksberg, Gross, Reisman.
Shelesnyak. Almog. Barest, Gal,
DavidYaacov Dorchin - Blocked Wei[The
Museum Collections. HELENA RUBIN-
STEIN PAVILION FOR CONTEMPO-
RARY ART. A Passion lor the New: New
Art In Tel Aviv Collections. Hours:
Weekdays 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Tue. 10 am-10
p.m. Fri. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. SaL 10-3 p.m.
Meyerhoff Art Education Center, Tel.

6919155-8.
WIZQ. To visit our projects can Tel Aviv

6923819: Jerusalem 258060; Malta
388817.

HAIFA
WHAT'S ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Center Pharm, Har
hahotzvim, 869744; Balsam, Salah e-Din,

272315; Shuafat, Shuafai Road. 810108;
Dar Aldawa, Herod’s Gate, 282058.
Tel Aviv: Briut, 28 King George, 528-

3731; Kupat Hdim Clalrt, 7-9 Amsterdam,
523-2383. Till 3 a.m. Tuesday: Ben-
Yehuda. 142 Ben-Yehuda, 522-3535. TTII

midnight'. Superpharm Rama! Aviv, 40
Ensiewi, 641-3730.
Ra’anana-Ktar Sava: SiNla. 182
Weizmann. Kiar Sava. 765-9642.
Netanya: Netanya. 1 1 Herzi. 822842.
Krayot area: Harman, 4 Simtat Modfin.
Kiryai Motion. 370-7770/3.
Hula: Magen David, 13 Geula, 862-5205.
Herzliya: Ctal Pharm, Beit Markazim, 6
Masldt (cnr. Sderot HagaJim), HerzTiya

Rtuah. 558472. 556407. Open 9 a.m. to

midnight.

Upper Nazareth: Ctal Pharm, Lev Hair
Mail, 570468. Open 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Eln Kerem (inter-

nal, surgery, orthopedics); Misgav Ladach
(obstetrics); Blkur Hofim (pediatrics, ENT);
Shaare Zedek (optnalmoiogy).
Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv Medical Center (pedi-

atrics), IchBov (internal, surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dal 101 (Hebrew) or 911
(English) In most parts or the country. In

addition-
Ashdcxr 551335 Kfar Sfiva' BQ222?
AaMwIon 551332 Nahartya' 912333
Beersheba- 274767 Neanya- 604444
BerfShenwst»5KJi33 Petah Tana - 8311111
Dan Region* 5793333 RehovW 451333
EJtaT 332444 RtshOT 9642333
Hate* 0512233 Sated 92C333
Jerusalem* 523133 TW AvtV 5460H1
Karmfer 9885444 Tiberias' 783444
* MnHe imenstvs Care Unit (MICU) service In

the area. around the dock.

Medical help for tourists (in English)

177-022-9110
The National Poison Control Center at

Hambem Hospital 04-8529205, tor emer-
gency calls 24 hours a day, for information

m case of poisoning.

Eran - Emotional First Aid. Jerusalem
610303, Tel Aviv 5461111 (Chfldren/youth

6961113). Haifa 8672222/3. Beersheba
281128, Netanya 625110. Kamtfef

9988410. Mar Sava 7874555. Hedera
346789.
Wtzo hotlines lor battered women 02-

6514111. 03-5461133 (also in Russan),

07-376310, 08-550508 (also in Amfiaric).

Rape Crisis Center (24 hours). Tel Avtv

5234819, 5449191 (men). Jerusalem

255558. Haifa 8660111, Eilat 31977.

Hadassah Medical Organization -Israel

Cancer Association telephone support

service 02-247676 gary).

Netanya: Laniado.

the gods - documentary ZhOO News
in English 2225 Perfect Scoundrels
23:15 Taurus Rising 24:00 EBen -
comedy

MIDDLE EASTTV

14:00 The 700 Club 14:55
Adventures of Gallant Bess (1945) -
romantic adventure about a
man tom between his love for I

end his love for his horse.
Cameron Mitchefl and Audrey Long
(73 mins.) 1520 Dennis the Menace
1&55 Mask 1720 Fables of the
Green Forest 17:45 Another Life
15:10 Sea Quest 19:10 Magnum PJ.
20:00 World News Tonight (Arabic)
2020 CNN Headline News 21:00
The Bm Cosby Show 2120 Diagnosis
Murder 2220 Snowy River 23:10
700 Club 24:00 Special Program

CABLE

3
war hero and discovers somethii

amiss. With
20:45 Whafs New at the Movies
21:00 Fan Fan (1993, French) -
Vincent Price stare as a lover bored
with his five year relationship and
decides to go after a younger woman.
(89 mins.) 22:35 Shy People (1987) -
melodrama starring JH1 Ciayburgh
and Barbara Hershey (114 mins.)

00:30 Armed Response (1986) -
action film about a family that gets

mixed up in a Chinatown war (82
mins.) (rpt) 1:55 Friday the 13th Part

VII (1988)- (84 mins.) (rpt)

CHILDREN (6)

620 Cartoons 820 Surprise Garden
8:30 Uzzy13ee~9:00 White Fang 9:40
The Heart 10:00 Step by Step 1025
Sweet Valley High 11:00 Sliders

12:00 Saved by the Bell 12:30 Hugo
13:00 Surprise Garden 1325 Alvin

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Living in Oblivion 5

* Animator Raoul Servals 7 *
Howard’s End 7 * Berdet 9:30 * Sauva
Out Petit 9:30 G.G. GIL Jerusalem MaU
(Malhajv 788448 Heat 4, 7, 10 * Dead
Man WaikfngdLae Vega»•American
President 4:45, 7:15, 9.45 * Show Girls

9:45 * Casino 4:15, 7, 9:30 * Gat
Shorty 4:45, 7:30, 10 * Sudden Death

4:45, 7:15 * Fair Gama weekdays
4:45, 7:15 JERUSALEM THEATER
Georgia 7, 9:30 * Las Vegas 7, 930
RAV CHEN 1-7® 792799 Credit Card
Reservations* 794477 Rav-Mecher
Bunding, IS Ha’oman SL, Talpfot

SevenMScariet Letter 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 *
Ace Ventura 5, 7:30, 9:45 * Sense and
Sensibility 4:30, 7:15, 9:45 * Money
ThtinMBIue In the Face 5, 7:30, 9:45

The Usual Suspects 5, 7:30, 9:4

TEL AVIV
CINEMATHEQUE On the Edge 5,

7:30, 930 * 1m Lauf der Zett 7 * Der
Letzte lCosmonaut 10 DEEENGOFF
Las Vegas 11 a.m.. 1, 3. 5. 7:45. 10 *
Show Girls 11 am., 2, 5, 7:45, 10 * A
Man of No importance 11 ajn., 3, 7:45 *
Fresh 1,5, 10 DRIVE IN Virtuosity 10

A Sex Film 12 midnight GAN HA7R *
5279215 Priscilla 2:30, 5, 7:30, 9:45
GAT Sense and Sensibility 4:30, 7:15,
9:45 GORDON Eat, Drink, Man.
Woman weekdays 5:15, 7:30, 10
G.G. HOD 1-4 tr 5228090 Hod
Passage, IQl Dizengoll St Dead Man
Walking Z 5, 730, 10 * Casino 2, 5:15,

8^0 * American President 2, 5, 7:30, 10

* Clueless 2, 5, 7:30, 10 LEV 1-4 »
5288288 Heat 11 a.m^ 2:15, 6:30, 9:45 *
White Man's Burden 12 norm, 2, 4:45, 8,

10 * Georgia 12 noon, 2, 7:45 * Denise

Catis Up 5. 10 * FarinslII 12 noon, 2,

5, 7:30, 9:45 G.G. PE'ER Heat 4, 7,

10 * Underground 4, 7, 10 * Dead Man
WalkingMGet Shorty 5, 7:30, 10 A
Casino 5:30, 9 RAV-CHEN" 5282288
Dizengoff Center Ace Ventura 5, 7:30,

9:45 Scarlet Letter 4:45, 7:15. 9:45 *
Seven 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 * Money Train

11:30 a-rru, 2:30. 5. 7^0, 9:45 * The
Usual Suspects 11:30 a.m., 2:30. S, 7:30,

9:45 * Dangerous Minds 11 a.m.,

2:30, 5, 7:30, 9:45 RAV-OR 1-5 »
5102674 Opera House SmtriceMII

PostinoMUnstrung HcroesOBIue In the

FaeaMThe Crossing Guard 5, 7:30,

9:45 G.G. TAYELET 1-3 » 5177952 2

Yona Hanavi St American
PresidentWPassover FeverWCIuelass
7:30, 10 G.G. TEL AVIV« 5281181 65

Pinsker SL Sudden Death 5. 7:30, 10 *
Casino 6:15. 9-^0 * Get Shorty 5, 7:30,

10 TEL AVIV MUSEUM * 6961297 27
Shout HameJekft Boulevard Chungking
Express 5, B, 10
HAIFA
CINEMA CAFE AMAMI * 325755
Something to Talk About 9:15 * Home
For the Hoddays 7:15 * Smoke 9:15 *
Haunted Soul 7 ATZMON 1-5 w
673003 Fair GameMAmerican
President 4:30, 7, 9:15 * Show Girts

4:15, 6:45, 9:15 * Heat 6. 9:15* Casino

6, 9:15 CINEMA CAFE MORIAH «
242477 Passover Fever 7:30, 9:30
CINEMATHEQUE Just Friends
9:300RLY Sense and Senstollity 6:30,

9:15 RAV-GAT 1-2 « 874311 [OS]
Scarlet Letter 4:15, 6:45, 9:15 * Ace
Ventura 4:45, 7, 9:15 RAV-MOR 1-7

« 8416699/8 [OS] SevenMMoney Train

4:45. 7. 9:15 -* Scarlet Letter 430, 7,

9:15 * Ace Ventura S. 7, 9.15 * Sense
and Sensibility 6:30, 9:15 * The Usual

Suspects 4:45. 7, 9:15 * Dangerous
Hinds 4:45, 7, 9:15 RAV-OR 1-3 «

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8d30 Falcon Crest 9:00 One Life to
Uve 9:45 The Young and the
Restless 1Ch30 Second Time Around
10:55 WKRP in Cincinnati 11^25
Ceteste 12:10 Neighbors 12:35 Pc
Mason 13:30 Starting al 1^0 14:(

The A Team 14^5 Falcon Crest
15:45 Secrets of the North 16:40
Neighbors 17:10 Models Inc. 18:00
One Life to Live 18:45 The Young and
The Restless 1930 Local broadcast
20:00 Celeste 20:50 Married With
Children 21:15 Nanny 21:40 Mad
About You 22.-05 Frasier 22:15
Nanny 22:30 A Liberated Woman
22:55 To be announced 23:20 Mad
About You 23:45 Sisters 00:35
Counter Offensive 1:25 Knots
Landing

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

10:30 A Thousand Heroes (1992) -
(rpt) 12:05 Another Time, Another
Race (1 958) - Lana Turner and Sean
Connery star in this classic melodra-
ma set in WWli England about a
woman who has a breakdown when
she teams of her lover's death. (95
mins.) 13:45 The Commitments
(1991, Irish) - (rpt) 15:40 Grande
Vadmuffle (1966, French) British sol-

diers parachute into occupied France
in this WW11 comedy starring Louis
D'Flnnes and Bourvwe. (116 mins.)

17:40 Martial Law (1991) - an
gent and his beautiful

partner go after organized crime to

this action thriller (87 mins.) 19:15
False Identity (1990) - radio broad-
caster researches a story on a local

and the Chipmunks 14:00 Detective

Boogie 14:35 Discoveries 15:10 The
Heart 15:40 Famfly Ties 16:15

1

Toons 16:30 Blade StaRlon 11

Cartoons 17:35 Saved By the Bell

18:00 Hugo 18^5 White Fang 19:00
Lizzy Bee 19&0 Three’s Company
20:00 Married With Chfldren 2025
Step By Step 20-^0 Mork and Ktindy
21^0 Cheers

a SECOND SHOWING (6)

22MI Black Robe (1 991 , Canadian) -
Bruce Beresford tfireds this scenic
film about a
who travels to Quebec on a
ing mission. (94 mins.) 23:40
Vifoyzeck (1978, West German) -
adaptation of Georg Buchner’s novel
about a seemingly normal man who

: crazy and becomes a murderer.
Klaus Kinski. (76 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 12riX) Human
Nature 13:00 Beyond 2000 14:00
Open University 16:00 Human Nature
17:00 Beyond 2000 18:00 Open
University 1935 Business File 20:00
Balance of Nature 21:00 Travel
Magazine 21:30 Floyd on Italy 22riX)
Heart of the Matter 23.-00 Balance of
Nature 23:45 Open University

rrv3(33)

17:00 Cartoons 17:30 Facing Love
18:30 Panorama with Zaidan Atshe
19:00 News in Arabic 1ft30 Songs
We Loved 203)0 Mabat News 20rt5

Shots - series about talem-

. j exponents in aH fields of art
21:15 Thate Entertainment (1974) -
Part 1 of a nostalgia bash directed by
Jack Haley Jr. and hosted by some of

the brightest stars In the Hollywood
such as Fred Astaire,

y. Gene KeUy, Liza
Debbie Reynolds, ETa
and more who pluck out their favorite

Jizabetb Taylor

scenes from 78 MGM movies pro-

duced between 1929 and 1958 (127
mins.) 24:00 Closedown

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 Hey Dad 16:00 Learning
Mathematics 17:00 Guffiveris Travels
17:30 Time Out IftriX) The HerocBan
Kingdom 18:30 Family Relations
19:00 Basic Arabic 19^0 Reflection
— weekly news features program in

Russian 20:00 A New Evening (with

Russian subtitles) 20^0 Prej^ration
for Bagrat 21:00 Medidne
Demystified 21:30 Humankind m-m
Revolutions In the modem era

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 Best of the SeDna Scott Show
7:00 Europe 2000 7^0 ITN News
8:00 The Today Show 1(k00 Super
Shop 11:00 European Money Wheel
15*J30 The Squawk Box 17KJ0
American Money Wheel 1830 FT
Business Tonight 1930 ITN News
19:30 David Frost 2ft30 The Sefina

Scott Show 21^0 Frontal 22^0 ITN
News 23.~00 NHL Hockey 00:00 Best
of the Tora^tt Show 1^0 Late Ni^it
with Conan O’Brien

STAR PLUS

6:00 Beverly Hnttxlttes 6:30 Look and
Cook 7:00 Video Fashion News 7:30
GabrieRe 8:30 Santa Barbara 9C30
The Bold and the Beautiful 1(k00
Oprah Winfrey TlriJO Remingtorr
Steele 12d)0 Look and Cook IcW
Video Fashion News 13:00 Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles 13^0 Small
Wonder 14:00 The Black Stallion

CINEMA
246553 Seven 430. 7, 9:15 * The Usual

Suspects 9:15 * Blue in the Face 4:45,

7, 9:15* Father of the Bride II 4:45,

7

AFULA
RAV CHEN Ace Ventura 7. 9:30 B
Postino 7, 930 * American President

7.930
ARAD
STAR V 950904 Heat 6. 9 * Money
Train 7:15 * Show Girts 9*30 *
Dangerous Minds 7:15, 930
ASHDOD
G.G. GIL Ace Ventura 5, 7^0, 10
Casino 6:15, &30 * Seven 4.30. 7:15. 10

* Dangerous Minds 5, 7:30 * Show
Girts 10 * Broken Arrow 5, 7:30, 10
G.G. Oflf 1-3* 711223 Scariet Utter
430, 7:15, 10 * Heat 4, 7, 10 * The
Crossing Guard 5, 7:30, 10
ASHKELON
GLG. GIL Casino 6:15, 9:30 Heat 4, 7,

10* Virtuosity 5, 7-30, 10 * Show Girts

4:30, 7:15. 10 * Grt Shorty 5, 7:30, 10
RAV CHEN « 711223 Ace
Venture*The Crossing
Guard•Dangerous Minds 5, 7SJ0, Wfi
* Seven 7:15, 9:45 * Scariet Letter

4:45, 7:15, 9:45 * Father of the Bride n

weekdays 5

BAT YAM
RAV CHEN 5531077 Money Train

7:30. 8:45 * HeafCasino 515, 930 *
Seven#Scarfet Letter 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 *
Ace Ventura 5, 730. 9:45 * Get Shorty

5, 730, 9:45 * Father of the Bride D 5

BEERSHEBA
G.G. GIL Casino 6:15, 9:30 * Show
Girts weekdays 430, 7:15. 10 * Heat 4.

7, 10 * Get Shorty 5, 7:30, 10 RAV-
NEGEV 1-4 * 235273 Ace Ventura 5,

730, 9:45 * Scarlet Letter 4:45, 7:15,

9:45 * Money Train 5, 730. 9.45 *
Sense and Sensibility 430, 7:15, 9.45

DIMONA
HECHAL HATARBAUT Show Girls 8
EILAT
KOLNOA EILAT Ace venture 730. 10

* Dangerous Minds 7:30, 10 A Las
Vegas 7:15. 10
HADERA
LEV 1-4 Dead Man WUJting 5, 730. 10

* Denise Calls Up 5 Heal 630, 930 +
Ace Ventura 5, 7:30, 9:45 + Get Shorty

5, 7:15, 9:30

HERZUYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN;
« 6902666 II PostinoVThe Usual

Suspects 6, 8, 10 STARo- 569068

Casino 630, 9.45 * Get Shorty 730. 10

* Heat 6:45, 9:45 DANIEL HOTEL
Dead Man Walking 7:30. 9:45

KARMIEL
CINEMA 1-3 * 887277 Scarlet Letter

7, 930 * Ace Ventura 7. 9:30 * The
crossing Guard 7. 930
KFARSAVA
G.G. GIL Casino 6:15, 930 A A Goofy
Movie 430 * Get ShortyWDead Man
Walking 5, 7:30. 10 A Heat 4, 7, 10 A
VfrtuosHyWAce Venture 5, 730, 10 A
Dangerous Minds 5, 730, 10
KIRYAT BIALIK
G.G. K1RYON 1-9 * 779166 Get
Shorty 4:45, 7. 930 * A Goofy
MovteWAn Indian In the
CupboardMSanta Clause 4:46 *
Dangerous MndsOSudden Death 4:45.

7, 9:30 A Las VegaaftDead Man
Walking 7, 930 * CsslnoffHeat 630,
9:15 * Virtuosity 4:45, 930
KIRYAT ONO
MATNAS Seven 830 * The
Pagemaster (Hebrew cSalogue) 5
KIRYAT SHEMONA
G.G. GIL Ace venture 430, 7, 930 *
Seven 4:30, 7, 930 * Homs for the

Holidays 430, 7, 930

1430 Batman l&OOHome andAway
1530 Entertainment Tonight 1630
M’A’S’H 1630 Frost1830 The Bold
and the Beautiful 1930 Santa
Barbara 20:00 Hard Copy 20:30
Hearts Afire 2130 Grace Under Fire

21:30 Bamaby Jones 2230
Entertainment Tonight 2330 Oprah
Winfrey 00:00 Hard Copy 00:30
Home and Away 130 The SuHivans

CHANNEL

5

630 Bodies in motion 730 Basic

Training 1630 Bodies in motion
1630 Action 18:00 Mrs. Fitness
19:45 Name of the Game 20:15 Hi
Five — Tel Aviv vs Jerusalem 2230
English Soccer League 23:30
College Basketball 00:30 BraziGan
Soccer

EUROSPORT

9:30 Alpine Skiing - World
Norway 1130 Athletics 1330
1430 Formula 1 - Australian Gr
Prix 1630 Snooker 18:55 Sports
News 1930 Motor Sports Magazine
2035 Sports News 2030 Eurogoals
21:00 Eurogoals 2135 Sports News
2230 ATP Tennis Bva

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 Cricket - World Cup, Third
Quarter Finals, live 14:00 Cricket -
World Cup, Fourth Quarter Finals, live

2130 Roller Blading 23:00 Asian
Sports Magazine 23:30 Fencing
00:00 Asian Soccer 1:00 Wind
Surfing Magazine 1:30 WWF
Wrestling 230 Cricket 3:30 Cricket -
World Cup, Third Quarter Finals

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:00 World
Headlines 635 The Money
Programme 10:15 The Money

1130 Food and Drink
Correspondent 15:15 World

Business Report 1530 Asia-Pacific

News 1630 Time Out QJE.D. 17:15
The Money Programme 18:30 Time
Out The Clothes Show 19:15 World
Business Report 22^X5 The Money
Programme 2330 Time Out Holiday

T World Business Report

RADIO

VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 Btiss:

Pastoral for mezzo-soprano, choir,

flute and string orch; Delius:
Norwegian Suite; Ingolf Dahl: St
Barbara's Tower symphonic legend;
works by Btington; ya acov Gilboa: 3
Lyric Pieces in Mediterranean
(KXVTalmi) 12:00 Light

Vienna Boys’ Choir in songs by Bach,
Handel, Franck, Schubert J. Strauss,

and German and Austrian folksongs

13:00 Ceffist Jacqueline du Pro -
Elgar. Cello concerto in E minor;
Haydn: Cello concerto in C 1436
Encore 15:00 Cycle of Works -
Beethoven's piano sonatas 16:00
Early music 1730 Etnahfa - five

broadcast from Henry Crown
Auditorium, Jerusalem. Noam
Buchman, flute; Ora Rotem, piano.
Works by Mozart, C.P.E. Bach,
Mordechai Seter, NedaAlora, Janacek
19:00 Rainbow of Sounds 20:05,
Paganini: Vlofin concerto

-
.' np .’1

Sjftiri/Royal PO/Erede); :Mozart
ihony no 39 (Vienna
ertesz) 21:00 A Matter of

Agreement 23:00 Just Jazz

LOD
STAR Dangerous Minds 730, 10 +
Seven 10 Santa Clause 730 + Money
Train 7:30, 10
NAHARIYA
HECHAL HATARBUT The Usual
Suspects Sun-Tue. 8:30

UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL Seven 430, 7, 9:45 * Sudden
Death 4:30. 7 A Show Gifts 930 *
Casino 6:15, 9:30 a The Crossing
GuanMScartat Letter 4:30, 7. 930
Ace Ventura 4:30, 730, 10 * Heat 4. 7,

10
NESS ZIONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 V 404729 Casino 515,
930 A Clueless 4:

0 A Show Girls 4:30, 7:15, 10 * Get
Shorty 5, 730, 10 A Heat 4, 7. 10
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 v 628452 Casino 6:15,

930 * Get ShortyMDead Man Walking

5, 7:30, 10 * Show Girts 430, 7:15, 10*
Heat 4, 7, 10 RAV CHEN Ace Ventura

5. 730. 545 A Seven 9-45 A Sense and
Sensibility 430, 7:15, 945 * Scarlet

Letter 4:45, 7:15, 945 * It Postino 5,

730
ORAIOVA
RAV CHEN Ace Ventura 7, 930 * U
PoBttnoWTha Crossing Guard 7, 930
OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL Dangerous UlndsVTtw
Crossing GuanWDesperado 5, 7:30, 10

A Heat 4, 7. 10
PETAH TIKVA
G.G. HECHAL Casino 10 * Get
Shorty 5, 730. 10 * Heat 7 G-G- RAM
1-3 » 9340818 Dangerous ANndsAAce
VenturaWThe Crossing Guard 5, 7:30,

10
RA’ANANA
CfN-MOFET Unstrung Heroes 8:30
PARK Heat 6, 9:30* Sense and
Sensibility 5:15. 7:45, 10:15 * The
Usual suspects 5:30. 5, 10:15 A Get

Shorty 530. 8, 10 Ventura 5:30, 8, 10
RAMATGAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 « 6197121
SevenMScariet Letter 4:45, 7:15, 945 A
Acs Ventura 5. 7:30, 945 * Sense and
Sensibility 4:30, 7:15, 9:45 RAV-
OAS1S 1-3 « 6730687 HeatMCasIno
6:15, 930 A Get Shorty 5, 730, 9.45

RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV * 5491979 American
President?, 930
REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 « 362864 Get Shorty 730,
9.45 * Heat 6:45, 10 * Smoke#Ace
Ventura 7:15, 9.45

RISHON LEZION
GAL 1-5 « 9619669 Ace Venfura#Felr
Game#Sudden Death 5, 730, 10 *
Show Girls 10 * Dangerous Minds 5,
730 * American President 5, 7:30, 10
HAZAHAV Heat 7, 10 *
CtontessWBatiuan Forever 430 A Get
Shorty 5. 730. 10 A Casino 6:15, 9:30
RAV CHEN « 9670503 Ace venture 5.

730, 945 * Scarlet Latter 4s4S, 7:15,
9545 * Sense and SerufoBIty 430. 7:15,
9:45 A n Postino 5, 730, 9:45 STAR
1-4 w 9619985-7 27 Lfehinsky SL Dead
Man Walking 730, 10 * Scarlet Letter
10 * No Skin 730 * Lovesick on Kane
Street 730. 10 * Honey Train 730. 10
YEHUD
RAV-CHEN Savyonim Ace Ventura 5,
730, 945 * Sense and Sensfointy 430,
7:15,9:45*The Usual SuspecMMMoney
Trttin 5, 720, 9.45

Phone reservations: Tel Aviv 5252244
[OS] Phone reservations: Haifa 728878
All times are pm. unless otfierwfse

Indicated.
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Defense witness

Ojalbo: Raviv told

Amir Rabin must die
AVISHAI Raviv, the alleged GSS
informer who founded the

extreme right-wing organization

Eyal, irfluenced Yigal Amir to

wn Yit hak Rabin, former Kach

member Eran Ojalbo, testifying

for the defense, told Tel Aviv

District Court yesterday.

Policeman Moshe Afron testi-

fied that on the night of the rally,

security forces had been briefed

for a possible terror attack. But at

the scene, he said, police were

warned of a possible assassination

attempt
“Raviv told Yigal and others

time and time again that there was

a din rodef on Yitzhak Rabin,”

said Ojalbo. “He said, ‘Rabin

should die,' and whoever killed

him was a righteous person.”

Ojalbo was Raviv’s roommate

for more than 18 months, and

joined Eyal after Kach was made

an illegal organization.

He also said Raviv had sent

him to post flyers advertising

Eyal, and encouraged others to

break into Orient House.

RAINE MARCUS
Ojalbo testified that Raviv orga-

nized Shabbat activities and anti-

govemment demonstrations

nationwide. Amir was invited

every weekend to take part in

Eyal’s activities, and Raviv even

sent him to carry out “various

missions.” “Raviv had a great

influence on Yigal,” stressed

Ojalbo. “He continuously

emphasized to him and other stu-

dents that whoever implemented

the din rodefou Rabin was carry-

ing out a holy mission.” ^en
minutes after it was announced

that Rabin had been injured, on

the night of the rally, Raviv

phoned me and asked me how I

was," said Ojalbo. “He also

asked me who had shot Rabin- I

replied that I could see a short

Yemenite guy- ‘Is it Yigal?

Raviv asked me. I looked again

and said that it was Yigal."

Two GSS agents also testified

behind dosed doors. .

Other defense witnesses includ-

ed three policemen who described

the scene immediately after the

shooting- .

Policeman Aviv Yahav said that

after he had helped pin Amu
against the wall after the murder,

Amir told him he had shot only

“blanks." But soon afterwards,

said Yahav, Amir admitted that he

bad fired real bullets and had only

said he fired blanks because he

was afraid that police would shoot

him. Additional defense witnesses

will appear tomorrow. A police

investigator, psychologist Ayi

TOO, and Rabbis Yoel Bin-Nun

and Aharon Lichtenstein have

been summoned by the

judge Edmond Levy refused to

aUowan additional psychologist,

acting for the defense, to examine

Amir. He also refused to permit

Menahcm Damti, Rabin s driver,

to testify for the defense.

Levy urged both the defense and

prosecution to expedite proceed-

ings, so that when defense wit-

nesses complete their testimony

tomorrow, the summations may

begin-

To the

Honorable

Rudolph W. Giuliani

Mayor of the

City of New York

WELCOME
TO ISRAEL!

Thank you for

always being there,

in the right place,

and at the right time.

God bless you!

Rabbi Avi Weiss

National President

Coalition for Jewish Concerns - Amcha

3700 Henry Hudson Parkway
Bronx. NY, 10463, USA

Tel. 718-884-8499,

Fax. 718-884-3206

e-maU:amcha@aol.com
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Seniors to get 50% discount on public transport

by to Senior Citizens Uw, win apply to aU typ« of tickets, includtng tnonthly

passes. It will also apply to both buses and
6iscomt^ effect in two phases: In the first, which

Ministry spokesman Avner Ovadia ^xplained^^
transportation and to multi-ride tickets. As ofApril 1, the

“ 5taff

Yigal Amir !eans in front ofa conrt guard to consutt with attorney Shnwel Etoschnm.

Peretz wants strike over pensions PostPO^edrereu wtf UMV.,nnuAN The large onions threatened

HISTADRUT Chairman MK
Amir Peretz yesterday asked the

large unions to postpone the strike

they were planning for Thursday

to next week, to give the Treasury

time to consider the Histadrut s

and unions' demands to change

the pension plan.

The union heads are to meet

today to decide on whether to

MinHAL YUDELMAN

agree to Peretz’s request

The Histadrut s leadership

debated the unions’ demands to

cancel the government s new

pension plan, which reduces^the

pension allocations of some

600,000 workers, at yesterday s

session.

The large onions threatened

month to disrupt the economy

unless the Treasury cancels foe

pension plan which damages foe

workers’ pension rights, darnung

that the Finance Ministry had

come up with a plan which vio-

lates all foe agreements they had

reached with former Histadrut

head Haim Ramon.

to decide on whether to sesston-

:

Army renames Quartermaster Branch
ARIEH 0‘SULUVAN past few years has cfaang

j'hqnmk thf* »— ^ i . _ r _ * —- —k- hi
THE IDF decided to change foe

name of the Quartermaster

Branch to the Branch of

Technology and Logistics. The

new name, the army said, is more

reflective of a modem army.

The branch, headed by

Maj.Gen. Amiaz Sagjs, consumes

foe largest portion of foe mili-

tary’s budget, and procures and

maintains equipment.
.

development of the IDF in the

past few years has changed the

task of the branch, which has been

called Quartermaster since the

IDF was founded," an army state-

ment said- “The Branch of

Technology and Logistics better

reflects its role.” _reflective ot a mouem ucvciupui™ — — reflects ns roie.

The

passa sentenced to 6 months community ser^T
UZl Fassa, former director of to {^^^stturt judge Edna

the Histadrut case, was sentenced to
arising farm to 1994 ffistEdrut pnmanes,when

Fassa heiprf

AnoLy’s OffiSsstW has to costs. Tiewo* involved amonnted to

ing seven false invoices to Histadrut members to cover meur r ^ RomeMarcus

nearly NIS 800.000

A Special Oiler tor readers ot

Daily Blood Pressure Readings

A vital step towards “Healthy" Values

Hiah blood pressure is today’s most widely spread ailment

High blood pressure is usually not recognized as such, since there are usually no symptoms

• Prevention and treatment are crucial

We offer

Automatic Wrist Blood Pressure Monitor

For home and personal use

FullyAutomatic

The wrist cuff inflates by pushing the START

button.

The unit automatically deflates when

measiffement is completed.

Easy Wrist Measurement

Wrist measurement is convenient and easy to

use because it is not necessary to roil up your

sleeve or clothing.

User Memory System
The memory system allows up to 2 users to

store readings in the memory

Each user can store 14 readings.

Each memory shows month/date /hour/minute

to tell youthen the measurement was taken

Fuzzy Logic
No preset pressure level req1

This unit will pump up to required pressure

lev®! automatically
, _ . n . . »er> a \ anmmni mim

Winning cards

In yesterday’s Mifel Hapayis

daily Chance card draw, foe lucky

cards were the qneen of spades,

nine of hearts, seven of diamonds,

and eigjbtof dobs.
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American Food and Drug Administration (F.DA) approval number isswnsai

CaJ'-.-qi

For orders please call

Atlas Ltd.,

SI Tchlenov SL, Tel Aviv 66048

P.O.B. 351 38 Tel Aviv 61 351

Tel. 03-6888407

Fax. 03-6882192

Toll Free 177 022 3585

Allow 14 days delivery

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Product can be returned witnln

•30 days If undamaged and Inthe original packaging

Can also be paid In

NIS42.12 x 12 Installments
(Interest rate 29.6% pa.)

Q My check la andoaed Q Debfc my credftcard QAmx. QVta. QOmn Jwacani

Exp. Date!

NJS450

I 12X 42.12


